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FOREWORD
FOREWORD

This
report is
is the
the second
to appear
appear in
in recent
recent months
months on
the central
central
This report
second to
on the
portion
of
the
Gregory
Rift
Valley.
and
continues
westwards
the
mapping
portion of the Gregory Rift Valley, and continues westwards the mapping of.
of
G.
G. J.
J. H.
H. McCall
McCall in
in the
the NakuruAThomson’s
Nakuru-Thomson's Falls-Lake
Falls-Lake Hannington
Hannington area.
area. The
The
present
present map
map covers
covers part
part of
of the
the central
central trough
trough of
of the
the rift
rift with
with its
its close
close system
system
of
young
grid-faulting,
the
southern
part
of
the
Kamasian
Hills.
and
the Kerio
Kerio
of young grid-faulting, the southern part of the Kamasian Hills, and the
Valiey,
which
is
ﬂanked
by
the
western
wall
of
the
rift.
the
impressive
Elgeyo
Valley, which is flanked by the western wall of the rift, the impressive Elgeyo
valley
the valley
above the
mile above
than aa mile
more than
height of
to aa height
rises to
which rises
Escarpment which
Escarpment
of more
floor.
ﬂoor.
complicated
somewhat complicated
the somewhat
only the
not only
establish not
to establish
able to
was able
author was
The author
The
as aa direct
down
laid
were
which
sediments
and
rocks
volcanic
of
sequence
sequence of volcanic rocks and sediments which were laid. down as
direct
history
detailed
fairly
a
up
draw
to
able
also
was
but
rifting.
the
of
result
result of the rifting, but was also able to draw up a fairly detailed history
as
have developed
to have
Valley to
Rift Valley
present—day Rift
the present-day
He shows
tectonism. He
the tectonism.
of the
of
shows the
developed as
episodes
major
three
by
followed
Miocene
the
in
down-warping in the Miocene followed by three major episodes
result of
the result
the
of down-warping
of faulting.
of
faulting.
known
hitherto known
Dr.
that the
sediments hitherto
intra-volcanic sediments
the intra-volcanic
shows that
also shows
Walsh also
Dr. Walsh
Pleistocene.
the
of.
stage
local
a
as
adopted
and
series. and adopted as a local stage of the Pleistocene, are
Kamasian series,
the Kamasian
as the
as
are
work
Geological work
Pliocene. Geological
is Pliocene.
which is
of which
earlier of
the earlier
series. the
separate series,
two separate
fact two
in fact
in
shown
has shown
Ravine-Kabarnet area
Eldama Ravine-Kabarnet
the Eldama
of the
north of
the north
to the
progress to
in progress
now in
now
area has
the
to
developed
strongly
more
even
be even more strongly developed to the
to be
groups to
sedimentary groups
two sedimentary
these two
these
no
will.
remains
ﬁsh
and
mammalian
in mammalian and fish remains will no
rich in
northwards, and
northwards,
and areas
areas locally
locally rich
future.
near
the
in the near future.
certainty in
with certainty
dated with
be. dated
to be
them to
enable. them
doubt enable
doubt
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ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT

The
report describes
The report
describes an
an area
area of
of about
about 1.225
1,225 square
square miles
miles in
in the
the central
central
N.
0030’ N.
parallel 0°30'
and parallel
Equator and
the Equator
by the
bounded by
"1;'t:lle}. bounded
Rift Valley,
Kenya Rift
the Kenya
of the
part of
part
and
[1.
Rollfl" E.
and 36°00'
35 30' and
meridians 35°30'
and meridians

outcrop
{Precambrian} outcrop
System (Precambrian)
Basement System
the Basement
.il' the
sediments of
Metamorphosed sediments
Metamorphosed
thicknesses
great thicknesses
under great
buried under
are buried
they are
EE>U'-.'1'i‘lk’i‘t,‘ they
area : elsewhere
the area:
of the
north-west of
the north-west
in the
in
Miocene
presumed Miocene
basalts of
from basalts
ranging from
lavas. ranging
Quaternary lavas,
and Quaternary
Tertiary and
of Tertiary
of
of presumed
intergroups are
sediment. groups
tell and
Sexera‘: tuff
phone-lites. Several
Pleistocene phonolites.
age
age to
to Pleistocene
and sediment
are internorth-east of
the north-east
in the
Re: .‘il nexéinzenas
and Recent
ealated in
calated
in the
the latex.
lavas, and
sediments occur
occur in
of the
the
and
Baringo and
lakes Baringo
of lakes
extension of
e'zrlier extension
an earlier
all an
sediments of
representing: sediments
area. representing
area,
Hannington.
Hannington.

type
Kamasiau type
the Kamasian
of the
sediments of
the sediments
ol‘ the
reappraisal of
A reappraisal
A
idely
u
of
groups
separate
tun.
or
ennsist
to
proved
are
they
they are proved to consist of two separate groups of widely
the
and the
beds. and
(f‘lienieron beds,
the Chemeron
renamed the
is renamed
lower group
lower
group is
beds.
Kapthurin
Kapthurin beds.

made.
is made,
area is
area
ages.
dill’ering
differing ages.
group
upper
upper group

and
and
The
The
the
the

timescale
and aa time-scale
described. and
are described,
area are
the area
ol‘ the
{eel-Denim of
The
and tectonics
structure and
The structure
faulting
of
episodes
and
types
rock
‘-.':trious
the
deposiiion'of
the
for
suggested
suggested for the deposition' of the various rock types and episodes of faulting
today.
seen
is
it
m
\"alley
Rift
the
produced
have
which
which have produced the Rift Valley as it is seen today.
occurrences
dioxide occurrences
carbon dioxide
and carbon
hot—springs and
to hot-springs
devoted to
are devoted
Sections are
Sections

minerals
eertunonuc minerals
and economic
supplies and
uater supplies
the water
and the
ado-it}. and
volcanic activity,
to volcanic
related to
related

discussed.
are discussed.
of
area are
the area
of the
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I.-INTRODUCTION
GENERAL INFORMATION
I.~—-INTRODUCTICJ AND
AND GENERAL
INFORMATION
General
General
The
The area
area described
described in
in this
this report
report is
is of
of approximately
approximately 1.225
1,225 square
square miles.
miles, and
and is
is
bounded by
bounded
by the
the Equator
Equator and
and parallel
parallel 0'3tl'Nu
0030'N., and
and meridians
meridians 3530'
35°30' and
and 36‘00’E,
36°00'E.
It
It lies
lies in
in the
the Rift
Rift Valley
Valley Province
Province of
of Kenya.
Kenya, and
and comprises
comprises par
parts; of
of four
four districts:
districts:
Uasin Gishu.
Uasin
Gishu, Elgcyo‘Marakwet.
Elgeyo-Marakwet, Baringo
Baringo and
and Nakuru.
Nakuru. LTasin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu and
and Nakuru
Nakuru
districts
forest reserves.
districts are
are mainly
mainly areas
areas of
of large
large farms
farms and
and plantations
plantations and
and some
some forest
reserves, and
and
Elgeyo-Marakwet is
area of
of smallholdings,
smallholdings. again
with forest
forest reseri'es.
Elgeyo-Marakwet
is an
an area
again with
reserves. Baringo
Baringo
district
mainly aa grazing
gazetted forest
numerous
district is
is mainly
grazing area.
area. The
The gazetted
forest reserves
reserves in
in the
the area
area are
are so
so numerous
that
geological map
for the
that their
their boundaries
boundaries are
are omitted
omitted from
from the
the geological
map for
the sake
sake of
of clarity.
clarity, but
but
all
maps 01"
all are
are marked
marked on
on the
the l1 150.000
: 50,000 maps
of the
the Surycy
Survey of
of Kenya
Kenya enumerated
enumerated later.
later.

Kabarnet. in
in the
the north
Kabarnet,
north of
of the
the area.
area, is
is the
the District
District Headquarter».
Headquarters of
of the
the Baringo
Baringo
District.
District, and
and at
at Eldama
Eldama RaVine
Ravine (known
(known locally
locally simply
simply as
as “Ravinc"l
"Ravine") in
in the
the south
south is
is the
the
office
office of
of the
the District
District Ofﬁcer
Officer in
in charge
charge of
of the
the southern
southern part
part of
of the
the Baringo
Baringo District.
District. it
It is
is
interesting
the township
Eldama Rayine
interesting to
to note
note that
that the
township of
of Eldama
Ravine lies
lies in
in the
the Niikuru
Nakuru District.
District,
several
several miles
miles from
from the
the Baringo
Baringo border.
border, an
an anomaly
anomaly resulting
resulting from
from many
many changes
changes of
of
boundaries
boundaries since
since the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the century.
century, “hen
when Eldama
EIdama RaVine
Ravine was
was the
the headhead-

quarters
Uganda Protectorate.
quarters of
of aa much
much larger
larger district
district of
of the
the Uganda
Protectorate, and
and Kabzirnet
Kabarnet aa Very
very

no
Raxine. ('hepkorio
new' and
and minor
minor substation
substation to
to Eldama
EIdama Ravine.
Chepkorio is
is the
the Distric‘
District Olliccr‘s
Officer's head—
headquarters
the southern
the Elgcyo-Maral-met
quarters administering
administering the
southern (Elgeyoi
(Elgeyo) part
part of
of the
Elgeyo-Marakwet District.
District, the
the
District Commissioner
District
Commissioner having
having his
his headquarters
headquarters at
at Tamhach.
Tambach, aa few
few miles
miles north
north of
of the
the
map area.
map
area.

The
tribes of
of the
The main
main tribes
the area
area are
are the
the 'l’ugen
Tugen (also
(also known
known as
as the
the Kaniasia
Kamasia tribe}
tribe) Who
who
inhabit
District. and
closely related
related Flgeio
inhabit the
the Baringo
Baringo District,
and the
the closely
Elgeyo in
in the
the Elgcyo—Marakwet
Elgeyo-Marakwet
on the
in the
lixe in
nho live
\jenips who
are the
Lesser tribes
District. Lesser
District.
tribes are
the Njemps
the extreme
extreme north—cast
north-east on
the low
low
ground north
of hilarigat.
ten Pokot
Pokot from
found.
ground
north and
and east
east of
Marigat, where
where aa few
from the
the north
north are
are also
also found,
and
Nandi on
the Uasin
Gishu Plateau
in the
west.
the west.
Plateau in
Uasin (’Sishu
on the
and Nandi
dwellers and
the h2ll
into the
SUbdl\idC(i into
can be
Elgeyo tribes
Tugcn and
Both the
Both
the Tugen
and Elgeyo
tribes can
be subdivided
hill dwellers
and
than on
accident of
an accident
by an
tribes. by
the tribes,
dwellers of
lowland dwellers
lowland
of the
of geography
geography rather
rather than
on ethnic
ethnic
agriculturists with
are mainly
The hillmen
grounds.
grounds. The
hillmen are
mainly agriculturists
with only
only aa few
few stock.
stock, and
and those
those in
in
the dry
the
dry lowlands
lowlands subsist
subsist almost
almost entirely
entirely upon
upon their
their domestic
domestic stock.
stock, cattle.
cattle, goats
goats and
and
rainfall allows
valleys “here
river valleys
in river
smallholdings in
rare smallholdings
with only
sheep. with
sheep,
only rare
where seasonal
seasonal rainfall
allows
plzintatiom are
maize plantations
and maize
huts and
and huts
wasted. and
is wasted,
land is
Little land
to be
maize to
maize
be grown.
grown. Little
are often
often sited
sited
found
one occasion
more than
on more
measured on
\NCY’C measured
slopes of
hillsides the
on hillsides
on
the slopes
of which
which were
than one
occasion and
and found
H
to 45
up to
be up
to be
to
45°.. (Plate
(plate I.)

high
on the
but on
grown. but
crop grown,
the only
almost the
is almost
maize is
Hills maize
Kamasian Hills
the Kamasian
In the
In
only crop
the high

few acres
of aa few
in smallhoitlings
practised in
is practised
agriculture is
intensixe agriculture
Elgeyo intensive
in Elgeyo
ground in
ground
smallholdings of
acres
parts of
landscape an
the landscape
which give
hedged. which
or hedged,
fenced or
neatly fenced
each, all
each,
all neatly
give the
an appearance
appearance of
of parts
of
in addition
wheat in
and wheat
harie) and
as barley
such as
cereals such
include cereals
Crops include
England. Crops
southern England.
southern
addition to
to
tomatoes.
and tomatoes.
onions and
cabbage». onions
potatoes. cabbages,
them potatoes,
among them
vegetables. among
excellent vegetables,
and excellent
maize. and
maize,

Near Marigat
Perkerra Irrigation
Scheme. where
the Perkerra
Perkcrra
Near
Marigat is
is the
the Perkerra
Irrigation Scheme,
where the
the waters
waters of
of the
River have
have been
been diverted
diverted to
to irrigate
irrigate large
large areas
areas of
the fertile
fertile. but
but barren
barren flats
the
River
of the
flats of
of the
ancient Baringo-Hannington
Baringo—I—lannington Lake.
Lake. Irrigation
Irrigation is
is not
new in
this area.
the Njemps
Njemps haying
ancient
not new
in this
area, the
having
practised
Europeans to
practised it
it long
long before
before the
the coming
coming of
of Europeans
to this
this part
part of
of Africa.
Africa, though
though until
until
the opening
the art
art had
had been
been almost
almost forgotten.
forgotten.
the
opening of
of this
this scheme
scheme the

Vegetation
and Vegetation
Climate and
Climate

by.
siati—ons clom:
man}- stations
in many
;-.nd in
area. and
the area,
in the
places in
many places
in many
kept in
Rainfall statistics
Rainfall
statistics kept
close by,
be
Will be
I: will
l'-. It
[Fig I).
drawn (Fig.
be drawn
1-" be
! to
r5"
Litcragc rainfall
of average
diagram of
accurate diagram
fairly accurate
enable aa fairly
enable
altitude.
by altitude.
largely by
controlled largely
are controlled
amounts are
rainfall amounts
that rainfall
seen that
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:mmial rainfall
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Fig. l-Isobyet
Fig.
incbes

August.
ill .-\pril
peaks in
with peaks
September. with
'..u September,
M;
between March
heaviest between
is heaviest
Rainfall is
Rainfall
and
April and
and August,
latter. (")5
the latter.
than the
average than
higher average
usually having aa slighty
month u.<mallyhaving
former month
the former
the
slightly higher
Of the
the other
other
during
rainfall during
'itions showing}.
most of
December is
year December
in the
months in
months
the year
is the
the wettest.
wettest, most
of the
the s‘stations
showing rainfall
August.
or August.
.-'\prll or
.the totals
this
this month
month amounting:
amounting to
to approximately
approximately half
half the
totals for
April
iLlLl'L‘. the
|;ir_s_3cl3 h_\
Like
Like rainfall.
rainfall, ter‘r“‘-er;-.tures
temperatures 'ti'c
are controlled
controlled largely
by altitude,
the highest
highest parts
parts
of
of the
the area
area in
in the
the we.
west being
being rcl;:.'=.i\::l_\'
relatively coo!
cool during
during the
the do}.
day, with
with early
early morning:
morning mist
mist
falling below
very common.
very
common, and
and night.
night temperatures
temperatures sometimes
sometimes falling
below frost
frost level.
level. The
The Kerio
Kerio
particularly- tltr.‘
Valley
Valley and
and the.
the rift
rift ﬂoor
floor in
in the
the cast.
east, particularly
the [in
low ground
ground in
in the
the north—east.
north-east,
are
are hot
hot by
by day
day and
and generally
generally warm
warm by
by night.
night.

2

.x\ll the
the ground
ground below
5.0".“ ft.
ft. O.D.
(ll). supports
supports aa poor
poor thorn
thorn scrub.
mainly
All
below about
about 5,000
scrub, mainly
species of
acacia with
with succulent...
larger trees
only along
along watercourses.
Above
speci:::s
of acacia
succulents, and
and larger
trees only
watercourses. Above
5.0% ft.,
ft.. with
with increasing
inert icg rainfall,
rainfali. patches
patches of
o1” indigenous
indigenous forest
forest still
still remain.
remain. These
are
5,000
These are
interspersed with
with rolling
rolling grassy
grassy plains,
pl'tit‘ts‘. which
which have
forest clearing.
interspersed
have resulted
resulted from
from forest
clearing, though
though
some may
may have
have been
been original.
Exec in
in the
the early
Years of
Of the
the present
present century
century all
all the
some
original. Even
early years
the
higher ground
Kamasian Hills,
liills‘. Lembus
l.ClT!l"1ls' and
Littsin ('jishu
supported forest,
forest,
higher
ground of
of the
the Kamasian
and the
the Uasin
Gishu supported
musumboria,
cedar and
podo. cedar
tor podo,
logged for
are logged
remwin are
still remain
which still
pate-he's which
these patches
and those
and
and musumboria,
cleared areas
areas in
in forest
forest reserves
resertes being
being replanted
repl.ri1cd with
with various
various species
s'necies of
of conifer.
conifer. In
in the
the
cleared
cleared forest
t'orest lands
lands. soil
soil cover
coxer orten
often exceeds
exceeds- 30
3t) ft.
ft. in
in depth,
depth. always
always very
very fertile
fertile and
and
cleared
protected from
from soil
soil erosion
erosion by
by aa good
good grass
grass cover
cover maintained
maintained by
by the
high rainfall.
rainfall. In
1n
protected
the high
the lower
lower areas
soil is
is thin
thin or
or locally
loeaii; entirely
entirelv absent,
absent. such
such grass
grass cover
as there
there is
is
the
areas soil
cover as
being scant
scant and
'lhe whole
v. hole of
oi" the
the lower
lower ground
heaxily over-grazed,
over—grazed. and
being
and seasonal.
seasonal. The
ground is
is heavily
and
only in
past few
few years
years has
has any
an}. determined
attempt been
been made
made at
at stock
Stock control.
control.
only
in the
the past
determined attempt
Emenieg the
land has
has been
been (li\l(.l'ct.l
into large
Sarge grazing
grazing areas,
areas. securely
securely fenced
fenced
Around.i Emening
the land
divided into
anu- patrolicd.
and onl}
limited number
number of
oi" licensed
licensed stock
are allowed
to graze.
being
and
patrolled, and
only aa limited
stock are
allowed to
graze, being
rotated from
from plot
plot to
plot so
so that
that each
block is
then rested
rested
rotated
to plot
each block
is grazed
grazed for
for three
three months
months and
and then
[or aa tear.
Atte“ only
few months
rocky patches
patches
for
year. Afrer
only aa few
months rest
rest esen
even the
the most
most barren
barren and
and rocky
regain a
a good
grass coter.
are continually
continually progressing
progressing to
to further
regain
good grass
cover, and
and experiments
experiments are
further
improve the
land by
by res‘eeding.
improve
the land
reseeding.

.

\. .
being aa
left being
gtmie left
big- game
non very
only big
the only
is now
area. the
the area,
throughout the
scarce throughout
Ciame is
Game
scarce
common
few common
The few
Forest. The
Kaptagat Forest.
thc Kaptagat
o." the
nart of
caster: part
the eastern
in the
c'i.;~hant in
dozen elephant
herd o'
herd
of 'ra. dozen
around
impala around
few impala
With aa few
ground. with
loner ground,
the lower
in the
til-dd; in
are dik-dik
els- there are
(initials elsewhere
game animals
game
in
especially
common.
Ker};
are
Snakes
Marigat.
t'-.‘:Lr
ostrich
and
aebra
and
Emening
Emening and zebra and ostrich near Marigat. Snakes are very common, especially in
feet
three feet
to three
up to
tortoises. up
of tortoises,
concentration of
unusual concentration
2‘1. unusual
is an
there is
and there
ground. and
lover ground,
the lower
the
rainy
in rainy
Walking in
day‘s walking
in aa day's
30 in
or 30
it.) or
meet 20
to meet
unusu;.' to
not unusual
is not
it is
{-Zt'ncning. It
around Emening.
Song. around
long,
steep
and the
I.embus and
of Lembus
forests of
the forests
in the
common in
lair-it common
are fairly
monkeys are
Colobu-. monkeys
periods. Colobus
periods.
the steep
in the
numerous in
are numerous
Crocodiles are
ifs-carntztcnt. Crocodiles
Flgego Escarpment.
th: Elgeyo
ot the
stores of
upper slopes
forested upper
forested
the
Perkerra and
and Molo
Perkerra
Molo rivers.
rixers.

tln the
the higher
higher ground
most of
rixers arc
perennial. but
but from
On
ground most
of the
the streams
streams and
and rivers
are perennial,
from
gatiii ft.
it. downwards
Li'.t‘i\n'ﬁ{tl'(.l\' only
'
lrrgest rivers,
riters. notably
notably the
Molo. Perkerra
Parkerra and
Kerio
5,000
only the
largest
the Molo,
and Kerio
ant.l their
their main
main tributaries.
the year.
and
tributaries, contah
contain Walt..."
water throughout
throughout the
year.
l. ke Baringo.
lulu. 52;»
:gat. and
Lake
Lake
Baringo, aa l-T'Cwll-ltttlc‘l'
fresh-water lake,
lies aa 5:»
few miles
miles north—east
north-east 0t
of 3‘
Marigat,
and Lake
the
in the
Natasha in
lake Narasha
place. Lake
that place.
of that
ntil‘s southeast
ten miles
lake. aa few
soda lake,
Hannington. aa soda
Hannington,
south-east of
south—west of
of the
the area
is little
little more
more than
marsh) pond,
pond. aand.‘l is
is exceeded
in size
south-west
area is
than aa marshy
exceeded in
size by
by
in the
Swamp. in
Lclen Swamp,
by. Lelen
11-3 dams
Intrtiu'tdcd by
mater impounded
or water
bodies of
the bodies
of the
many of
many
dams near
near by.
the east.
east,
is aa lake
lake during
wetter months
year.
is
during thc
the wetter
months or
of the
the year.

Communications
Communications
'ihc Uganda
L'ganda line
inc of
0." East
East African
-\*'r~;.:" Railways
Railway cuts
the southern
border of
The
cuts the
southern border
of the
the area
area
in
two
places.
and
loiloi-ss
th: western
tieszcrn border
ho-der for
for many
many miles.
miles. The
The most
most important
important
in two places, and follows the
road is
is the
the Nakuru-Eldoret
N.-.l;u"u—Eidoret road,
road. which
Which cuts
cuts across
across the
the south-western
south—western corner.
road
corner. Other
Other
main roads
roads are
are those
those from
t'rotri Nakuru
\alturu to
Rabat-net via
\‘ia Mogotio
Mogotio and
.‘Vlarigat. and
main
to Kabarnet
and Marigat,
and that
that
from Kabarnet
Rabarnet to
to Tambach
Tambtteh and
Eldoret. which
t‘hich crosses
crosses the
the Kerio
Kerio River
River at
from
and Eldoret,
at Che’oloch
Chebloch
Bridge. Sclater's
Scizitc.
Road. cut
cut in
in the
the last
last years
tears of
of the
tie nineteenth
nineteenth century
century to
to extend
extend the
Bridge.
Road,
the

Mombasa—Kibuczi road
road to
ialis Victoria,
\ictori't. enters
the area
at the
Equator near
Mombasa-Kibwezi
to Lake
enters the
area at
the Equator
near
ageri. and
runs via
\ia Eldama
Eldan'.a Ravine
Raune to
to Timboroa
'i'imboroa and
and beyond.
beyond. That
That part
part of
of the
the road
road
Esageri,
and runs
.‘i-st of"
Eldarna Ravine
Ratine is
is metalled
metallcd and
as aa first-class
ttrst—cl's‘s road,
road. but
betWeen
east
of Eldama
and maintained
maintained as
but between
Eldama Rat'ine
the road
road is
is now
now neglected,
neglected. and
passable only
with
Eldama
Ravine and
and ”l'imboroa
Timboroa the
and passable
only with
tlilTieulty.
difficulty.

The most
most important
important or
the secondar}
roads is
is that
that running
running south
from Kabarnet
habarnet
The
of the
secondary roads
south from
along
Katmtstan Hills
Hills to
to Eldama
Eidama Ravine.
Rmirir- It
it is
is kept
in Very
good repair,
repair. but
but
along the
the Kamasian
kept in
very good
running as
as it
ll does
tor Ililtt‘Q.
n'ilcs as
.-.- a., mere
etcre slush:
on extremely
steep hillsides
is
running
does for
many miles
shelf on
extremely steep
hillsides it
it is
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is
it is
At other
vehicle. At
four-wheel—drive vehicle.
even to
dangerous
dangerous in
in wet
wet weather
weather even
to aa four-wheel-drive
other times
times it
Valley and
Kerio Valley
the Kerio
along the
roads along
loading. The
tons loading.
five tons
to five
up to
of up
vehicles of
passable to
passable
to vehicles
The roads
and
vehicles.
four-wheel-drive vehicles,
to four-wheel-drive
only to
passable only
are generally
Bekibon are
and Bekibon
through Sabur
that through
that
Sabur and
generaIJy passable
is the
But perhaps
and
and then
then only
only with
with difﬁculty.
difficulty. But
perhaps the
the most
most spectacular
spectacular of
of all
all is
the short
short
cut.
been cut
has been
which has
Sirwa which
to Sirwa,
Forest. to
Lembus Forest,
side of
eastern side
the eastern
on the
Sigoro. on
from Sigoro,
road from
road
of Lembus
one
wide enough
of Chemorogok.
the steep
into
into the
steep mountainside
mountainside east
east of
Chemorogok. It
It is
is only
only wide
enough for
for one
well advised
is well
miles. and
places for
passing places
vehicle, often
vehicle,
often with
with no
no passing
for several
several miles,
and aa driver
driver is
advised
ahead.
road ahead.
on the
no other
is no
that there
Sigoro that
leaving Sigoro
before leaving
ascertain before
to ascertain
to
there is
other car
car on
the road

Maps
Maps
RAP.
from R.A.F.
prepared from
[250.000
scale of
maps on
by four
is covered
area is
The area
The
covered by
four maps
on aa scale
of 1:
50,000 prepared
covering
that covering
except that
sheets except
the sheets
All the
104,-'l\-". All
to 104/IV.
£04.] to
numbered 104/1
and numbered
photographs. and
aerial photographs,
aerial
have
contours have
intervals; contours
lilo-foot intervals;
at 100-foot
Multiple); at
by Multiplex
contoured by
a"e contoured
quadrant are
north—west quadrant
the north-west
the
overcrowding.
avoid overcrowding.
to avoid
map to
geological map
for} geological
the final
on the
intervals on
ESE—toot intervals
at 250-£00t
redrawn at
been redrawn
been
three—inch
using aa single
survey using
the survey
was contoured
The north—west
The
north-west quash-ant
quadrant was
contoured during.
during the
single three-inch
corrected for
suitably corrected
quot-heights and
available spot-heights
barometer control‘etl
aneroid barometer
aneroid
controlled by
by available
and suitably
for diurnal
diurnal
mapping
Field mapping
considered as
be considered
must be
and contours
variations and
variations,
contours there
there must
as only
only approximate.
approximate. Field
and
1:30.000
approximately 1:
of approximately
scale of
at aa scale
photographs at
aerial photographs
to aerial
on to
directly on
done directly
was done
was
30,000 and
of
sale of
at aa scale
drawn at
being drawn
map being
linal map
the final
of the
draft of
the draft
sheets. the
1:50.000
the 1:
on the
plotted on
plotted
50,000 sheets,
1125.000.
of 1:
scale of
printed scale
the printed
to the
reduction to
mechanical reduction
for mechanical
11:83.333.
: 83,333 for
125,000.
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H.-PREVIOUS
GEOLOGICAL
WORK
EOLUG [C .‘t L “DRE
lI.—I’R E ‘v' I t) [I S G
‘.\t)1’l(
left aa record
have left
the first
Was the
.loseph
Joseph ‘l‘homson
Thomson tlb’lii’l]
(1885*) was
first traveller
traveller to
to have
record of
of his
his work
Basin cast
Baringo Basin
in the
from Nicmps
he walked
MK} he
the area.
in the
in
area. To
In November
November 1883
walked from
Njemps in
the Baringo
east of
of
Llasin
the Uasin
to the
Valley to
Kcrio Valley
the Kerio
Hills and
Kamasian Hills
the Kamasian
Marigat u-‘est‘;~.-'ards
Marigat
westwards acrOss
across the
and the
Kabarnct.
:o Kabarnet,
\"larigat to
from Marigat
the present
line of
follosi-‘cd the
He followed
Gishu
Gishu Plateau.
Plateau. He
the line
of the
present road
road from
boundary of
northern boundary
the northern
three miles
or three
two or
passing two
there rye-Awards
from
from there
westwards passing
miles north
north of
of the
of
boundary and
between that
Escarpment between
to climb
the
the present
present area
area to
climb the
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment
that boundary
and 'l'ambach.
Tambach.
rock
beingI " .. .. .. of
Hills as
Kant; ian Hills
referred (p.
He
He referred
(p. 463]
463) to
to the
the Kamasian
as being"
of aa metamorphic
metamorphic rock
minute scales".
in minute
composed
composed of
of aa white
white striated
striated felspar.
felspar, aa little
little quartz.
quartz, and
and black
black mica
mica in
scales".
Hills.
Inlamasian Hills,
part of
in this
known to
rocks are
No crystalline
No
crystalline rocks
are known
to outcrop
outcrop ;-.n:.-'v.-'here
anywhere in
this part
of the
the Kamasian
made elsewhere.
those made
Will] those
this area
notes of
his notes
he confused
that he
is probable
it is
and
and it
probable that
confused his
of this
area with
elsewhere.
Elgeyo
description of
ca! description
he gave
his account
of his
On page
On
page 464
464 of
account he
gave aa good
good geolo;
geological
of the
the Elgeyo
metamorphic
the metamorphic
between the
noted aa thick
Escarpment. and
Escarpment,
and noted
thick deposit
deposit of
of volcanic
volcanic debris
debris between
outcrop
which outcrop
.\-'liocenc sediments
the Miocene
to the
reference to
lava. aa reference
overlying lava,
the overlying
and the
rocks and
rocks
sediments which
present map.
the present
the north
immediately to
immediately
to tbe
north of
of the
map.
The
The next
next reference
reference to
to the
the geology
geology of
of the
the area
area comes
comes from
from J.
J. W.
W. Liregory
Gregory {152%.
(1896,
Lubikwe
Doenyo Lubikwe
far as
Jhonzsot: as
route as
the same
foil-.av-s'ed the
who followed
137-138) who
pp.
pp. 137-138)
same route
as Thomson
as far
as Doenyo
(easily
(easily

‘torthern
higher northern
its higher
'l‘arambas. with
known as
bill now
the hill
identiﬁable as
identifiable
as the
now known
as Tarambas,
with its

made further
He made
Kabarnet. He
Few miles
Marop: aa few
extension
extension of
of Marop)
miles east
east of
of Kabarnet.
further reference
reference to
to parts
parts
later section
length in
it dealt
book (l‘Jll
later book
his later
in his
of
of the
the area
area in
(1921),
dealt with
with at
at greater
greater length
in aa later
section of
of this
this
report.
report.

page 4'}.
on page
quoted on
are quoted
References are
** References
47.
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G.
G. T.
T. Prior
Prior (1903)
(1903) described
described many
many of
of (iiregory‘s
Gregory's rock
rock specimens
specimens from
from Kamasia
Kamasia
and
and others
others from
from Elgeyo.
Elgeyo, the
the latter
latter from
from aa collection
collection oi"
of rocks
rocks from
from the
the Uganda
Uganda
Protectorate
to the
Protectorate (to
(to which
which Elgeyo
Elgeyo belonged
belonged in
in those
those days)
days) sent
sent to
the British
British Museum
Museum by
by
Sir
Sir Harry
Harry Johnston.
Johnston.
E.
E. E.
E. Walker
Walker (1903)
(1903) in
in 1902
1902 traversed
traversed the
the area
area from
from Eldama
Eldama Ravine
Ravine to
to Marigat,
Marigat,
and
and later
later followed
followed Thomson‘s
Thomson's route
route from
from N‘larigat
Marigat to
to Elgcgo
Elgego (Elgeyol.
(Elgeyo). He
He mentioned
mentioned
an
an abundance
abundance of
of opals
opals and
and agates
agates on
on the
the west
west side
side of
of the
the Tigrish
Tigrish (Perkerra)
(Perkerra) River,
River,
but
but this
this site
site was
was not
not found
found during
during the
the present
present survey,
survey, though
though the
the same
same minerals
minerals were
were
found
found on
on the
the east
east side
side of
of the
the river
river at
at isanda.
Isanda. He
He further
further mentioned
mentioned patches
patches of
of lava
lava
in
in Jim
situ at
at the
the foot
foot of
of the
the Elgcyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
Escarpment. Thomson
Thomson (1885.
(1885, p.
p. 464]
464) had
had thought
thought these
these
to
upper precipices”.
to be
be enormous
enormous masses
masses of
of rock
rock “crashed
"crashed headlong
headlong from
from the
the upper
precipices".

The
The Swedish
Swedish Geological
Geological Expedition
Expedition to
to East
East Africa
Africa in
in WEI-'28
1927/28 covered
covered much
much of
of the
the
Rift
Rift Valley.
Valley, but
but apparently
apparently only
only visited
visited the
the eastern
eastern margin
margin of
of the
the present
present area.
area. Nilsson‘s
Nilsson's
thesis
thesis (1932.
(1932, pp.
Pl'. 68-71)
68-71) discussed
discussed the
the extent
extent of
of the
the ancient
ancient lake
Lake Baringo-Hannington.
Baringo-Hannington,
whose
whose sediments
sediments are
are shown
shown on
on the
the present
present map
map to
to follow
follow closely
closely Nilsson’s
Nilsson's sketch
sketch map.
map,

Fig.
Fig. 60.
60.

In
In 192980
1929/30 Bailey
Bailey Willis
Willis visited
visited East
East Africa.
Africa, and
and his
his book
book on
on the
the area
area was
published
1936. On
published in
in 1936.
On pages
pages 283—256
283-286 he
he discussed
discussed the
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills
Hills and
and the
the origin
origin of
of
the
the flanking
the Ndo
Ndo {Kerio}
(Kerio) Valley
Valley and
and the
flanking Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
Escarpment. He
He made
made the
the rather
rather
surprising
surprising statement
statement that
that the
the latter
latter is
is not
not aa fault
fault scarp,
scarp, but
but an
an erosional
erosional feature.
feature. The
The
writer
writer makes
makes more
more detailed
detailed reference
reference to
to Bailey
Bailey Willis"
Willis' work
work in
in the
the structural
structural chapter
chapter
of
of this
this report.
report.

R.
R. Murray-Hughes
Murray-Hughes wrote
wrote aa short
short report
report on
on Western
western Kenya
Kenya (1933)
(1933) which
which covered
covered
the whole
area in
page 66 of
made aa brief
brief mention
the
whole area
in very
very broad
broad detail.
detail. On
On page
of that
that work
work he
he made
mention
of
Escarpment at
of the
the sediments
sediments in
in the
the Eigeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment
at Tambaeh.
Tambach.

F.
F. C.
C. Bullard
Bullard (1936}
(1936) made
made aa lengthy
lengthy series
series of
of gravity
gravity readings
readings in
in East
East Africa.
Africa, and
and
in
in aa summary
summary of
of his
his ﬁndings
findings (pp.
(Pl'. 5-13-51?)
513-517) stated
stated that
that all
all the
the available
available evidence
evidence pointed
pointed
to a
Rift Valley,
Valley, explaining
the negative
to
a compressional
compressional origin
origin for
for the
the Gregory
Gregory Rift
explaining the
negative Bouguer
Bouguer
anomaly
portion being
anomaly in
in the
the rift
rift as
as being
being due
due to
to the
the sunken
sunken portion
being forced
forced downwards
downwards by
by the
the
shoulders
rift along
shoulders of
of the
the rift
along reversed
reversed faults.
faults.

The
1932333 followed
The Expedition
Expedition de
de l‘Omo
rOmo of
of 1932/33
followed the
the Nakuru—Eldoret
Nakuru-Eldoret road
road on
on its
its
journey
journey north
north and
and C.
C. Arambourg
Arambourg H.935
(1935 pp,
Pl'. 30-33]
30-33) gave
gave aa brief
brief description
description of
of some
some of
of
the
the lavas
lavas of
of the
the Liasin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu Plateau.
Plateau, and
and included
included aa chemical
chemical analysis
analysis and
and aa micromicrophotograph
I; of
photograph tibial.
(ibid. Plate
Plate 1.
I, Fig.
Fig. 1)
of aa specimen
specimen from
from Lake
Lake Narasha.
Narasha.

In 1938
:‘vlclnnes visited
the Baringo
Baringo Basin
Basin
In
1938 V.
V. E.
E. {New
(Now Sir
Sir Vivian)
Vivian) Fuchs
Fuchs and
and D.
D. (i.
G. McInnes
visited the
(Fuchs, 1950),
interesting calculations
(Fuchs,
1950), and
and made
made some
some interesting
calculations about
about the
the earlier
earlier extent
extent of
of the
the old
old
lake. Whilst
this work
work was
value, the
lake.
Whilst much
much of
of this
was of
of great
great value,
the present
present writer
writer shows
shows later
later that
that
Fuchs
Fuchs was
was in
in error
error on
on several
several points
points of
of detail.
detail, and
and confused
confused sediments
sediments of
of very
very diflei'ent
different
ages.
ages.
R.
Valley
R. M.
M. Shackleton
Shackleton {1950}
(1950) gave
gave aa detailed
detailed account
account of
of the
the Kavirondo
Kavirondo Rift
Rift Valley
which
which lies
lies immediately
immediately west
west of
of the
the present
present area,
area, and
and in
in the
the same
same paper
paper gave
gave the
the ﬁrst
first
detailed
detailed description
description of
of the
the sediments
sediments at
at Tambach.
Tambach, and
and was
was able
able to
to date
date them
them as
as
Miocene.
will be
report that
Miocene. it
It will
be seen
seen later
later in
in this
this report
that the
the age
age of
of these
these sediments
sediments has
has an
an
important
important bearing
bearing on
on the
the dating
dating of
of the
the Rift
Rift Valley
Valley as
as aa whole.
whole.

F.
review of
East African
African rift
F. Dixey,
Dixey, in
in aa review
of the
the East
rift system
system {1936).
(1956), enlarged
enlarged upon
upon
Gregory’s
high existed
existed along
the line
the presentGregory's views
views that
that aa marked
marked topographic
topographic high
along the
line of
of the
presentday
day Rift
Rift Valley.
Valley, and
and pointed
pointed out
out the
the marked
marked parallelism
parallelism of
of the
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment
Escarpment
and
rocks in
and the
the foliation
foliation of
of the
the crystalline
crystalline rocks
in that
that escarpment=
escarpment, and
and stated
stated that
that the
the rift
rift
system seems
have arisen
system
seems to
to have
arisen from
from some
some ancient
ancient weakness
weakness of
of the
the crust,
crust, dating
dating back
back to
to
Precambrian
times.
Precambrian times.
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The area immediately went
The area immediately west
(196-1), and that to the east wax
(1964), and that to the east was
the
present survey.
the present
survey.

ot‘
the present
present one
was surveyed
surveyed by
D. .l.
of the
one was
by D.
J. Jennings
Jennings
surveyed
H. lN-lcCall
surveyed by
by (3.
G. J.
J. H.
McCall (19671
(1967) currently
currently with
with

lIl.—-PHYSIOGR
ID.-PHYSIOGRAPHY
APHY
The
following physical
The area
area can
can be
be divided
divided into
into the
the following
physical units
units rFig,
(Fig. 2):
2): (I)
(1) the
the eastern
eastern
edge
edge of
of the
the Basin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu Plateau
Plateau in
in the
the west.
west, followed
followed eastwards
eastwards by
by [2']
(2) the
the Kerio
Kerio Valley.
Valley,

(3)
the Kamasian
Hills and
Rift Valley
Valley preper.
(3) the
Kamasian Hills
and (4)
(4) the
the ﬂoor
floor of
of the
the Rift
proper. The
The high
high ground
ground

of
both the
of the
the south~west
south-west quadrant
quadrant is
is aa continuation
continuation of
of both
the tin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu Plateau
and the
the
Plateau and
Kamasian Hills,
Hills. around
Kamasian
around the
the head
head of
of the
the Kerio
Kerio Valley.
Valley.
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EQUATQR

,
Drainage on
on the
the Uasin
basin Gishu
Gishu Plateau
Plateau is
is to
to Lake
Lake Victoria,
Victoria. the
the watershed
watershed following
following
Drainage
the lip
lip of
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment,
Escarpment. except
except in
in the
the extreme
extreme north
north where
where it
it passes
passes west
west
the
of the
of the
the Sion
Sion River.
River. This
This river
river drains
drains into
into the
the Kerio
Kerio Valley
Valley just
north of
the area,
area,
of
just north
of the
falling over
the lava
la 'a precipice
precipice at
at the
the top
t0p of
of the
the escarpment
escarpment in
in aa single
single drop
drop exceeding
exceeding
falling
over the
1.000 ft.
South of
of the
the escarpment
escarpment the
the watershed
tiatershed swings
swings south-west
south-west round
round the
the head
of
1,000
ft. South
head of
the Nabkoi
Riyer system
from there
there southixard;
it is
is traced
traced out
line of
the
Nabkoi River
system and
and from
southwards it
out by
by the
the line
of the
the
railway. Drainage
Drainage east
this line
is to
to Lake
Lake Rudolf
Rudolf via
\‘ia the
Kerio River,
River. or
or to
Lake
railway.
east of
of this
line is
the Kerio
to Lake
Baringo. the
the watershed
between the
the latter
latter two
mo drainage
dr: nage systems
systems running
running north-northnorth—north—
Baringo,
watershed between
east
near the
the lip
lip of
the Kerio
Herio Valley
\“alley south
south of
east—
east from
from 'Timboroa
Timboroa to
to near
of the
of Kipsaos.
Kipsaos, thence
thence eastwards to
to Sirwa.
thence northwards
northwards along
the summit
line of
Kamasian Hills.
Hills.
wards
Sirwa, and
and thence
along the
summit line
of the
the Kamasian

The Kerio
is perennial,
perennial. draws
its water
water mainly
mainly from
the Ainabkoi
The
Kerio River.
River, ‘ahieh
which is
draws its
from the
Ainabkoi
and Nabkoi
Nabkoi rivers
rivers and
and lesser
lesser streams
streams draining
draining the
the northern
northern end
Lembus Forest,
and
and
end of
of Lembus
Forest, and
short seasonal
streams on
the western
western flanks
ﬂanks of
of the
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills.
Hills. Many
Many of
of the
the
short
seasonal streams
on the
headwater tributaries
tributaries of
of the
Kerio. particularly
particularly those
those high
high up
on the
the surrounding
headwater
the Kerio,
up on
surrounding
valley sides.
perennial in
in their
reaches but
valley
sides, are
are tapered
tapered streams.
streams, perennial
their upper
upper reaches
but losing
losing water
water
underground and
by evaporation
evaporation before
before reaching
reaching the
the main
river. From
underground
and by
main river.
From Kimwarer
Kirnwarer
northwards the
the Kerio
Kerio meanders
meanders in
in aa fairly
fairly flat
ﬂat plain
plain of
boul er: wash
wash and
and sediment
northwards
of bouldery
sediment
from the
surrounding hills.
from
the surrounding
hills, sometimes
sometimes laying
laying down
down small
small ﬂats
flats of
of sandy
sandy alluvium.
alluvium.
Along much
much of
of its
its length
length it
it has
has cut
cut donn
deeply enough
to expose
expose the
the underlying
underlying
Along
down deeply
enough to
and again
Tuyobei and
at Tuyobei
trachytes at
the ix'abariet
meets the
it meets
where it
basalts. and
Samburu basalts,
Samburu
and where
Kabarnet trachytes
again at
at
of superimposed
example of
excellent example
an excellent
cut steep—sided
has cut
it has
Bridge it
Chebloch Bridge
Chebloch
steep-sided gorges.
gorges, an
superimposed
drainage,
river having
having cut
the former
former thicker
thicker sediment
sediment cover.
drainage, the
the river
cut down
down through
through the
cover. At
At
but
it. across
20 ft.
less than
bridge less
river by
road crosses
Bridge the
Chebloch Bridge
Chebloch
the road
crosses the
the river
by aa bridge
than 20
across but
over 60
ft. above
above the
the surface
surface of
of the
the water.
water. From
From the
the bridge
bridge northwards
northwards the
the river
river cuts
over
60 ft.
cuts
ciitls
by cliffs
bounded by
being bounded
deposit. being
alluvial deposit,
ancient alluvial
clay. an
sandy clay,
brown sandy
light brown
in a
down in
down
a light
an ancient
boulders seen
only boulders
the only
stretch the
that stretch
Along that
height. Along
in height.
ft. in
60 ft.
exceeding 60
material exceeding
that material
of that
of
seen
gorge
the gorge
from the
downstream from
carried downstream
been carried
have been
which have
river which
the river
of the
bed of
the bed
in the
those in
are those
are
gorge.
the gorge.
of the
south of
and south
and
circular in
almost circular
basin. almost
drainage basin,
extensive drainage
an extensive
forms an
Forest forms
Lembus Forest
Lernbus
in shape,
shape, with
with
Ravine. The
Eldama Ravine.
River north
l’erkerra River
the Perkerra
form the
to form
radial streams
radial
streams uniting
uniting to
north of
of Eldama
The latter
latter
of the
mile north
Riser aa mile
Eldama River
the Eldama
by the
steetvsided gorge
after the
named after
is named
is
the steep-sided
gorge cut
cut by
north of
the
is
downstream. is
few miles
River aa few
Chemosusu River
the Chemosusu
by the
joined by
when joined
township which.
township
which, when
miles downstream,
faces are
sides. The
with precipitous
deep. with
ft. deep,
1.000 ft.
nearly 1,000
nearly
precipitous sides.
The steepest
steepest faces
are those
those cut
cut in
in the
the
exposed
are exposed
basalts are
and basalts
phonoiites and
underlying phonolites
the underlying
which the
below which
tufts. below
Ravine tuffs,
Eldama Ravine
Eldama
for
flats extend
out and
floor opens
valley floor
the valley
Kimngorom the
At Kimngorom
places. At
many places.
in many
in
opens out
and alluvial
alluvial flats
extend for
flows in
river flows
and the
in. and
close in,
again close
sides again
whey sides
the valley
until the
downstream until
miles downstream
four miles
four
the river
in aa
on
debouches on
it debouches
until it
grid—faulting. until
of grid-faulting,
pattern of
the pattern
by the
tnainly by
controlled mainly
gorge. controlled
steep—sided gorge,
steep-sided
short canyon.
timid short
through aa final
Marigat through
at Marigat
Plain at
Loboi Plain
the Loboi
to the
to
canyon.

East of
of the
the Perkerra
Perkerra River,
River. running
running from
from south
to north
north just
just inside
the map
map margin.
East
south to
inside the
margin,
is the
the Molo
M010 River,
River. also
also perennial,
perennial. which
which northwards
northwards from
from Mikuyuni
Falikuyuni is
is controlled
controlled by
by
is
the fairly
fairly recent
recent grid-faulting
grid—faulting and
and flows
flows for
for most
most of
of its
its length
length in
in deep
deep gorges,
gorges, as
as does
the
does
the Perkerra.
Perkerra. After
After flowing
ﬂowing out
out on
on the
the Loboi
Loboi Plain
Plain it
it joins
joins the
the Perkerra
Perkerra River
River at
the
at
Logumkum (Njempsl
Swamp. aa few
few miles
miles east
Marigat. whence
whence it
it drains
into Lake
Logurnkum
(Njemps) Swamp,
east of
of Marigat,
drains into
Lake

Baringo.
Baringo.

1n the
the eastern
eastern half
hali of
of the
the area
area the
the only
only perennial
perennial rivers
rivers other
other than
than the
the Perkerra
Perkerra
In
and Molo
Molo are
are the
the Emening
Emening and
and its
its two
two tributaries,
tributaries. the
the Narasura
Narasura and
and the
Esageri, All
All
and
the Esageri.
the others
others are
are seasonal
and flow
ﬂow for
for only
only aa few
few days
days or
hours after
after rain,
rain. though
though in
in
the
seasonal and
or hours
the largest,
largest. notably
notably the
the Ainapno
Ainapno and
and Sabur,
Sabur. water
water can
can be
be obtained
obtained for
for most
of the
the
the
most of
bed.
river bed.
the river
into the
down into
feet down
few feet
digging aa few
by digging
year by
year

No ancient
ancient erosion
surface is
is recognizable
recognizable in
in the
the area,
area. though
though the
the presence
presence near
No
erosion surface
near
'l‘ambach of
of Miocene
Miocene sediments
sediments between
between the
the Basement
Basement System
Tambach
and the
System rocks
rocks and
the Uasin
Uasin
Gishu
phonolites proves
proves the
lie on
Gishu phonolites
the lattet
latter to
to lie
on the
the sub-Miocene
sub-Miocene erOsion
erosion bevel.
bevel. The
The
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deposition
deposition of
of the
the Miocene
Miocene sediments.
sediments, which
which reach
reach 500
500 ft.
ft. in
in thickness
thickness below
below Tambach
Tambach
and
and yet
yet are
are missing
missing six
six miles
miles south
south of
of that
that place.
place, indicates
indicates that
that the
the plain
plain had
had under—
underoverlying
the overlying
and the
sediments and
the sediments
deposition of
the deposition
disturbance before
considerable disturbance
gone considerable
gone
before the
of the
Kiburagoy—
highest at
its highest
contac is
Basement—lava contact
of the
lava. The
lava.
The elevation
elevation of
the Basement-lava
is at
at its
at Kiburagoythe map,
margin of
northern margin
at the
it. at
6.550 ft.
ft., dropping
7,625. ft.,
7,625
dropping northwards
northwards to
to 6,550
the northern
of the
map, and
and
ft. West
KiburagOy to
again
again southwards
southwards from
from Kiburagoy
to 5,690
5,890 ft.
west of
of Kimvarer.
Kimwarer.
IV.-SUMMARY
SUCCESSION
GEULGGECAL SUCCESSION
A; Ii) GEOLOGICAL
GEOLOGY AND
0F GEOWGY
lV.—S!.T.\-’l,\i; HY OF
The oldest
rocks exposed
area are
are the
the metamorphosed
metamorphosed sediments
sediments in
in the
the
The
oldest rocks
exposed in
in the
the area
Elgeyo Escarpment,
Escarpment. which
which belong
belong to
to the
the Basement
Basement System,
System. of
Precambrian age.
age. At
At the
Elgeyo
of Precambrian
the
line
line of
of Section
Section AA
AA on
on the
the geological
geological map
map they
they are
are seen
seen to
to reach
reach 14,000
14,000 ft.
ft. in
in thickness.
thickness,
Quaternary
the Quaternary
under the
ft. under
10.000 ft.
further 10,000
cast-wards aa further
they extend
that they
inferred that
is inferred
it is
and it
and
extend eastwards
exposed
rocks exposed
the rocks
Many of
lavas. Many
by lavas.
covered by
being covered
before being
Valley. before
Kerio Valley,
of the
deposits of
deposits
the Kerio
of the
differ
(which differ
gneisses (which
quartzo—felspathic gneisses
ds oi
lesser br=
with lesser
gneisses. with
hornblende gneisses,
are hornblende
are
bands
of quartzo-felspathic
mineral
in aa ditninut'on
only in
gneisscs only
hornblende gneisses
the hornblende
from the
from
diminution of
of their
their nieirinocratic
melanocratic mineral
limestones. with
into hornblende
content.
content, and
and often
often grade
grade into
hornblende gncisscst
gneisses) and
and crystalline
crystalline limestones,
with
near-vertical
and biotite
minor amounts
minor
amounts of
of quartzites
quartzites and
biotite gitis-es.
gneisses. They
They are
are vertical
vertical or
or near-vertical
ﬂank of
which flank
found to
was found
‘e was
the whole
Over the
over
whole outcrop.
outcrop, and
and no
no cviden
evidence
to indicate
indicate which
of the
the
no tight
to be
{appears to
succeswon. ’i’hcrc
bottom of
the bottom
is the
outcrop is
outcrop
of the
the succession.
There appears
be no
tight folding.
folding, the
the
lau!ting.
to faulting.
due to
beds being
repetition of
only repetition
only
of beds
being due

series
Sarnbrtm series
the Samburu
basalts of
are the
succession are
the succession
in the
rocks in
highest rocks
next highest
The next
The
the basalts
of the
in this
which in
3t” which
1). 30)
[1946. p.
Shackleton (1946,
by Shackleton
(Tvb).
(Tvb1), ﬁrst
first named
named by
this area
area are
are largely
largely of
of aa ﬁnefinebasalt.
Kijahc type
with lesser
non-porphyritic type.
grained.
grained, hard.
hard, black
black non-porphyritic
type, with
lesser amounts
amounts of
of Kijabe
type basalt,
plagioclase
ﬂat plagioclase
large. flat
supporting large,
base supporting
dark grey
or dark
purplish or
tine-grained purplish
with aa fine-grained
rock with
aa rock
grey base
mentioned. is
abundant than
less abundant
much less
third type.
A third
phenocrysts. A
phenocrysts.
type, much
than those
those already
already mentioned,
is aa
phenocrysts of
black groundmass
tine-grained black
with a~ fine-grained
porphyritic basalt
porphyritic
basalt with
groundmass supporting
supporting phenocrysts
of
rock is
olivine
olivine and
and pyroxene.
pyroxene. This
This rock
is identical
identical with the
the overlying
overlying Elgcyo
Elgeyo basalt.
basalt, and
and the
the
part of
latter and
remnants of
be remnants
few
few exposures
exposures seen
seen might
might be
of the
the latter
and not
not part
of the
the Samburu
Samburu
series.
series. ln
In the
the relatively
relatively ﬂat
flat and
and low—lymg
low-lying country
country around
around Sabur
Sabur the
the Samburu
Samburu basalts
basalts

tall fragments
are
are so
so deeply
deeply weathered
weathered that
that generally
generally only
only 5small
fragments of
of solid
solid rock
rock are
are to
to be
be
which becomes
product which
weathering product
in aa deep
found in
found
deep weathering
becomes aa tenaceous
tenaceous clay
clay when
when wet.
wet, with
with
distance of
colour variations
striking colour
striking
variations over
over very
very small
small areas.
areas. In
In aa distance
of ECG
200 yds.
yds. near
near Sabur
Sabur
Most
purple. Most
mauve and
red. mauve
brown. red,
to brown,
yellow to
from yellow
Che. go from
is seen
the
the colour
colour is
seen to
to change
and purple.
this could
tolls, though
derived from
of
of the
the yellow
yellow patches
patches seem
seem to
to be
be derived
from tuffs,
though this
could not
not be
be determined
determined
20-foot lens
are aa 20-foot
series are
the series
recognized within
undoubted tull‘s
The only
with certainty.
with
certainty. The
only undoubted
tuffs recognized
within the
lens
Sacho in
of
of yellowish
yellowish tirie-;;r'aitied
fine-grained tul‘.‘
tuff aa mile
mile south-ens
south-east of
of the
the shops
shops at
at Sacho
in the
the Kamasian
Kamasian

IN-Iarigat—Kabarnet
Hills
Hills and
and aa deep-red
deep-red rotted
rotted toll
tuff east
east of
of Chini
Chini ya
ya M:
Malima.a where
where the
the Marigat-Kabarnet
road crosses
crosses the
the Chomokut
Chomokut River.
River.
road
porphyritic olivine-augite
Eigti-t: thighs
rocks are
The
The next
next highest
highest rocks
are the
the Elgeyo
basalts [T\b:}.
(Tvb2), porphyritic
olivine-augite
the
at the
basalts
overlie the
the Samburu
extent at
maximum extent
their maximum
reach their
and reach
basalts and
Samburu basalts
which overlie
basalts which
Escarpment.
Elgeyo Escarpment.
the Elgeyo
of the
southern end
southern
end of

Kimn‘arer
the Kimwarer
are the
area are
the area
of the
part of
same part
in the
basalts in
Elgeyo basalts
the Elgeyo
Overlying the
Overlying
the same
Miocene sediments
the Miocene
to the
be equivalent
to be
considers to
writer considers
the writer
which the
{Tm}. which
sediments (Tm),
sediments
equivalent to
sediments
by Shackleton
detail by
in detail
and described
to. and
referred to,
near Tarnbach
near
Tambach already
already referred
described in
Shackleton {1951.
(1951,
various parts
in various
sediments in
similar sediments
described similar
pp. SET—29)
{19-16. pp.
371-373}. Shackleton
pp. 371-373).
pp.
Shackleton (1946,
27-29) described
parts
be older
to be
showed them
3) showed
p. 3)
recession tibial.
his succession
in his
and in
area. and
Nanyu‘tti-Maralal area,
the Nanyuki-Maralal
of the
of
(ibid. p.
them to
older
In Miocene
in contact.
found the
now. ere found
he nowhere
Samburu b;i~..'1lts._
than the
than
the Samburu
basalts, though
though he
the two
two in
contact. In
Miocene
cccur (Shackleton
tufts occur
volcanic tuffs
area volcanic
present area
the present
sediments to
sediments
to the
the west
west and
and south-west
south-west of
of the
(Shackleton
Miocene
the Miocene
oF the
one of
in one
EU}. In
p. 20).
[Qt-t. p.
Jennings 1964,
and Jennings
19. and
p. 19,
1962. p.
Binge 1962,
363—367, Binge
pp. 363-367,
1950, pp.
1950,
therefore
It therefore
turt's. It
lapilli and
records lapilli
Shackleton records
Nanyttki—Elaralal area
the Nanyuki-Maralal
in the
exposures in
exposures
area Shackleton
and tuffs.
Uasin
the base
and sediments
the deposits
probable that
seems
seems probable
that the
deposits of
of tut'i's
tuffs and
sediments ('l'vft
(Tvfj) at
at the
base of
of the
the Uasin
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Gishu
Gishu phonolites
phonolites in
in the
the present
present area
area are
are also
also equivalent
equivalent in
in zagc
age to
to the
the 'li'ambach
Tambach sedisediments,
Kaisok at
tie base
ments, the
the occurrence
occurrence oi
of aa line—giained
fine-grained greenish.
greenish, sandy
sandy clay
clay :11
at Kaisok
at the
base
of
of the
the Tyf1
Tvf} tufts.
tuffs, identi":1l
identical in
in appearance
appearance to
to some
some of
of the
the Tambach
Tambach beds.
beds, adding
adding further
further
Weight
'cr sediments
weight to
to the
the hypothesis.
hypothesis. The
The iii-11‘1“.
Kimwarer
sediments rest
rest on
on Elgcy‘o
Elgeyo basalts.
basalts, :tt‘d
and the
the

Tyf1
nasal:- and
Tvf} beds
beds rest
rest on
on Samburu
Samburu basalts,
and if
if the
the correlation
correlation of
of both
both of
of these
these groups
groups With
with
the
the Tambach
Tambach sediments
sediments is
is valid
valid the
then the
the Samburu
Samburu and
and Elgeyo
Elgeyo basalts
basalts are
are both
both older
older
than the
the sediments.
sediments.
than
The
The Uasin
Uasin Gislm
Gishu p1’1a.'1r171‘1'11>3'
phonolites in
in some
some cxnosurcs
exposures can
can be
be subdivided
subdivided into
into aa lower.
lower,
generally
pe and:
:11 upper
porphyritic la3-a.
the disti
11ction is
generally non-porphy'rltic
non-porphyritic t3
type,
and an
upper porphyritic
lava. The
distinction
is clear
clear
in
Escarpment and
in some
some parts
parts of
of the
the Eigeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment
and in
in the
the east
east ol
of the
the area
area arou11d
around Gobat.
Gobat and
and
Arus.
found to
Arus, but
but elsewhere
elsewhere the
the two
two types
types are
are found
to alternate
alternate bmh
both horizontally
horizontally and
and
vertically
vertically and
and the
the concept
concept of
of 'a11 lover
lower and
and ugt'rer
upper series
series can
can no
no longer
longer be
be substantiated.
substantiated.
For this
been used
th'i s lax-'11.
-"For
this reason
reason only
only one
one syntbol
symbol, Tvp.
TvPl' has
has been
used for
for this
lava.

The
The Tinderer
Tinderet volcanics
volcanics which
which overlie
overlie the
the Uasin
Uasin (iisliu
Gishu phonolites
phonolites have
have their
their origin
origin
we 1962.
in
in the
the Tinderct
Tinderet \"olcano
Volcano to
to the
the S()LIih~“-’CST
south-west of
of the
the present
present area
area {B
(Binge
1962, pp.
pp. 23-25}.
23-25).
Only'
Only two
two members
members of
of the
the suite
suite occur
occur in
in this
this area.
area, 'a11 nepheiinit
nephelinitic phonolite
phonolite {Typo}
(Tvpn)
and
.anocr tic porphyttitic phonolite
.. In
in the
and :1a incl
melanocratic
porphyritic
phonolite {Twp
(TVP2)'
the area
area immediately
immediately to
to the
the west
west
Jennings
Jennings {1964]
(1964) further
further subdivided
subdivided the
the upper
upper division
division into
into aa lower
lower melanocratic
melanocratic
phonolitc lasas
nd an
phonolite
phonolite (Jennings
(Jennings' T3-p1'
TvpJ aand
an o3erlying
overlying T3'p..
TvP4' phonolitic
lavas with
with subsidiary
subsidiary
rea For
found in
1111.. 'L'ouio
ashes
ashes and
and tufts.
tuffs. No
No jttstitic
justification
could be
be found
in the
the present;
present area
for such
such .1a d.31s10n.
division,
’canic: are
and
and the
the only
only tufts
tuffs found
found in
in the
the area
area coyered
covered by
by the
the Tindernt
Tinderet 3-'o'
volcanics
are demonstrably
demonstrably
lavas.
very
very much
much younger
younger than
than the
the lavas.

the succession.
Ravine Hills
The Eidamtt
The
Eldama Ravine
tuffs and
and 11111311111111.1sediments are
are next
next highest
highest in
in .the
succession, and
and
to overlie
are
are seen
seen to
overlie the
the Tinderet
Tinderet volcanics
volcanics in
in the
the West
west of
of their
their outcrop.
outcrop. Elsewhere
Elsewhere they
they
rest
Lasin Gishu
rest directly
directly on
on the
the Uasin
Gishu phonolites
phonolites or
or the
the Sambnri
Samburu o.“
or Elgey'o
Elgeyo basalts.
basalts. The
The
deposit
deposit is
is predominantly
predominantly t11tlaceous.
tuffaceous, 3ar3-ing
varying from
from only
only poorly
poorly consolidated
consolidated ashes
ashes
s. The
resembling la3a
often closely
to
to hard,
hard, streaky
streaky welded
welded tufts.
tuffs,. often
closely resembling
lava ﬁon
flows.
The sediments
sediments are
are
mainly
mainly riverine.
riverine, sometimes
sometimes lacustrine.
lacustrine, and
and occur
occur at
at the
the base
base oi
of the
the deposit
deposit in
in the
the
north-east,
north-east, where
where they
they wedge
wedge out
out '13::
nearr Radad.
Radad, and
and sometimes
sometimes intercalated
intercalated with
with the
the
tuffs.
tuffs, and
and have
have unconiormabic
unconformable inn.ct.ons
junctions e'ther
either below
below or
or :1bo3c
above the
the sediments.
sediments, somesomev.o:"1.cc‘1 in
harder tuiis
times
times both.
both. The
The harder
tuffs are
are worked
in small
small quarries
quarries at
at many
many locations
locations near
near
Eldama
Eldama Ravine
Ravine and
and yield
yield an
an exceilent
excellent building
building stone.
stone.
basalts tT3-bl}
The Kwaibnx
The
Kwaibus olivine
olivine basalts
(Tvbg)
points
points in
in the
the eastern
eastern part
part of
of the
the map
map
few
few hundred
hundred yards
yards outside
outside the
the eastern
eastern

greatest
greatest thickness.
thickness.

Much
Much

oi
of the
the

'
b'
basalt

R1 yine deposits
inn Ravine
overlie
overlie the
the E11.
Eldama
deposits at
at several
several
Kwaibus peak
1:?c11.:1ndate
area, and are namednamed irom
from Kwaibus
peak aa
here they
roar
marginn o:
of the
the area.
area, ‘1where
they attain
attain their
their
grained rock.
fairly coarse
is :1a prey.
grey, fairly
coarse-grained
rock, With
with

:‘OXCHC. Near
sts of
macroscopl
macroscopicc plienoc1'
phenocrysts
of felsrar.
felspar, C.olivine and
and p_pyroxene.
Near Marigat
Marigat the
the upper
upper part
part
of
of the
the basalt
basalt is
is 11a p111'pli'1h.
purplish, non-pir
non-porphyritic roc.-:
rock with
with large
large drawn—out
drawn-out vesicles.
vesicles, often
often
lined
lined with
with yellow
yellow zeolites.
zeolites.

localities near
few localities
The.
The Cliemeron
Chemeron beds.
beds, which
which oterlie
overlie the
the Kyaibus
Kwaibus basalts
basalts at
at aa few
near
it'n subordinate
Marigat.
Marigat, are
are aa series
series of
of tut‘is.
tuffs, tui‘iaccous
tuffaceous earths
earths and
and silts.
silts, with
subordinate diatomitcs
diatomites.
basalt
:1: bus basalt
to K33
Ear to
basalt si11'1i
thin sheet
Ris 1’? aa thin
111.111.11.11 River
In
In an
an exposure
exposure in
in the
the Kapiswa
sheet of
of basalt
similar
Kwaibus
possibility
the possibility
1.1111 the
inti'11s. on. but
sit -1otn'1 intrusion,
possib'y aa sill-form
is possibly
it is
L'nts. It
with the
is
is interealated
intercalated with
the sed
sediments.
the close
sediment; may
he Chei‘11eron
remains
remains thatt
that the
Chemeron sediments
may have
have been
been initiated
initiated buore
before the
close of
of the
the
iowe 1. part
.1011 beds
extrusion
extrusion of
of the
the basalts.
basalts. the
The (Sin.
Chemeron
beds are
are the
the lowest
part of
of lii':
the Kamasian
Kamasian beds
beds
and further
named by
ill-1131 though
first
first described
described by
by Gregory
Gregory (_i9.‘!_.
(1921, pp.
pp. 112-113),
though not
not named
by him.
him, and
further
locality is
type locality
Kamasian type
.-'\ detailed
studied
studied by
by later
later writers.
writers. A
detailed appraisal
appraisal of
of the
the Kamasian
is made
made
later
later in
in this
this report.
report.
The Kabarnet
Kabamcr tmchytes
their associated
are
The
trachytes (Tytt
(Tvt) nith
with their
associated tails
tuffs and
and sediments
sediments (1"n
(TvfJ are
nowhere seen
contact with
lavas later
iatcr than
than >the
.he Uasin
Lasin Gishu
Gishu pl':onolitcs
nowhere
seen in
in contact
with lavas
phonolites and
and their
their
relative age
be proved.
reasons detai‘e
later they
ely are
1sidercd to
of
relative
age cannot
cannot be
proved. For
For reasons
detailed later
are co;
considered
to be
be of
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Middle
MiddIe
east of
east
of
several
several
usually
usually

Pliocene age.
TulTaceous sediments
sediments and
and tuffs
tuﬁ's are
are found
found underlying
underlying the
the trachytes
trachytes
Pliocene
age. Tuffaceous
Kabarnet. and
and further
small lenses
lenses of
of exactly
similar materials
materials were
were found
found in
in
Kabarnet,
further small
exactly similar
parts
The traehyte
has aa coarse-grained
coarse—grained groundmass
groundinass and
is
parts of
of the
the outcrop.
outcrop. The
trachyte has
and is
lacking in
in macrophenocrysts.
macrophenocrysts. Quartz
Quartz was
was found
found in
in one
of the
the slides
slides examined.
lacking
one of
examined.

The Lake
Lake Hannington
Hamiingtott phonolites,
pr’tottoh'tes. named
named by
by McCall
McCall (1967}
in the
the course
course of
of his
his
The
(1967) in
work in
in the
area immediately
to the
the east,
east. overlie
the Chemeron
beds. and
overstep to
work
the area
immediately to
overlie the
Chemeron beds,
and overstep
to
the south
south and
and west
west to
to rest
rest on
on lower
lower rocks
rocks of
of the
the Tertiary
Tertiary succession.
succession. In
in the
the present
present
the
area it
it was
was found
found possible
possible to
to subdivide
subdivide the
the phonolites
phonolites into
into aa lower
lower porphyritic
area
porphyritic (Tv
(TvpJ
and an
an upper
upper non-porphyritic
non-porphyritic type
type (TvpJ,
t’lvpil. though
though the
the division
division in
in aa few
few localities,
localities. as
as at
at
and
Soui west
west of
Marigat. is
is not
not aa firm
ﬁrm one,
one. since
the upper
upper division
sometimes contains
Soui
of Marigat,
since the
division sometimes
contains
lenses and
and flows
flows of
of porphyritic
porphyritic lava
iava identical
identical with
with the
the lower
lower division.
Felspathoids
lenses
division. Felspathoids
[under which
which term
the writer
writer includes
includes analcite)
analcitet were
were not
not seen
seen in
in all
at! of
the thin
thin
(under
term the
of the
sections made
made of
of these
these lavas,
lavas. the
the rock
rock then
then being
being aa trachyte.
trachyte. It
it is
is not
not known
known whether
whether
sections
the
parts of
separate flows
ﬂows intercalated
the trachytic
trachytic parts
of the
the lava
lava are
are separate
intercalated with
with the
the phonolites.
phonolites, or
or
whether they
they are
are only
patches of
of phonolite
phonotite lacking
lacking in
in felspathoids.
felspathoids.
whether
only small
small patches
The Kapthurin
Kapthttrtn heals
iPIlJ are
overiie the
the Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington phonolites
phonolites and
and
The
beds (Pll)
are seen
seen to
to overlie
are
presumed to
be younger
Kabarnet trachytes.
trachytes. Their
Their main
main constituent
constituent
are presumed
to be
younger also
also than
than the
the Kabarnet
is aa coarse
coarse bouldery
bouidery torrent-wash,
torrent-wash. with
with subordinate
subordinate silts
silts and
and tuffs,
tufts. the
the latter
latter thickening
thickening
is
considerably to
to the
the northwards,
northwards. where
where they
they form
torm aa major
major constituent
of the
the deposit
deposit aa
considerably
constituent of
few miles
miles outside
outside the
the present
present area.
area. These
These beds
beds are
are the
the upper
upper division
division of
of the
the Kamasian
Kamasian
few
beds of
of the
the type
type area,
area. the
the lower
lower division
division being
being the
the Chemeron
Chemcron beds
beds already
already referred
referred to.
to.
beds
The
River tttﬁs
in this
the extreme
The Main
Malo River
tuffs tPltJ
(pltl) reach
reach their
their greatest
greatest extent
extent in
this area
area in
in the
extreme
south—east.
sometimes ﬁll
or
south-east, where
where they
they sometimes
sometimes veneer
veneer the
the whole
whole country.
country, and
and sometimes
fill or
partly ﬁll
the grabens
partly
fill the
grabens in
in the
the strongly
strongly faulted
faulted country.
country. They
They are
are clearly
clearly younger
younger than
than
any
They are
ubiquitous inclusions
any of
of the
the lavas
lavas in
in their
their vicinity.
vicinity. They
are characterized
characterized by
by their
their ubiquitous
inclusions
blocks
as blocks
occur as
to occur
were seen
southeast were
the south-east
in the
which in
pumice. which
blacit pumice,
featherweight black
of featherweight
of
seen to
in size
fall (iii
in diameter.
feet in
two feet
sometimes
sometimes exceeding
exceeding two
diameter, but
but which
which fall
off in
size to
to the
the north
north and
and
west. Similar
Similar black
black pumice
pumice was
was seen
seen in
in some
some of
the tuffaceous
tutfaceous sections
sections in
in the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin
west.
of the
the
tuﬁ's are
“010 Rixer
the Molo
and the
Kapthurla beds
is possible
it is
beds, and
beds,
and it
possible that
that the
the Kapthurin
beds and
River tuffs
are of
of the

tuft outcrop
in the
found in
were found
waterlain tutfs
No sediments
same age.
same
age. No
sediments or
or clearly
clearly waterlain
tuffs were
the tuff
outcrop as
as
mapped.
mapped.

Elie tufts
Pitta-nit amt"
Lemony tPltjitie. like
like the
Molo River
River
The
tuffs of
of the
the Latin
Uasin (Its-tut
Gishu Plateau
and Lembus
(Plt2) are,
the Molo
tufts. much
much younger
younger than
than any
any of
of the
the rocks
rocks which
which underlie
underlie them,
them. and
and occur
occur only
only as
as
tuffs,
valley infillings.
inﬁllings. They
pate grey
grey in
in colour,
colour. rarely
rarely well
well compacted.
valley
They are
are generally
generally pale
compacted, and
and
contain
material. perhaps
having been
contain aa high
high proportion
proportion or
of \e:';.'
very tine
fine material,
perhaps due
due to
to their
their having
been
washed into
valleys by
by rain.
and tend
to form
form areas
relative ages
of
washed
into valleys
rain, and
tend to
areas of
of swamp.
swamp. The
The relative
ages of
these
mils and
Moio River
could not
It is
that the
the
these tuffs
and the
the Molo
River toils
tuffs could
not be
be determined.
determined. It
is clear
clear that
former
laid down
when the
twin (jishu
l’iatcau was
it is
is
former were
were laid
down when
the dissection
dissection of
of the
the Uasin
Gishu Plateau
was as
as it
today. and
and therefore
therefore they
they must
must be
way young.
young.
today,
be very
what
in what
headings. and
tour dittorcnt
under four
mapped under
been mapped
have been
Quaternary deposits
Quaternary
deposits have
different headings,
and in
is considered
be decreasing
order of
lotion-t:
is
considered to
to be
decreasing order
of age
age as
as follows:-

Vat-"(iv tQi
Karin Valley
Red sorts
Red
soils and
and tor-retit—irastr
torrent-wash of
of the
the Kerio
(Q) which
which are
are derived
derived from
from
to aa
Valley to
Basement System
both Basement
both
System rocks
rocks and
and volcanics.
volcanics, cover
cover the
the ﬂoor
floor of
of the
the Kerio
Kerio Valley
in appearance
depth exceeding
depth
exceeding 6!}
60 feet.
feet, as
as evidenced
evidenced by
by gullies.
gullies. In
appearance they
they eloseiy
closely
fact
and in
Kapthurin beds.
of the
resemble the
resemble
the torrent-wash
torrent-wash and
and earthy
earthy deposits
deposits of
the Kapthurin
beds, and
in fact
horizons.
tuft horizons.
no tuff
may be
may
be of
of equivalent
equivalent age.
age. They
They contain
contain no

The
Lohot' Pit-tin
formed in
The tacustrt’ttt'
lacustrine Sifts
silts of
of the
the Loboi
Plain t'I
(QI) are
are deposits
deposits formed
in the
the last
last
phase
Lake Baringo-Hannington
Baringo-Hannington before
before it
phase of
of development
development of
of the
the origina‘:
original Lake
it dwindled
dwindled
to
to form
form the
the two
two separate
separate lakes
lakes seen
seen today.
today. The
The silts
silts are
are apparentiy
apparently unall‘ected
unaffected by
by

total lack
faulting
faulting and
and the
the aimost
almost total
lack of
of boulders
boulders and
and pebbles.
pebbles, as
as contrasted
contrasted to
to the
the

earlier
Kapthurin beds.
earlier Cherneron
Chemeron and
and Kapthurin
beds, suggests
suggests aa period
period of
of quiet
quiet deposition.
deposition.
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Volcanic
Volcanic Soils
Soils {Qv}
(Qv) cover
cover most
most
is
used on
is severe.
severe. Their
Their symbol
symbol is
is used
on
where
where aa wide
wide expanse
expanse of
of such
such soil
soil
solid geology.
underlying solid
the underlying
the
geology.

of
of the
the volcanic
volcanic outcrops.
outcrops, except
except where
where erosion
erosion
the
the map
map only
only around
around Kures
Kures in
in the
the south-east
south-east
forms
forms aa partia!
partial swamp
swamp which
which totally
totally obscures
obscures

rivers Kerio
the rivers
deposits of
recent deposits
very recent
indicates only
Alluvium as
Alluvium
as mapped
mapped indicates
only very
of the
Kerio
sufﬁciently extensive
alluvium sufficiently
has alluvium
area has
the area
in the
rivers in
None of
and Perkerra.
and
Perkerra. None
of the
the other
other rivers
extensive
to
to be
be shown
shown at
at the
the scale
scale of
of the
the present
present map.
map.

west (Jennings
the west
to the
those to
with those
area with
present area
the present
of the
the rocks
Correlation of
Correlation
of the
rocks of
(Jennings 1964)
1964)
l.
Table 1.
in Table
shown in
as shown
is as
1967) is
(McCall 1967)
east (McCall
the east
to the
and to
and

TABLE1
TABLE 1

Kapsober—Pi‘areau Area
Kapsabet-Plateau
Area
[Jennings 1964)
I 964)
(Jennings

Hannington—Thomson‘s
L. HanningtonL.
Thomson's
(McCall 1967)
Area (McCall
Falls Area
Falls
1967)

Eldama
Ravine—Kabamet
Eldamo Ravine-Kabarnet
Area

(Q12)
Plain (Ql~
Loboi Plain
Silts of
Silts
of Loboi
Various sediments
Various
sediments of
of small
small
extent (i,
(Qtt, Qtzu
Qt2, Qts
Qt3 Q11}
Qll)
extent
pumice
tuffs and
lapilli tuffs
Solai lapilli
Solai
and pumice
beds (Pltg)
beds
(Plt3)

(Q1)
Plain (Ql)
Loboi Plain
Silts of
Silts
of Loboi

(P112)
tuﬁs (Plt2)
Gishu tuffs
L‘asin Gishu
Uasin
(Pltg)
tuffs (PItt)
River tuffs
Molo River
Molo
(Pl!)
beds (Pll)
Kapthurin beds
Kapthurin

type
of type
sediments of
Kamasian sediments
Kamasian
(P113)
area (PIl3)
area
Arabel
()1 Arabel
of 01
tuﬂs of
“Claystone” tuffs
"Claystone"
(vs)
gorge (Tvfs)
gorge
Iguamiti
of Iguamiti
tufts of
“Claystone” tuffs
"Claystone"
(Tvf4)
”“41
vgl
(Tn. Tvf3)
tolls (Tn,
phonolites ’Kinangop
Hannington Phonolites
Lake Hannington
Lake
Kinangop tuffs
phonolites
Hannington phonolites
Lake Hannington
(Tvp3,
Tvp4)
Lake
(Typ3. TVFM]I
(TVP3)
i‘ (Tvp3)
(Tvt,
group (Tvt,
Kabarnet traehyte
Kab¥11et
trachyte group
T'v'fa)
Tvf4)
Sediments
Samburumburu
of Samburumburu
Sediments of
(Ti)
beds (Tvf3)
Chemeron beds
Chemeron
Plateau (Tyfgl
Plateau
(Tvf2)

{

(Tvp4'l
Phonolites (TVP4)
Tinderet Phonolites
Tinderet
Tinderet volcanics
Upper Tinderet
Upper
volcanics
(TVpn, Tvpsl
(Tvpn,
TVP3)

Uasin Gishu
phonolites
Uasin
Gishu phonolites
(Tl/Pi,
(Tvpt, _T_V'I32)
Tvp~
Nephelinitic
Nephelinitic agglomerates
agglomerates
(Tv)
(X)
System (X)
Basement System
Basement

(Tvbﬁ
Kwaibus basalts
Kwaibus
basalts (Tvb3)
Eldama
Ravine group
Eldama Ravine
group {vgl
(Tvf2)

Tinderet volcanics
Upper Tinderet
Upper
volcanics
(Tvpn, TV’Dzl
Tvp2)
(Tvpn.

_

_

.

Uastn Gishu
phonolites (Typl
Uasin
Gishu phonolites
(Tvpt
v1)
Tvft)
(Tn)
basalts (Tvb2)
Elgeyo basalts
Elgeyo
basalts (Tvbl)
Samburu
Samburu basalts
(Tvbt)
(X)
System (X)
Basement System
Basement

basalts (Tvbﬂ
Kwaibus basalts
Kwaibus
(TVb2)

(Tvt.)
traehytes (Tvtt)
Sipili trachytes
Sipili
phonolites
Falls phonolites
Thomson’s Falls
Thomson's
_
(TVP2)
(TVD2).
Rumuruti phonolltes
Rumuruti
phonolites (Rim)
(Tvpt)

—

v1)
(tl, Tvft)
basalts (Tvbt,
Samburu basalts
Samburu

#-
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Basement System
1. BasementSystem
. 1.
of
areas of
wide areas
covering wide
rocks covering
to other
their similarity
which from
rocks. which
Crystalline rocks,
Crystalline
from their
similarity to
other rocks
age,
Precambrian age,
of Precambrian
be of
to be
considered to
System. considered
to the
assigned to
been assigned
have been
Kenya have
Kenya
the Basement
Basement System,
area.
north-west of
the north-west
in the
of the
slopes of
tower slopes
are
are exposed
exposed on
on the
the lower
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment
Escarpment in
of the
the area.
generally
exposures generally
and exposures
phonolites. and
Uasin Gishu
and Uasin
Eigeyo basalts
They
They underlie
underlie the
the Elgeyo
basalts and
Gishu phonolites,

11
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end
end close
close to
to the
the foot
foot of
of the
the escarpment
escarpment where
where they
they are
are covered
covered by
by Quaternary
Quaternary deposits.
deposits.
Their outcrops
form steep
Their
outcrops form
steep ridges
ridges and
and valleys.
valleys, both
both parallel
parallel to
to and
and transyerse
transverse to
to the
the
strike
strike of
of the
the rocks.
rocks, which
which are
are vertical
vertical or
or near—vertical
near-vertical oyer
over their
their whole
whole outcrop.
outcrop. They
They
thus
thus contrast
contrast strongly
strongly to
to the
the overlying
overlying phonolites.
phonolites, which
which form
form sheer
sheer cliffs.
cliffs. They
They weather
weather
to
to aa light
light red
red sandy
sandy soil
soil which
which is
is generally
generally thin
thin and
and sometimes
sometimes absent
absent due
due to
to the
the
steep
steep tOpography.
topography.
The
rock types
hornblende gneisses
The main
main rock
types represented
represented are
are hornblende
gneisses with
with aa Shand
Shand colour
colour
index
index varying
varying from
from oxer
over 30
30 to
to almost
almost nothing.
nothing, Where
where they
they grade
grade into
into quartzo—
quartzofelspathic
foliation marked
felspathic gneisses.
gneisses. They
They are
are of
of coarse
coarse grain.
grain, with
with aa poor
poor foliation
marked by
by aa
tendency
tendency to
to alternate
alternate layering
layering of
of the
the leucocratic
leucocratic and
and melanccratic
melanocratic constituents.
constituents. A
A
microscope
|()13* shoWs
microscope slide
slide of
of aa typical
typical specimen.
specimen, 3-1.6
34/1013*
shows anhedral
anhedral crystals
crystals of
of brownish
brownish
green
green hornblende
hornblende intergronm
intergrown with
with pale
pale green
green diopside.
diopside, yellow
yellow brown
brown biotitc
biotite and
and
sometimes
sometimes hyperthene
hyperthene plcochroic
pleochroic from
from pale
pale green
green to
to pale
pale pink.
pink. Opaque
Opaque iron
iron ore
ore is
is
fairly common.
hornblende is
is an
fairly
common. The
The hornblende
an alteration
alteration product
product of
of diopside
diopside and
and hypersthene
hypersthene
and
and has
has itself
itself partly
partly altered
altered to
to biotite.
biotite, with
with iron
iron ore
ore being
being thrown
thrown out
out as
as :ia lay-product
by-product
of
of the
the transformation.
transformation. In
In some
some parts
parts of
of the
the slide
slide elongated
elongated ﬂakes
flakes of
of biotite
biotite are
are seen
seen in
in
contact
contact with
with diopside.
diopside, and
and suggest
suggest aa direct
direct alteration
alteration from
from diopside
diopside to
to biotite.
biotite. The
The
mineral is
main
main leucocratic
leucocratic mineral
is coarsely
coarsely perthitic
perthitic microcline.
microcline, with
with lesser
lesser amounts
amounts of
of
plagioclase felspar.
plagioclase
felspar, determined
determined as
as oligoclasc—andesine.
oligoclase-andesine, and
and rare
rare quartz,
quartz. Near
Near Kiburagoy
Kiburagoy
garnet
garnet is
is locally
locally an
an important
important constituent,
constituent.
The
The quartzo—felspathic
quartzo-felspathic gneisses
gneisses vary
vary in
in appearance
appearance from
from coarse.
coarse, poorly
poorly foliated
foliated
rocks.
rocks, sometimes
sometimes deeply
deeply iron-stained.
iron-stained, and
and apparently
apparently aa leucocratie
leucocratic facies
facies of
of the
the hornhornblende
blende gneisses.
gneisses, to
to otT—White.
off-white, almost
almost schistose
schistose granulites.
granulites. A
A specimen
specimen of
of granulite
granulite from
from
Emsea.
Emsea, 34.51037.
34/1037, shows
shows under
under the
the microscope
microscope aa ﬁne.
fine, granular
granular texture.
texture, with
with all
all the
the
constituents
constituents in
in anhedral
anhedral form
form and
and drawn
drawn out
out as
as aa result
result of
of crushing
crushing or
or shearing.
shearing.
Recrystallization
Recrystallization has
has taken
taken place
place in
in the
the quartz.
quartz, which
which is
is generally
generally in
in much
much larger
larger
blebs
blebs than
than the
the felspar
felspar and
and shows
shows little
little strain.
strain. The
The felspar
felspar isis mainly
mainly oligoclase.
oligoclase, much
much of
of
it
it untwinned.
untwinned, with
with trace
trace amounts
amounts of
of microcline.
microcline. W'isps
Wisps of
of pale
pale brown
brown bleached
bleached biotite
biotite
occur
occur aligned
aligned along
along the
the foliation.
foliation, always
always accompanied
accompanied by
by opaque
opaque iron
iron ore
ore and
and aa deepdeepbrown
brown Iimonitic
limonitic product.
product. A
A single
single grain
grain of
of sphene
sphene occurs
occurs in
in the
the slide.
slide. 34.51034
34/1034 from
from
below
below Chororget
Chororget is
is of
of much
much coarser
coarser grain.
grain, and
and heavily
heavily iron-stained.
iron-stained. It
It consists
consists of
of
quartz.
quartz, aa great
great deal
deal of
of strongly
strongly pcrthitic
perthitic microcline
microcline and
and aa small
small amount
amount of
of oligoelase.
oligoclase.
Accessory
Accessory minerals
minerals are
are anhcdral
anhedral fractured
fractured salmon-pink
salmon-pink garnets
garnets with
with iron-staining
iron-staining
marking
fractures. much
marking the
the fractures,
much opaque
opaque iron
iron ore
ore and
and patches
patches of
of brown
brown limonite,
limonite, somesometimes
times ﬂanked
flanked by
by small
small ﬂakes
flakes of
of aa deep-green
deep-green mineral
mineral tentatively
tentatively identiﬁed
identified as
as chlorite.
chlorite.
The
The outcrops
outcrops of
of crystalline
crystalline limestone
limestone shown
shown on
on the
the map
map have
have been
been somewhat
somewhat
simpliﬁed
simplified to
to suit
suit the
the scale
scale of
of the
the map.
map. The
The larger
larger outcrops
outcrops all
all contain
contain bands
bands and
and lenses
lenses
of
of quartzo—felspathic
quartzo-felspathic gneiss
gneiss and
and less
less often.
often, hornblende
hornblende gneiss.
gneiss, varying
varying in
in width
width of
of
outcrop
outcrop from
from aa few
few inches
inches to
to up
up to
to 50
50 feet.
feet. The
The colour
colour of
of the
the limestones
limestones is
is usually
usually
ninerals. sometimes
white.
white, speckled
speckled with
with grey
grey or
or green
green minerals,
sometimes oil-white
off-white with
with yellowish
yellowish ironironstaining.
staining, and
and sometimes
sometimes rose-pink.
rose-pink. Minerals
Minerals identified
identified in
in thin
thin sections
sections include,
include, in
in
addition
addition to
to calcite,
calcite, quartz.
quartz, felspar
felspar lboth
(both orthoclase
orthoclase and
and oligoclasel.
oligoclase), colourless
colourless tremolite.
tremolite,
Naon contains
N}: from
Hand specimen
forsterite and
forsterite
and diopside.
diopside. Hand
specimen 34.
34/1032
from Naon
contains Visible
visible specks
specks of
of
bornite
bornite with
with typical
typical “peacock"
"peacock" discoloration.
discoloration.
Quartzites
Quartzites are
are few
few and
and small
small in
in \olume.
volume, the
the only
only outcrops
outcrops large
large enough
enough to
to show
show
1040
Kiburagoy. Specimen
bands north-east
the map
at the
at
the scale
scale of
of the
map being
being too
two bands
north-east of
of Kiburagoy.
Specimen 34,.“
34/1040
from
from the
the more
more westerly
westerly ol‘
of the
the two
two is
is of
of coarse
coarse grain.
grain, oil-uhite
off-white and
and grey
grey in
in colour.
colour,
with
with ﬁne
fine parallel
parallel streaks
streaks of
of tiny
tiny ﬂakes
flakes of
of bleached
bleached biotite
biotite marking
marking the
the foliation.
foliation. Small
Small
In the
rock.
the
through
scattered
are
felspar.
from
derixed
kaolin.
of
patches
patches of kaolin, derived from felspar, are scattered through the rock. In
the thin
thin
section
section of
of the
the same
same roek
rock no
no {elspur
felspar occurs.
occurs, and
and itit is
is probable
probable that
that all
all the
the small
small original
original
the regional
in the
to specimem
refer to
34l1013. ete..
**Numbers
Numbers 34/1013,
etc., refer
specimens in
regional collection
collection of
of the
the Mines
Mines and
and Geological
Geological
Department.
Department, Nairobi.
Nairobi.
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{elspar
felspar content
content has
has been
been kaolinlzcd
kaolinized. The
The section
section sho\\'s
shows the
the quartz
quartz to
to be
be aa mesh
mesh of
of
recrystal—
suggests recrystalwhich suggests
shadow. which
strt' in shadow,
no strain
with no
grains. with
anhedral grains,
Interlocking anhedral
coarse interlocking
coarse
lization.
“Laden.
colour
Shand colour
its Shand
Kimwarer. Its
near Kimwarer.
found near
was found
gneiss was
biotite gneiss
of biotite
outcrOp of
single outcrop
A single
A
small
in small
graph.'te in
to graphite
Way to
gives way
hiotite gives
1y biotite
lo
and locally
i5. and
exceed 15,
to exceed
seen to
nex'er seen
was never
index was
index
ﬂakes.
disseminated flakes.
disseminated
rare
than rare
rocks other
System rocks
Basement System
the Basement
in the
found in
were found
intrusions were
dykes or
No dykes
No
or intrusions
other than
measured only
two feet
more than
quart}.
quartz stringers.
stringers, seidom
seldom more
than one
one or
or two
feet across.
across, and
and often
often measured
only in
in
hr .'-.-"1 and
red brown
of red
blocks of
large ﬂoat
Fault west
the fault
Aiong the
inches. Along
inches.
west of
of Kimwarcr.
Kimwarer, large
float blocks
and yellow
yellow
sereral
of several
scattered over
resembiing chert,
material, ciosciy
hreccia material,
iauit breccia
fault
closely resembling
chert, are
are scattered
over an
an area
area of

i133}.
breeci:1_.3—‘1
tLi'ze breccia,
microscope the
the microscope
Under the
fault Under
the fault.
side of
on each
)" "sis on
0-: yards
hund‘d-‘i of
hundreds
each side
of the
34/1033,
wit.‘:di[1'1eult}
r115 lon1tt. recog1‘1ix.:1bi."1."only
line- grained mylonite,
an eT-stret‘nely
is seen
is
seen as
as an
extremely fine-grained
recognizable only with
difficulty :1s
as quartz
quartz
light red
latter light
the latter
and
and chalcedony.
chalcedony, the
red brown
brown in
in colour.
colour, with
with small
small patches
patches of
of Opaque
opaque
iron
ore.
iron ore.
sediments.
from sediments,
derived from
all derived
are all
locality are
this locality
at this
rocks at
System rocks
Basernert System
The Basement
The
of
area of
type area
the type
However. the
[1913'] However,
Parkinson (1913).
of Parkinson
Series of
Turoka Series
the Turoka
res-embie the
'iosely resemble
closely
rocks.
1.-'olc;1nic rocks,
or volcanic
miles of
151] miles
m 111' 150
by over
outcrop by
Eigeyo outcrop
the Elgeyo
From the
«co1 ”.1teti from
is separated
sc11es is
series
conicetural.
remain conjectural.
must remain
two must
the two
of the
correlation of
correlation

and
and
this
this
and
and

Sediments
and Sediments
Rocks and
Volcanic Rocks
Tertiary Volcanic
2. Tertiary
2.
(l)
(1) 8111111130111.
SAMBURU BA'sAL'i's
BASALTS

These
.ed souare
These basalts
basalts outcrop
outcrop over
over aa total;trea
total area of
of set-era]
several hund
hundred
square miies
miles in
in the
the
centre and
and north
north 01"
of the
the area
area and
and form
form much
the Kenmsia.
Kamasian Hills
and their
their ﬂanks
flanks
centre
muchoof the
Hills 51.11.11
in the
Kerio Valley
‘\-’allcg.-' to
rift floor
in
the Kerio
to the
the west
west and
and the
the rift
floor to
to the
the east.
east. 0n.
On high
high ground
ground and
and
steep
lly well
steep slopes
slopes they
they are
are genera
generally
well exposed,
exposed, but
but in
in the
the loser
lower :1.re:1s
areas 1hey
they are
are often
often
‘--_1epl\-' 1-1-1eathered
t1:11'iicu-‘.'.1.1":1re
1n particular
.n the
by scree
masked
masked by
scree and
and soil
soil cos-er,
cover, and
and in
the rift
rift ﬂoor
floor in
are so
so deeply
weathered
that sold
O'k is
is conﬁned
cuttinus. or
5m11 i scattered
'1tiered ilo.1.t.
that
solid rock
confined mostly
mostly to
to stream
stream cuttings,
or to
to small
float. The
The
_eht andi rarie
it'eatherine
weathering p.otiucts
products are
are how-'cscr
however very
very distinctive
distinctive due
due to
to their
their bri
bright
varied'1 colours
colours,
and greys.
011's and
'
to 'browns,
brown to
{trying .:om
varying
from the
the most
most common
common deep
deep purple
purple brown
reds, yellows
greys.
feispar which,
'1"
'h in
is rrich
the soil
r-orphyritic types
more porphyritic
Over the
Over
the more
types the
soil is
in fragments
of white felspar
which,
hailstorm
of aa hailstorm.
aftermat of
the aftermath
impress: in oz
the impression
is absent,
where grass
where
grass cover
cover is
absent, gives
gives the
of the
of
stretches of
become stretches
area become
the area
of the
so typical
expanses so
grass—free expanses
wide grass-free
the wide
rain the
After rain
After
typical of
misery.
:.io:‘-.' misery.
'.'1 slow
them a
across them
.:1ing across
make walking
\x'hich make
tenaceous clay
and. tenaceous
mud and
glutinous mud
glutinous
clay which
tui't'
lesser tuff
pius a:1 lesser
types. plus
main types,
three main
into three
subdivided into
be subdivided
can be
hasaits can
Samhuru basalts
The Samburu
The
phase: [1)
black i'ine—
grained non-porph_.-r"1ic\=..1riet1.1with
phase:
(1) aa dark
dark grey
grey or
or black,
fine-grained
non-porphyritic variety with rare
rare yesiclcs
vesicles
the only
variety. the
zeolites. [21
with white
inlilied with
coated
coated or
or infilled
white zeolites,
(2) aa strongi\1.trp'r1y1"
strongly porphyritic variety,
only
t1t'11'pi1yritic \1iriety
159.711.1113
01 felspar,
pint-es of
thin plates
but thin
iarge but
beingr large
pl]; .ocrysts being
prominent. phenocrysts
prominent
(3) a. porphyritic
variety
tuil'.
-ions of
1'-.1.i.1o:'-.r1=.e1't
111d {39.1
plagioclaseuand
ol' olivine.
phenoervsts of
:yith phenocrysts
with
olivine, auaite
augite and
and plagioclase,
(4) minor
intercalations
of tuff.
.i‘t .1- succession
no do:
as no
‘1'.1.r1cties sent-"ately
diﬁeient varieties
the different
map the
to map
impossible to
‘1'111'13 found
Itt was
found impossible
separately as
definite
succession
phenociysts,
se phenocrysts,
l: :e piagioein
by large
acterl..." by
variety. cha
teeocnized. The
be recognized.
could
could be
The second
second variety,
characterized
plagioclase
few
p;'1:1'.'-.'.d1.'ihe
1.-'ot proved.
has not
this was
but this
succession. but
the succession,
in the
up in
h.gh up
fairly high
occur fairly
to occur
appeared to
appeared
The few
with
\ariety with
1.1.1.1 variety
did the
as did
throughout. as
haphamrdly throughout,
occur haphazardly
to occur
tort appeared
of tuff
exposures of
exposures
appeared to
Eigeyo
o1 eriying Elgeyo
the overlying
with the
1111111111. Ll with
is identical
type is
latter type
the latter
phent)cr\-‘sts. The
augiite phenocrysts.
and augite
olivine and
olivine
mistaken for
been mistaken
have been
bas'tlt may
the Elgeyo
basalt, and
basalt,
and $1111.}
smalllrclict
relict outcrops
outcrops of
of the
Elgeyo basalt
may have
for
Samburu
basalt.
Samburu basalt.
found in the area,
type found
far the
by far
is by
variety is
non-porphyritic variety
The non-porphyritic
The
the most
most common
common type
. . 34/940
1.1..1.’ 13111111111131.
Hills. A t»
oasian Hills.
in the
being especially
being
especially abundant
abundant in
the K11
Kamasian
typical
example, ..'.1cci
specimen
1r..-1.1 1'.. just
is very
from
from Cheplarnbus.
Cheplambus, is
very dark
dark blue—grey
blue-grey in
in colour'
colour with
with .1a 1'grain
just coarse
coarse enough
enough to
to
n'iiiiimetres across,
two millimetres
phenocrysts, one
with the
seen with
be seen
be
the naked
naked eye,
eye, and
and .1a few
few phenocrysts,
one or
or two
across,
hand specimen
sized hand
normal sized
the rock
through the
scattered through
scattered
rock at
at such
such wide
wide intervals
intervals that
that aa normal
specimen
section 111'
its surface.
shows
shows only
only seven
seven or
or eight
eight on
on its
surface. The
The thin
thin section
of the
the some
same rock
rock shoa's
shows
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abundant
olivine and
abundant mierophenocrysts
microphenocrysts averaging
averaging 0.2
0.2 mm.
mm. across.
across, mainly
mainly of
of olivine
and plagioclase
plagioclase
felspar, with
with rarer
rarer and
and smaller
brownish-grey augite
augite grains.
grains. The
The olivine
olivine crystals
crystals are
felspar,
smaller brownish-grey
are
often euhedral
euhedral in
where partly
partly altered
the alteration
is aa dark
often
in outline.
outline, and
and where
altered the
alteration product
product is
dark grey
greygreen
not the
more common
iddingsite. The
felspttr
green mineral
mineral resembling
resembling chlorite,
chlorite, not
the more
common iddingsite.
The felspar
phenocrysts
phenocrysts are
are elongated
elongated laths
laths of
of andesine.
andesine. The
The groundrnass
groundmass is
is aa ﬁnewgrained
fine-grained aggregate
aggregate
of
with aa high
high proportion
pr0portion of
Opaque
of andesine.
andesine, almost
almost colourless
coiouriess augite.
augite, and
and olivine,
olivine, with
of opaque
iron ore
ore in
in tiny
tiny anhedral
anhedral grains.
grains. The
The content
content of
of magnetite
magnetite in
many outcrops
outcrops of
of the
the
iron
in many
are.
of arc.
degrees of
several degrees
through several
needle through
compass needle
to deﬂect
high to
sufﬁciently high
is sufficiently
basalt is
basalt
deflect aa compass
the
scattered throughout
white anaicite.
with white
inﬁlled with
totally infilled
now totally
Small cavities.
Small
cavities, now
analcite, are
are scattered
throughout the
rock,
rock, tending
tending to
to concentrate
concentrate in
in small
small patches
patches each
each aa few
few inches
inches across.
across. No
No analcite
analcite
was identiﬁed
in the
the body
rock.
was
identified in
body of
of the
the rock.
places
various places
from various
taken from
basalt taken
of basalt
variety of
this variety
of this
slides of
other slides
the other
of the
many of
In many
In
near
from near
34.-"805 from
slides. 34/805
two slides,
in two
and in
andesine—labradorite. and
is andesine-labradorite,
felspar is
the felspar
outcrop the
the outcrop
over the
over
oligoclase.
is oligoclase.
felspar is
the felspar
Sabur. the
of Sabur,
east of
miles east
two miles
from two
34,-‘817 from
and 34/817
Malima and
ya Malima
Chini ya
Chini
and
oligoclase. and
to oligoclase,
addition to
in addition
occur in
anorthoclase occur
of anorthoclase
microphenocrysts of
few microphenocrysts
343‘805 aa few
1n 34/805
In
The
augite. The
colourless augite.
to coiouriess
addition to
in addition
groundmass in
the groundmass
in the
occurs in
aegirine-augite occurs
green aegirine-augite
green
trachybasalt.
towards aa trachybasalt.
tends towards
thus tends
rock thus
rock

The
basalt is
recognized by
The second
second variety
variety of
of Samburu
Samburu basalt
is easily
easily recognized
by the
the large
large size
size (often
(often
exceeding
than 22 rom.
mm in
in thickness.I
exceeding 30
30 mm.
rom. across
across while
while seldom
seldom more
more than
thickness) and
and abundance
abundance

of.
platy felspars,
felspars, which
in aa ﬁne-grained
matrix usually
usually of
of aa purple
purple shade
of the
the platy
which are
are set
set in
fine-grained matrix
shade
with yellow
vesicular, with
highly vesicular,
is highly
rock is
the rock
some exposures
In some
sometimes dark
but sometimes
but
dark grey.
grey. In
exposures the
yellow
and
lining the
the vesicles.
\esieles. Phenocrysts
Phenoerysts of
of olivine
in addition
to felspar,
felspar.
and green
green Zeolites
zeolites lining
olivine occur
occur in
addition to
but always
always greatly
greatly subordinate
subordinate in
in numbers.
nttmbers. In
In thin
thin section
section the
the felspar
felspar plates
plates were
were
but
identiﬁed
as
andesine-labradorite.
being
always
close
to
An}...
Olivine
is
always
partly
identified as andesine-labradorite, being always close to Anso. Olivine is always partly
or wholly
wholly altered
altered to
to red-brown
red—brown iddingsite.
iddingsite. The
tine—grained groundmass
consists of
of
or
The fine-grained
groundmass consists
plagioclase identical
identical in
to the
the phenocrysts,
phenoerysts. iddingsitized
iddingsitized olivine,
olivine. aa little
little
plagioclase
in composition
composition to
colourless augite
an abundance
of magnetite.
magnetite. A
A few
few patches
patches of
of secondary
calcite
colourless
augite and
and an
abundance of
secondary calcite
occur. Typical
Typical specimeris
specimens are
are 34/900
345.900 from
from Kimngorom
Kinmgorom and
and 34/967
34-96? from
from Cheberen.
Cheberen. This
This
occur.
north—
miles north35 miles
Hill 35
Kijabe Hill
from Kijabe
named from
basalt, named
type basalt,
Kijabe type
the Kijabe
to the
similar to
very similar
is very
rock is
rock
west of
by Shand
Shand {1937.
pp. 265-267).
2(i5~26?}. Shand
Shand identified
identiﬁed the
the
west
of Nairobi,
Nairobi, and
and described
described by
(1937, pp.
rather
Ana). rather
and An65)'
(An... and
labradorite (An60
medium labradorite
as medium
rock as
type rock
the type
of the
phenocrysts of
plagioclasc phenocrysts
plagioclase
I
present area.
the present
those of
than those
ealcic than
more calcic
more
of the
area.
The
The groundmass
groundmass of
of the
the third
third variety
variety of
of SLlllUl‘ll
Samburu basalt
basalt is
is almost
almost black
black in
in colour.
colour,
sometimes with
with aa purple
purple or
or brown
brown tinge,
tinge. with
with abundant
abundant phenocrysts
phenocrysts averaging
averaging 4
4 to
to
sometimes
mm. across.
across. The
microscope slide
slide of
sample from
from Sigoro,
Sigoro. 34/992,
34.3992. shows
phenocrysts
55 rom.
The microscope
of aa sample
shows phenocrysts
of
of olivine
olivine sometimes
sometimes euhedral
euhedral but
but more
more commonly
commonly rounded
rounded and
and cracked.
cracked, often
often altering
altering
to iddingsite,
iddingsite. and
and pale
pale purple-brown
purple—brown augite,
augite. usually
sometimes showing
to
usually euhedral
euhedral and
and sometimes
showing
alteration from
from the
the centre
to aa red-brown
red—brown mineral
mineral closely
resembling the
alteration
centre outwards
outwards to
closely resembling
the
iddirtgsite in
may be
Much less
iddingsite
in the
the same
same slide.
slide, but
but which
which may
be linionite.
limonite. Much
less abundant
abundant are
are smaller
smaller
phenocrysts
The groundmass
groundrnass is
is of
phenocrysts of
of felspar.
felspar, identiﬁed
identified as
as ande-sine-labradorite.
andesine-labradorite. The
of medium—
mediumgrain
iddingsitized olivine.
grain size,
size, with
with augite.
augite, andesine-labradorite
andesine-labradorite and
and iddingsitized
olivine, with
with three
three or
or
four per
volume] of
opaque iron
iron ore.
A few
few vesicles
vesicles occur
in the
four
per cent
cent (by
(by volume)
of opaque
ore. A
occur in
the slide,
slide, each
each
with
thin lining
red-brown mineral,
mineral. again
probably limonite,
limonite. and
with aa thin
lining of
of aa red-brown
again probably
and aa central
central
inﬁlling of
infilling
of calcite.
calcite.
Tuff
basalt are
identiﬁed being
Tuff outcrops
outcrops in
in the
the basalt
are rare
rare and
and small.
small, the
the only
only one
one readily
readily identified
being aa
20-foot
20-foot thick
thick lens
lens aa mile
mile south—east
south-east of.
of the
the trading
trading centre
centre of
of Saeho.
Sacho. This
This rock
rock is
is aa
compacted mass
mass of
At the
river crossing
ya Malima
Malima aa
compacted
of ﬁne.
fine, yellow
yellow ash.
ash. At
the river
crossing east
east of
of Chini
Chini ya
lens of
lens
of tufl
tuff about
about 30
30 ft.
ft. across
across and
and 10
10 ft.
ft. thick
thick occurs
occurs in
in ﬁaggy
flaggy non—porphyritie
non-porphyritic basalt.
basalt.
It is
very fine
ﬁne grain.
touch. and
reddish—purple
It
is of
of very
grain, soft
soft and
and crumbly
crumbly to
to the
the touch,
and of
of aa deep
deep reddish-purple
colour.
it was
was deposited
deposited in
the top
colour. Its
Its appearance
appearance suggests
suggests that
that it
in aa depression
depression on
on the
top of
of aa
ﬂow and
and covered
by a
lts softness
is probably
probably due
to a
earth content
content
flow
covered by
a later
later ﬂow.
flow. Its
softness is
due to
a high
high earth
which
being washed
into the
which would
would result
result from
from ash
ash and
and other
other debris
debris being
washed into
the depression
depression after
after
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falling to
to earth
earth as
ﬁne dust.
dust. Other
yellow and
purple patches
patches of
of earth
near Sabur
Sabur
falling
as aa fine
Other yellow
and purple
earth near
weathering
deep weathering
after deep
material after
the material
ﬁneness of
the fineness
but the
tufls. but
represent tuffs,
also represent
probably also
probably
of the
impossible.
identiﬁcation impossible.
exact identification
makes exact
makes
nor are
in the
found in
Were found
basalts were
the basalts
centres of
N0 centre
No
centre of
of centres
of extrusion
extrusion of
of the
the area.
area, nor
are
the
mapped in
basalts mapped
same basalts
the wide
over the
any
any known
known over
wide extent
extent of
of the
the same
in other
other areas
areas to
to the
The
ﬁssure eruptions.
in fissure
its origin
had its
have had
must have
rock must
the rock
east. and
north—east and
north-east
and east,
and the
origin in
eruptions. The
younger phonolites.
of the
basalts were
dykes found
only feeder
only
feeder dykes
found in
in the
the basalts
were of
the younger
phonolites.

ELGEYU Basaus
t2) ELGEYOBASALTS
(2)
These
These basalts
basalts are
are so
so named
named by
by the
the writer
writer since
since they
they reach
reach their
their greatest
greatest thickness,
thickness,
above
above 1.500
1,500 ft..
ft., at
at the
the southern
southern end
end of
of the
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
Escarpment. Where
Where their
their contact
contact
with the
underlying Samburu
Sambura basalts
is always
with
the underlying
basalts is
is exposed
exposed it
it is
always uncomformable.
uncomformable, some—
sometimes marked
marked by
baked red
red soil
layer from
from aa few
few inches
three or
four feet
feet
times
by aa baked
soil layer
inches up
up to
to three
or four
thick.
underlying Samburu
basalt is
to be
be dipping
steeply and
thick, and
and sometimes
sometimes the
the underlying
Samburu basalt
is seen
seen to
dipping steeply
and
planed oil
Elgeyo basalt
planed
off by
by erosion.
erosion. The
The base
base of
of the
the Elgeyo
basalt commonly
commonly contains
contains rounded
rounded and
and
semi—rounded
locality
semi-rounded blocks
blocks of
of Samburu
Samburu basalt
basalt and
and Basement
Basement System
System rock.
rock, aa notable
notable locality
being
where blocks
the bottom
being at
at (hot
Chof where
blocks of
of Samburu
Samburu basalt
basalt occur
occur throughout
throughout the
bottom 600
600 ft.
ft. of
of
Elgeyo basalt.
blocks of
rock appearing
in addition
Elgeyo
basalt, with
with blocks
of Basement
Basement system
system rock
appearing in
addition in
in the
the lowest
lowest
100 ft.
100
ft. The
The nearest
nearest exposure
exposure of
of Samburu
Samburu basalt
basalt is
is several
several miles
miles away
away to
to the
the south-east.
south-east,
and
it appears
basalt ﬁowed
Basement System
and it
appears that
that the
the earliest
earliest ﬂows
flows of
of Elgeyo
Elgeyo basalt
flowed over
over Basement
System
rocks.
with only
Later ﬂows
from further
further
rocks, with
only ﬂoat
float of
of Samburu
Samburu basalt
basalt on
on them.
them. Later
flows came
came from
aﬁeld
up huge
huge quantities
rubble from
from the
afield and
and swept
swept up
quantities of
of rubble
the lower
lower basalt
basalt and
and perhaps
perhaps
plucked
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo basalts.
plucked blocks
blocks out
out of
of the
the solid
solid rock.
rock. The
The pattern
pattern of
of the
the outcrops
outcrops of
of the
basalts,
which thin
of
which
thin out
out rapidly
rapidly to
to the
the east
east and
and northeast.
north-east, suggests
suggests that
that their
their main
main centre
centre of
(hot.
of Chof.
scuth—west of
or south-west
west or
the west
to the
somewhere to
was somewhere
eruption was
eruption
The
The contact
contact between
between Elgeyo
Elgeyo basalts
basalts and
and the
the overlying
overlying L'asin
Uasin (.iishu
Gishu phonolites
phonolites in
in
the Elgeyo
usually forms
marked shelf.
Ill
the
Elgeyo Escarpment
Escarpment usually
forms aa marked
shelf. lPlate
(Plate II.)
of
variety of
porphyritic variety
identical with
is identical
basalt is
appearance this
ln appearance
In
this basalt
with the
the olivine~augite
olivine-augite porphyritic
the
Samburu basalts,
basalts. but
but whereas
whereas the
the latter
latter occurs
as small
small patches
patches in
the Samburu
occurs only
only as
in other
other
varieties of
of basalt
basalt the
the Elgeyo
Elgcyo basalt
basalt remains
remains constant
constant in
in appearance
appearance over
over the
whole of
of
varieties
the whole
groundmass supporting
tine—grained groundmass
grey fine-grained
dark grey
yery dark
black or
has aa black
It has
its outcrop.
its
outcrop. It
or very
supporting
numerous phenocrysts
phenocrysts of
augite. and
and sometimes
sometimes aa few
numerous
of yellow—green
yellow-green olivine
olivine and
and black
black augite,
few
glassy
size of
phenoci‘ysts remains
remains remarkably
remarkably constant
glassy felspars.
feispars. The
The size
of the
the phenocrysts
constant everywhere.
everywhere,
from
taken from
specimens. taken
mm. 'l'ypical
5 mm.
to 5
averaging 44 to
and averaging
across. and
mm. across,
never exceeding
never'
exceeding 88 mm.
Typical specimens,
widely separated
outcrops. are
are 34/937
34"93? from
from Cheptunyo
Cheptunyo in
in the
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills,
Hills. 34/981
3-1 3981
widely
separated outcrops,
from Theloi
near Eldama
Eldama Ravine,
Raxinc. and
1043 from
from the
the Elgeyo
Elgcyo Escarpment
Escarpment near
near
from
Theloi near
and 34
34/1043
Chof. The
The dominant
plicnoct‘yst in
in all
thin sections
is augite
very pale
pale purplepurple~
Chof.
dominant phenocryst
all these
these thin
sections is
augite of
of very
the edges
zones towards
in zones
brown colour.
brown
colour, often
often darkening
darkening in
towards the
edges of
of the
the crystals.
crystals. Olivine
Olivine occurs
occurs
it is
however. it
not 34.3931
but not
34.41.14}. but
34-98! and
in slides
phenocrysts in
as phenocrysts
as
slides 34/981
and 34/1043,
34/937, where
where however,
is
to
altered. sometimes
less altered,
more or
always more
is always
Olivine is
hand specimcn.
the hand
in the
visible in
visible
specimen. Olivine
or less
sometimes to
iddingsite. sometimes
sometimes to
dark grey-green
grey-green mineral
mineral resembling
resembling chlorite.
sometimes both.
iddingsite,
to aa dark
chlorite, sometimes
both,
phenocrysts are
Plagiociase phenocrysts
mineral. Plagioclase
green mineral.
the green
by the
rimmed by
is rimmed
iddingsite is
the iddingsite
when the
when
are promipromiminor
with only
composition of
the composition
have the
and have
in 34.981.
nent in
nent
34/981, and
of andesine—labradorite.
andesine-labradorite, with
only yery
very minor
calcite occur
secondary calcite
of secondary
Patches of
magnetite. Patches
much magnetite.
and much
altered oliyine.
of altered
amounts of
amounts
olivine, and
occur
very low
mineral of
latter also
the latter
and the
til-ti. and
34.5981 and
slides 34/981
in slides
in
and 1043,
also contains
contains aa mineral
of very
low
of
primary constituent
be aa primary
to be
appears to
mineral appears
This mineral
analcitc. This
resembling analcite.
birefringence resembling
birefringence
constituent of
true basalt.
than aa true
basanite rather
be aa basanite
therefore be
may therefore
rock. which
the rock,
the
which may
rather than
basalt.
SEDIMENTS
KIMWARER SEDIMENTS
t3i KIMWARER
(3)

Exposures of
these sediments
sediments are
conﬁned to
to aa large
large outcrop
outcrop stretching
stretching three
three miles
miles
Exposures
of these
are confined
south-east from
from Kimwarer
Kimwarer and
and two
two much
much smaller
smaller outliers
fault blocks
blocks south-west
south—west
south-east
outliers on
on fault
them.
through them,
section through
true section
establish aa true
to establish
either to
poor either
too poor
Exposures are
Kimwarer. Exposures
of Kimwarer.
of
are too
or to
to measure
their total
total thickness.
but they
1t ft..
may be
be aa
or
measure their
thickness, but
they certainly
certainly exceed
exceed 100
ft., and
and may
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great
Near to
Kitny.;:rer the
the rock
rock is
great deal
deal thicker.
thicker. Near
to Kimwarer
is generally
generally aa cream
cream or
or yellow
yellow siltstone.
siltstone,
anti
.ncrostope aa slide
rock 13431030)
and untiei
under the
the microscope
slide of
of such
such rock
(34/1030) is
is almost
almost wholly
wholly isotrOpic.
isotropic,
;.p;~tit"i.ti_\
apparently LLTOI‘is.:,1ittg
consisting of
of ita pale.
pale, reddish—brown
reddish-brown silicate
silicate with
with minute
minute grains
grains of
of quartz.
quartz.
Ai text
test with
with delut;
dilute acid
acid _._ta
gavee no
no carbonate
carbonate reaction.
reaction. Layers
Layers of
of light
light brown
brown chert
chert an
an inch
inch
or
bedding planes
or so
so thick
thick IiILLl'l.
mark .‘OIT‘EL‘
some of
of the
the bedding
planes of
of the
the siltstone.
siltstone. Near
Near the
the centre
centre of
of the
the
i "Sr-T. outcrop
largest
outcrop aa steep
steep gully
gully goes
gives aa Fairly
fairly good
good succession.
succession, in
in just
just over
over 100
100 ft.
ft. of
of
s6£lit'.“l‘.ls
upper layers
sediments a;
at that
that niace.
place. The
The upper
layers are
are light—coloured
light-coloured sandstones
sandstones or
or slltstones
siltstones
\Aitl‘t eherty
dime just
to
sin;
similar
to those
just described.
described, still
still with
cherty layers.
layers, gradually
gradually darkening
darkening in
in colour
colour
with scattered
purpie clays
dmt'ntEards
downwards through
through grey
grey and
and purple
clays and
and (zgglon‘terzttes
agglomerates with
scattered boulders
boulders
to
underlying purple
Kijabe type
to the
the contact
contact with
with tit:
the underlying
purple Kijabe
type Samburu
Samburu basalt.
basalt. The
The basalt
basalt is
is
here lavas
is dithcult
rotted that
her:
here so
so rotted
that itit is
difficult to
to decide
decide wwhere
lavas end
end and
and the
the sediments
sediments begin.
begin.
is ciearly
1.“ it.
All the lowest 40
ft. is
clearly deriteti
derived from
from Santburu
Samburu basalt.
basalt, and
and in
in itit were
were found
found no
no
agrnents of
boulders or .fragments
of any
any rock
rock other
other than
than Samburu
Samburu basalt.
basalt. The
The high
high silica
silica content
content
part of
"per part
of the upper
of the
the succe-‘sion
succession suggests
suggests derivation
derivation from
from Basement
Basement System
System rocks.
rocks.
bank of
Endo River
River at
At a 40-ft. section
section in
in the
the bank
of the
the Endo
at Chepsiri
Chepsiri only
only the
the lighter—coloured
lighter-coloured
fragments of
.s' are
sediments
are exposed.
exposed, and
and there
there coarse
coarse fragments
of quartz
quartz anti
and felspar.
felspar, derived
derived from
from
tar ttttt'weigh
tent System
Basement
System rocss.
rocks, far
outweigh the
the few
few basalt
basalt fragments
fragments found.
found. The
The lowest
lowest bed
bed
fine
water-Iain ash.
's‘ aa line.
seen in that section is
fine, grey
grey waterlain
ash, poorly
poorly consolidated.
consolidated, overlain
overlain by
by fine
white
white ciays.
clays, ori—ix‘...
off-white. grits:
grits with
with aa large
large proportion
proportion of
of rounded
rounded pebbles
pebbles up
up to
to half-anhalf-anLayers of
inch in
inch
in tiiahh‘tct'.
diameter, and
and leases
lenses of
of grey—brown.
grey-brown, non—pebbly
non-pebbly grits.
grits. Layers
of yellow
yellow Chert
chert
tee: in
to two
up to
up
two feet
in thickne~.s
thickness are
are t'oti‘inion.
common, following
following the
the bedding
bedding planes
planes and
and in
in dyke-like
dyke-like
the sediments
to be
:hem to
bedding. showing
the bedding,
ttlies obf‘i_
b
bodies
oblique '- to
to the
showing them
be younger
younger than
than the
sediments them~
thembe found
sen"
selves. No tiacc
trace oi
of organic
organic retttains
remains could
could be
found at
at any
any of
of the
the exposures
exposures Visited.
visited.
but none
the ithite
in the
it'tz' in
looked for
“.ct'c looked
D"
Diatoms
were
white clays.
clays, but
none found.
found.

in parts
part. lilt}\:_‘
resemblance to
Miocene sediments
In
these setiitt':enis
sediments bear
bear aa close
close resemblance
to the
the Miocene
sediments below
below
T:.iiil.---.-l; on
i-' we Escarpment
Escarpment aa few
Tambach
on the
the Elgeyo
few miles
miles north
north of
of the
the boundary
boundary of
of the
the map.
map,
'- rite.“ cons.
and thee writer
considerss itit probable
probable that
that these
these occurrences
occurrences are
are of
of the
the same
same age.
age, though
though
no -.ttt.h
no
such sstilriierts
sediments occur
occur anywhere
anywhere in
in the
the escarpment
escarpment between
between the
the two
two outcrops.
outcrops. At
At
”ati'ibach
nissing and
Tambach basalts
basalts are
are missing
and the
the Miocene
Miocene sediments
sediments rest
rest directly
directly on
on Basement
Basement
phonolites. The
b_\ L'asin
rocks and
Lyscern rocks
System
and are
are merlain
overlain by
Uasin Gishu
Gishu phonolites.
The Kimwarer
Kimwarer sediments
sediments
relationship to
cyo basalts.
=w"'.‘.er\hcr'e
everywhere rest
rest on
on hamburu
Samburu or
or El
Elgeyo
basalts, but
but their
their relationship
to the
the Uasin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu
re determined.
phonolitesa. maid
could not
not be
determined. The
The smallest
smallest of
of the
the three
three outcrops
outcrops rests
rests on
on Elgeyo
Elgeyo
. ; 1:1e“
hundred yards
yards to
basalt, and only
a few hundred
to the
the south
south aa sharp
sharp contact
contact of
of Elgeyo
Elgeyo basalt
basalt
i-iiu phonolite
rh..i:i=.'\.lite is C).Dt.‘si‘t_l.
with Uasin ..Gishu
exposed, with
with no
no sediments
sediments between
between them.
them, which
which can
can
._
_
:i
be
explained
if the
the shoreline
shoreline of
of the
the original
original basin
basin of
of deposition
deposition lay
lay between
between the
the
the preach:
QL‘tltuaL‘:
contact and
and the
present sedit‘nentary
sedimentary outcrop.
outcrop.
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Outcrops of
of these
these deposits
deposits are
are small
small and
and scattered.
scattered, their
their greatest
greatest concentration
concentration
being in the
part of
lx'amasian Hills,
Hills. approximately
[11
being
the southern
southern part
of the
the Kamasian
approximately centred
centred on
on Tenges.
Tenges. In
all ii];
the estnosures
exposures in
in tth'ch
which sediments
sediments occur
occur they
they are
are subordinate
subordinate in
in amounts
amounts to
to tufts.
tuffs,
" take
and usually
take the
the form
form of
of tuti'accous
tuffaceous earths,
earths. The
The only
only exception
exception is
is on
on the
the eastern
eastern
.
liaisok. uhcrc
flank of
Kaisok,
where aa green
green clay
clay identical
identical with
with parts
parts of
of the
the Tambach
Tambach Miocene
Miocene
sues-o
ion underlies
red—speckled grey
cream tulT.
forms more
succession
underlies aa red-speckled
grey and
and cream
tuff, and
and forms
more than
than half
half of
of
the
the ridge
the Iﬁ—ioot‘
25-foot success'on
succession exposed.
exposed. 'lo
To the
the north
north of
of the
ridge the
the sediments
sediments lens
lens out
out and
and
.ttti's thicken
it. On
tuffs
thicken to
to tit;
80 ft.
On the
the western
western ﬂank
flank of
of the
the same
same ridge
ridge :1a total
total thickness
thickness of
of 180
180 ft.
ft.
of
with only
thin interezilations
was measured.
of tuii'
tuff with
only thin
intercalations of
of tutTaceous
tuffaceous earth
earth was
measured. Two
Two miles
miles south
south
of
of "length
Tenges the
the deposit
deposit attains
attains aa thickness
thickness of
of 200
200 it.
ft., again
again with
with only
only very
very thin
thin' earthy
earthy
‘ There
here the
for building
bands.
the uni
tuff is
is quarried
quarried for
building stone.
stone. On
On the
the north—east
north-east slopes
slopes of
of Tingwa.
Tingwa,
ern end
at the .southern
end of
of the
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
Escarpment, the
the deposit
deposit is
is represented
represented by
by 40
40 ft.
ft. of
of
Lee-grained purplish
purplish pumice
fine-grained
pumice tuli'.
tuff. It".
If, as
as their
their position
position immediately
immediately underlying
underlying Uasin
Uasin
' .sha phonolites
phonolitcs suggests.
Gishu
suggests, these
these tuffs
tuffs and
and sediments
sediments are
are equivalent
equivalent to
to the
the Tambach
Tambach
Miocene age.
sediments, they must be of Miocene
age, and
and equivalent
equivalent also
also to
to thc
the Kimwarer
Kimwarer sediments
sediments
just described.
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(5)
Uae GISHU
GiSHi: PHONOLITES
PHONOLITEs
(5) UASIN
The
these lavas
laws have
have the
the greatest
greatest extent
extent of
of any
any in
in the
the area, reappearing
The outcrops
outcrops of
of these
the eon
LTC the
they are
east 1\\'here
the east
to the
area to
the area
of the
VVest of
the west
from the
intervals from
at intervals
at
(where they
equivalent of
bottle-1. Where
the southern
to the
northern to
from the
phonolites) and
Rumuruti phonolites)
McCall's Rumuruti
McCall's
and from
the northern
southern border.
is alW'a'
there is
exposed there
is exposed
l'111.\£1lts is
Samburu basalts
underlying Samburu
the underlying
with the
junction with
their junction
their
always a strong
Kan-1.1the Kamasian
side of
eastern side
the eastern
on the
marked on
particularly marked
is particularly
This is
unconformity. This
unconformity.
of the
Hills,
..- on
the c.1s‘1
7.11 the
degrees to
four degrees
or four
three or
only three
u-eznertlly only
dippingggenerally
phonolites dipping
where phonolites
where
east rest
.lstiftit'tg's '1'1'}(-.-l
' Jennings
the "west
To the
more. To
or more.
degrees or
eaztwards at
basalts dippinge
Samburu basalts
Samburu
dipping eastwards
at 30
30 degrees
(1964)
L.
taci: . 11:11
non-porehyritie facies,
lowen generally
into aa lower,
the phonolites
divided the
divided
phonolites into
generally non-porphyritic
and an
an upper
ottlcroru
in stuzf:
present won
the present
good in
holds good
diVision holds
this division
While this
porphyritic facles.
porphyritic
facies. While
in the
area in
some outcrops,
'
' east,
in the
Arus in
t'tncl Arus
Ciobat and
Fscarpment and
Elgeyo Escarpment
the Elgeyo
along the
notably along
notably
and around
around Gobat
at
poi-h}
strongly porphyritic,
are strongly
phonolitt‘ are
the phonolite
of the
exposures of
lowest exposures
the lowest
places the
many places
many
as at
h): the porphymet-lain by
and overlain
Lind um and
both underlain
is both
phonolite is
non~porphyritic phonolite
where non-porphyritic
Tenges where
Tenges
eh
11 e phonolites
differentiate the
to differentiate
pOssible to
not possible
was not
it was
account it
this account
On this
variety. On
ritic variety.
ritic
over
‘1
used for
been used
has been
'l‘Vpi. has
symbol. TvPl'
only one
and only
area and
the area
of the
parts of
large parts
large
one symbol,
the whole
.
term "noi-f
the term
renort the
that throughout
be noted
should be
it should
sequence. It
sequence.
noted that
throughout this
this report
"non-porphyritic"
1.
the naked
to the
\isible to
are visible
phenocrysts are
no phenocrysts
which no
in which
rocks in
to rocks
refers to
refers
eye, or visible
termed '_';11:-1
roess termed
many of
In many
rare. In
phenocrysts are
phenocrysts
are extremely
extremely rare.
of the
the rocks
"non-porphyritic" microphenocrysts can
can be
be distinguished
distinguished in
in thin
thin sections.
sections.
phenocrysts

Anorthoclase felspar
felspar occurs
occurs in
in all
all of
of the
the rock
rock slides
slides e‘1.1:‘.7i1'.::1..
Anorthoclase
examined, sometimes as
.
seldom exceeding
and seldom
length and
in length
mm. in
10 mm.
to 10
up to
plates up
glassy plates
thin glassy
in thin
phenocrysts in
phenocrysts
2 mm.
‘
as an
microphenocrvsts. and
as microphenocrysts,
in thickness
in
thickness, as
and alVi'ays
always as
an important
important constituent
constituent 111'
of the
ground111.15 were measured
c'sta- s which
those crystals
axial angles
range of
The range
mass The
mass.
of axial
angles of
of the
the maiotitv
majority ot
of those
was
rate examples
25
was 40—45.
40-45°, but
but rare
examples have
have axial
axial angles
angles less
less than
than 25°,
suggesting sanidine. All
values fall
within the
range of
values
fall within
the range
of the
the .:anidine—anorthoclase
sanidine-anorthoclase
cryptoperthite series of
4061.
p. 406).
H956. p.
Smith (1956,
and Smith
MacKenzic and
MacKenzie
Nepheline. like
like anorthoclase.
as phenocrysts,
phenocrysts microphenocrysts
1'1':i:'-oj1he111
Nepheline,
anorthoclase, occurs
occurs as
and as a
groundmass mineral,
mineral. but
but in
in those
these s1ides
“his h it
occurs as
r-henoc
groundmass
slides in
in which
it occurs
as phenocrysts
or microphenocrysts it
it is
is always
always subordinate
subordinate in
in numbers
numbers to
to unorthoe‘me.
.111 a
.1 groundmass
phenocrysts
anorthoclase. As
mineral its
its common
form is
is in
in tiny
tiny grains
square and
mineral
common form
grains of
of square
and hexa'utnz.‘
hexagonal cross-section.
.. '. as a. primary
more com
is more
mineral is
but the
replaced by
Often
Often itit is
is replaced
by analcite.
analcite, but
the latter
latter mineral
common
usually eo'tiu'
lath . usually
and lath"
interstitial grains
minute interstitial
in minute
rock in
of the
constituent of
constituent
the rock
grains and
colourless.. but
but
isotropic. but
truly isotropic,
is truly
the analcitc
Sometimes the
pale green.
pale yellow
occasionally pale
occasionally
yellow or
or pale
green. Sometimes
analcite is
is dark gr-y
nieois is
between crossed
birefringence. and
has slight
it has
often it
more often
more
slight birefringence,
and between
crossed nicols
grey.

11eg1ri173—atrf“, which
is aegirine-augite,
phenolites is
the phonolites
in the
mineral in
coloured mineral
common coloured
most common
The most
The
1'1heti11‘ ' '
1'.‘-.t ely as
more rarely
111d more
the slides
the groundmass
in the
occurs in
occurs
groundmass of
of all
all the
slides esamirie
examined, and
as phenocrysts.
:‘ev. o'i'
in 'a1. few
ple‘ochroic. In
colour. and
in colour,
yellow- green in
or yellow-green
green or
is green
it is
It
and pleochroic.
of 1h:
the slides the mineral
approaches aegirine
aegirine in
in composition,
composition. with
with almost
almost para!Iel
'oz:r:1l.-':l extinction.
e.\ti netion.
approaches

.ret:
most abundant
next most
The next
The
abundant coloured
coloured mineral
mineral is
is cossyrite.
cossyrite, elf-1:51
which occu-s
occurs :1'.
in 1h;
the ground:11;~.-1=.'.'111at‘.'ed by
made. als»:
siides made,
the slides
of the
than three—quarters
more than
mass of
mass
of more
three-quarters of
always accompanied
by aegirinepleoeh11.1.1 from
is strongl
l: is
minrral. It
that mineral.
to that
quantity to
in quantity
usually subordinate
augite and
augite
and usually
subordinate in
strongly pleochroic
1'; ng as
very dark
to very
light to
light
dark purple-brown.
purple-brown. Other
Other sodic
sodic amphibofes
amphiboles oeeu:
occurring
as groundmass
yellow—1.111.111. and (rarely)
medzum yellow-brown,
to medium
light to
from light
pleochroie from
riebeckite. pleochroic
minerals are
minerals
are riebeckite,
barkevikite,
brown
barkevikite, pleochroic
pleochroic from
from pale
pale "teen
green to
to pale
pale brown.

Small and
phenocrysts 111“
i'Cti—hro's-h biotite
bioti‘tc were
‘21" seen in some
Small
and widely
widely scattered
scattered phenocrysts
of red-brown
1
about one
in about
and in
phonoiite and
porphyritic phonolite
the porphyritic
of the
cXposurcs of
exposures
quarter" of the specimens
collected.
phenocryst of
in specimen
collected. One
One phenocryst
of olivine
olivine occurs
occurs in
specimen 3-:
34/889 from Molo Siriwe.
Specimen
from Chereren'tet
in the
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills
Hills is
is typical
Specimen 34194-4
34/944 from
Chereremet in
typical oi—
of the nonIrv- in as to up?”
porphyritic variety.
variety. It
It is
is greenish—black
in col-our.
porphyritic
greenish-black in
colour, til
of so
so tine
fine aa grain
as to appear almost
waxy.
1}". rock. In
waxy. A
A few
few small
small phenoerysts
phenocrysts are
are scattered
scattered at
at wide
wide intervﬂs
intervals theottgl'.
through the
thin
it shows
to 11.5
thin section
section it
shows rare
rare micrOphenQCrysts.
microphenocrysts, up
up to
0.5 mm.
mm. across.
across, 0*"
of aranorthoclase and
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nepheline set
trachytic texture,
texture. with
with aa mesh
nepheline
set in
in aa groundmass
groundmass of
of trachytic
mesh of
of anorthoclase
anorthoclase laths
laths
cossyrite and
purple—brown cossyrite
deep purple-brown
aegirine-augite. deep
yellow-green aegirine-augite,
of yellow-green
masses of
enclosing masses
enclosing
and
very
anhedral grains
slide are
the slide
Throughout the
ricbeckite. Throughout
amounts of
lesser amounts
lesser
of grcy»blue
grey-blue riebeckite.
are anhedral
grains of
of very
tiny squares
analcite and
pale
pale grey
grey analcite
and tiny
squares and
and hexagons
hexagons of
of nepheline.
nepheline, both
both locally
locally showing
showing
replacement
replacement by
by calcite.
calcite.
Specimen
Specimen 34t939
34[939 from
from south-west
south-west of
of 'l'enges
Tenges is
is of
of the
the porphyritic
porphyritic Variety.
variety, the
the
groundmass
groundmass being
being dark
dark grey
grey in
in colour
colour and
and of
of very
very ﬁne
fine grain.
grain, supporting
supporting numerous
numerous
phenocrysts
phenocrysts varying
varying in
in length
length from
from less
less than
than 1I mm.
ffiffi. to
to ID
10 mm.
mm. Phenocrysts
Phenocrysts are
are mainly
mainly
of
of anorthoclase
anorthoclase and
and nepheline.
nepheline, with
with aa few
few of
of aegirine—augite
aegirine-augite and
and biotite
biotite (the
(the latter
latter not
not
appearing
appearing in
in the
the thin
thin sectioni.
section). The
The groundmass
groundmass is
is of
of ﬁne
fine trachytic
trachytic texture.
texture, with
with
anorthoelase.
anorthoclase, aegirine—augite.
aegirine-augite, aa small
small proportion
proportion of
of cossyrite
cossyrite and
and rare
rare grains
grains of
of
riebeckitc. Small
in the
riebeckite.
Small grains
grains of
of nephelinc
nepheline occur
occur in
the groundmass.
groundmass, far
far outweighed
outweighed by
by
interstitial
interstitial primary
primary analcite.
analcite.

An interesting
variety of
found as
ﬂoat near
An
interesting and
and attractiw
attractive variety
of the
the rock
rock was
was found
as float
near
Kimngorom
lsanda. It
It consists
Kimngorom and
and in
in the
the tutl‘s
tuffs near
near Isanda.
consists of
of aa ﬁne-grained
fine-grained yellow
yellow ground—
groundmass
radiating dcndritic
In thin
lighter
mass speckled
speckled with
with black
black radiating
dendritic clusters.
clusters. In
thin section
section 434.989t
(34/896) the
the lighter
portions
portions of
of the
the rock
rock are
are seen
seen to
to consist
consist wholly
wholly of
of anorthoclase.
anorthoclase, and
and the
the dendritic
dendritic
clusters
blue green
clusters to
to be
be discrete
discrete aggregates
aggregates of
of blue
green acgirine-augite
aegirine-augite and
and barkevikite.
barkevikite, strikingly
strikingly
pleochroic from
brownish-green to
purple brown.
Although the
pleochroic
from brownish-green
to purple
brown. Although
the separate
separate minerals
minerals in
in
the
the aggregates
aggregates appear
appear to
to have
have aa random
random orientation
orientation all
all the
the grains
grains in
in any
any cluster
cluster of
of
barkevikite
is
barkevikite change
change their
their absorption
absorption colours
colours together
together as
as the
the microscope
microscope stage
stage is
rotated. i.e.
ricbeckite and
rotated,
i.e. are
are in
in paralled
paralled optical
optical orientation
orientation. Small
Small amounts
amounts of
of riebeckite
and
nepheline
nepheline also
also occur
occur in
in the
the slide.
slide.
from the
Specimen 3-1399}.
Specimen
34/993, taken
taken from
the Sirwgi
Sirwa motor
motor track
track at
at Makrip.
Makrip, has
has aa very
very ﬁne~
finein
ranging in
Kijabc type
grained
grained oﬁ-white
off-white groundmass
groundmass speckled
speckled with
with fragments
fragments of
of Kijabe
type basalt
basalt ranging
mere specks
size
size from
from mere
specks to
to sexcral
several feet
feet in
in diameter.
diameter, often
often partly
partly remelted
remelted and
and drawn
drawn out
out
in
in streaks.
streaks. Two
Two slides
slides' were
were made
made of
of this
this specimen.
specimen, and
and one
one shows
shows patches
patches of
of free
free
that ncphclinc
quartz.
quartz, despite
despite the
the fact
fact that
nepheline is
is present
present in
in quantity.
quantity. The
The explanation
explanation is
is
laxa flowed
probably
probably that
that the
the lava
flowed across
across an
an old
old land
land surface
surface of
of Samburu
Samburu basalts.
basalts, picking
picking

up
up fragments
fragments of
of the
the basalt
basalt and
and partly
partly
fragments
fragments of
of chcrt
chert or
or opal.
opal, which
which are
are
without
silica
silica recrystallizing
recrystallizing as
as quartz
quartz without

picking up
resorhing
resorbing them.
them, and
and at
at the
the same
same time
time picking
up
found on
to be
sometimes
sometimes to
be found
on the
the basalt
basalt surface.
surface, the
the
being wholly
being
wholly assimilated
assimilated by
by the
the lava.
lava.

trachyte. approaching
phonolitc at
the phonolite
base of
At
At the
the base
of the
at Sigoro
Sigoro aa band
band of
of coarse
coarse trachyte,
approaching
light grey
bands of
is streaked
it is
hand specimen
In hand
seen. In
syenite. is
syenite,
is seen.
specimen 34.1003
34/1002 it
streaked in
in bands
of light
grey and
and
distinguished by
be easily
to be
coarse enough
size coarse
grain size
flow. and
brown suggesting
brown,
suggesting flow,
and of
of aa grain
enough to
easily distinguished
by
anorthomesh of
be aa coarse
seen to
is seen
rock is
thin section
In thin
naked eye.
the naked
the
eye. In
section the
the rock
to be
coarse trachytic
trachytic mesh
of anorthotrace amounts
and trace
per cent
three per
clasc laths.
clase
laths, with
with some
some three
cent of
of barkevikite
barkevikite and
amounts of
of acgirmc-augite
aegirine-augite
long and
is 50
in on:
seen in
outcrop. seen
riebeckite. The
and riebeckite.
and
The outcrop,
one side
side only
only of
of aa steep
steep gorge.
gorge, is
50 ft.
ft. long
and
No
rather than
intrusion rather
siIi-form intrusion
be aa sill-form
ft. thick
20 ft.
up to
up
to 20
thick and
and may
may be
than aa sub—aerial
sub-aerial ﬂow.
flow. No
the junctions.
noted at
were noted
effects were
thermal effects
thermal
at the
junctions.
One such
thin section.
in thin
thoroughly glassy
is thoroughly
In some
In
some exposures
exposures the
the phonolite
phonolite is
glassy in
section. One
such
:edium grey
from Soror.
specimen.
specimen, 34,."995
34/995 from
Soror, is
is medium
grey in
in colour
colour with
with fine
fine scoriae
scoriae marking
marking flow
flow
in isotropic
fragments of
lines.
lines. Its
Its thin
thin section
section shows
shows fragments
of anorthoclase
anorthoclase in
isotropic glass.
glass. 345‘867
34/867 is
is aa
the
boulders which
from one
taken from
very
very dark
dark green
green glass
glass taken
one of
of the
the obsidian
obsidian boulders
which litter
litter the
nhenocrysts and
it shows
scarp
scarp south-east
south-east of
of Gobat.
Gobat. In
In thin
thin section
section it
shows small
small phenocrysts
and microlites
microlites of
of
microlites of
rare microlites
3V of
with a21 2V
sanidine-anorthoclase with
sanidine-anorthoclase
of about
about 30
30°,. and
and rare
of acgirine-augite.
aegirine-augite.
areas where
phonolitCs in
Ltasin Gishu
In the
In
the outcrops
outcrops of
of Uasin
Gishu phonolites
in low-lying
low-lying areas
where soil
soil erosion
erosion
is
is intense
intense weathering
weathering of
of these
these rocks
rocks consists
consists of
of the
the formation
formation of
of aa brownish
brownish or
or greyish
greyish
skin.
skin, seven
seven or
or eight
eight millimetres:
miIIimetres thick.
thick, on
on spheroidal
spheroidal boulders
boulders or
or solid
solid rocks.
rocks. On
On the
the
higher
higher ground.
ground, where
where soil
soil coycr
cover is
is generally
generally thick.
thick, as
as in
in Lembus
Lembus Forest.
Forest, the
the rock
rock
in
pale brown
weathers
weathers to
to aa pink
pink or
or pale
brown and
and grey
grey clay.
clay, seen
seen in
in places
places to
to exceed
exceed 30
30 ft.
ft. in
tine-grained mil
not unlike
depth.
depth. When
When dry
dry the
the weathered
weathered rock
rock is
is not
unlike aa fine-grained
tuff in
in appearance
appearance
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and
and weight,
weight, but
but the
the outline
outline of
of every
every phenocryst
phenocryst can
can still
still be
be seen.
seen, though
though the
the phenocrysts
phenocrysts
are
are as
as deeply
deeply rotted
rotted as
as the
the rock
rock which
which supports
supports them.
them. Very
Very occasionally
occasionally the
the deeply
deeply
weathered
unaltered rock
weathered phonolites
phonolites show
show spheroidal
spheroidal cores
cores of
of unaltered
rock aa few
few inches
inches in
in diameter.
diameter.
Specimens
Specimens 34,:‘994
34/994 from
from Sirwa
Sirwa and
and 34l1000
34/1000 from
from Gaisamu
Gaisamu are
are good
good illustrations
illustrations of
of
this
this deep
deep weathering.
weathering.
The
The phonolites
phonolites are
are of
of the
the plateau
plateau type.
type, with
with no
no single
single centre
centre of
of eruption.
eruption. Dykes
Dykes of
of
this
this phonolite
phonolite were
were found
found in
in some
some exposures
exposures of
of the
the Samburu
Samburu basalts
basalts where
where erosion
erosion has
has
removed
removed the
the overlying
overlying phonolite
phonolite sheet.
sheet. They
They were
were noted
noted at
at Loguk
Loguk where
where aa dyke
dyke nearly
nearly
aa mile
mile long
long but
but never
never more
more than
than eight
eight feet
feet in
in width
width forms
forms the
the crest
crest of
of aa steep
steep ridge.
ridge.
A parallel
A
parallel dyke
dyke downhill
downhill to
to the
the east
east was
was noted.
noted, but
but its
its full
full length
length was
was not
not traversed.
traversed. On
On
the
the steep
steep slope
slope at
at the
the head
head of
of the
the Kerio
Kerio Valley
Valley in
in Metkei
Metkei Forest
Forest aa dyke
dyke of
of Uasin
Uasin
Gishu
Gishu phonolite
phonolite 85
85 feet
feet wide
wide cuts
cuts the
the corner
comer of
of aa fault
fault block.
block, with
with aa second
second
six-foot-wide
six-foot-wide dyke
dyke parallelling
parallelling itit 20
20 ft.
£t. away.
away.
In the
In
the east
east of
of the
the area
area some
some fault-scarp
fault-scarp sections
sections of
of the
the phonolites
phonolites can
can be
be seen
seen to
to
consist
consist of
of successive
successive ﬂows.
flows. Perhaps
Perhaps the
the best
best example
example is
is the
the peak
peak of
of Gobat
Gobat which
which is
is
built up
up of
built
of horizontal
horizontal ﬂows
flows each
each about
about 60
60 feet
feet in
in thickness.
thickness. The
The junction
junction between
between
successive flows
flows is
is sometimes
marked by
successive
sometimes marked
by aa blocky
blocky under—surface
under-surface to
to the
the upper
upper flow.
flow,
often
vesicular and
often ﬁnely
finely vesicular
and purple
purple in
in colour
colour for
for the
the lowest
lowest one
one or
or two
two feet.
feet. Some
Some of
of the
the
junctions
however. while
junctions however,
while very
very clear
clear from
from aa distance.
distance, could
could not
not be
be distinguished
distinguished when
when
walking
waIking over
over them.
them.

On
On the
the south-eastern
south-eastern ﬂank
flank of
of Ciobat
Gobat aa deposit
deposit of
of red-brown
red-brown coarse
coarse tutl‘aceous
tuffaceous
earth.
earth, very
very poorly
poorly consolidated.
consolidated, divides
divides two
two ﬂows.
flows. Only
Only aa few
few hundred
hundred feet
feet in
in lateral
lateral
extent.
extent, it
it nevertheless
nevertheless reaches
reaches aa thickness
thickness of
of 15“
150 ft.
ft. at
at its
its greatest
greatest depth
depth and
and is
is clearly
clearly
an
underlying ﬂow
an inﬁlling
infilling to
to aa channel
channel in
in the
the underlying
flow which
which was
was buried
buried by
by aa later
later flow.
flow. A
A
Kamasian
Kabarak on
similar
similar band
band of
of sediment
sediment was
was seen
seen at
at Kabarak
on the
the eastern
eastern ﬂank
flank of
of the
the Kamasian
thickness. and
in thickness,
Hills. There
Hills.
There the
the deposit
deposit is
is only
only ﬁve
five feet
feet in
and as
as at
at Gobat
Gobat the
the sediment
sediment
then shows
lava then
wedges out
wedges
out on
on either
either flank
flank and
and the
the lava
shows no
no evidence
evidence of
of any
any lapse
lapse
of time
time between
between the
the successive
successive flows.
flows.
of
between these
”3-114) pointed
Gregory
Gregory ([92].
(1921, pp.
pp. 113-114)
pointed out
out the
the similarity
similarity between
these phonolites
phonolites and
and
phonolites which
Kapiti phonolites
the
the Kapiti
which cover
cover wide
wide expanses
expanses of
of the
the country
country south
south of
of Nairobi.
Nairobi.
[6}
VOLCANICS
(6) UPPER
UPPER TINDERET
TINDERET VOLCANICS
Only
Only the
the upper
upper part
part of
of the
the Tindcret
Tinderet succession
succession is
is present
present in
in this
this area.
area, the
the lower
lower
part
part outcropping
outcropping around
around the
the Tinderet
Tinderet volcanic
volcanic centre
centre south-west
south-west of
of Timboroa
Timboroa (Binge.
(Binge,
1962)
1962) and
and in
in the
the Kapsabet-Plateau
Kapsabet-Plateau area
area to
to the
the west
west (Jennings,
(Jennings, I964).
1964). The
The lowest
lowest
facies
Plateau in
facies present
present on
on the
the Uasin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu Plateau
in the
the west
west of
of the
the map
map area
area is
is aa nephelinitic
nephelinitic
phonolite well
phonolite
well exposed
exposed in
in the
the clill‘s
cliffs of
of the
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
Escarpment. It
It reaches
reaches its
its greatest
greatest
thickness
thickness of
of over
over 650
650 ft.
ft. in
in the
the Nabkoi
Nabkoi Valley.
Valley, thinning
thinning out
out to
to about
about 350
350 ft.
ft. in
in the
the
north
north of
of the
the area.
area. On
On the
the high
high ground
ground of
of the
the Uasin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu Plateau
Plateau and
and Lembus
Lembus it
it
appears
appeaTS only
only as
as occasional
occasional semi-rounded
semi-rounded float
float boulders
boulders in
in thick
thick soil.
soil, and
and its
its contact
contact
with
with other
other rock
rock types
types as
as shown
shown on
on the
the map
map is
is only
only an
an approximation.
approximation. It
It is
is readily
readily
identiﬁed in
its abundance
phenocrysts of
identified
in the
the field
field by
by its
abundance of
of grey
grey and
and white
white nepheline
nepheline phenocrysts
of
square
square and
and hexagonal
hexagonal cross—sections
cross-sections often
often exceeding
exceeding 10
10 mm.
mID. across.
across. On
On weathered
weathered
ﬁne-grained groundmass.
rapidly than
surfaces
surfaces the
the nephelines
nephelines are
are eroded
eroded away
away more
more rapidly
than the
the. fine-grained
groundmass,
leaving
leaving aa surface
surface pocked
pocked with
with angular
angular pits.
pits. Anorthoclase
Anorthoclase felspar
felspar occurs
occurs also
also as
as phenophenocrysts
1016
crysts in
in aa proportion
proportion of
of less
less than
than one
one for
for every
every ten
ten nephelines.
nephelines. In
In thin
thin sections
sections 43:“
43/1016
from
from south
south of
of Kimwarer
Kimwarer and
and 3431028
34/1028 from
from Tingwa
Tingwa only
only nepheline
nepheline phenocrysts
phenocrysts are
are
seen.
seen, set
set in
in aa groundmass
groundmass of
of narrow
narrow laths
laths of
of anorthoclase
anorthoclase with
with aegirine-augite,
aegirine-augite, cossyrite.
cossyrite,
barkevikite
barkevikite and
and pale
pale red-brown
red-brown biotite.
biotite. Nepheline
Nepheline occurs
occurs in
in the
the groundmass
groundmass but
but is
is far
far

outweighed
is studded
outweighed in
in amount
amount by
by pale
pale grey
grey interstitial
interstitial :tnalcite.
analcite. 34.-"1028
34/1028 is
studded with
with small
small
ﬁlled with
vesicles which
vesicles
which are
are filled
with white
white zeolites.
zeolites, tentatively
tentatively identified
identified as
as analcite
analcite and
and stilbite.
stilbite.

Overlying
Overlying the
the nephelinitie
nephelinitic phonolite.
phonolite, with
with no
no evidence
evidence of
of erosion
erosion between
between the
the ﬂows.
flows,
is aa melanocratic
porphyritic phonolite
very similar
porphyritic
is
melanocratic porphyritic
phonolite very
similar in
in appearance
appearance to
to the
the porphyritic
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richer in
111: richer
tend 10
phonolitcs tend
Tindct'cr phonolites
T116 Tinderet
1115-1104101 The
(711.1111 phonolites.
”Twin Gishu
1110 Uasin
of the
fades of
facies
to be
in
[1:15:11
111. Uasin
\xhcrcz15 in
to anorthoclasc.
111 number" to
1111151 in
1.0111 equal
“Hing about
phcnoxysis. being
nepheline phenocrysts,
nepheline
anorthoclase, whereas
11111111111115:
in numbers
always greatly
he:
110111.
11110313111115 nepheline
Cilshu phonolites
Gishu
phenocrysts
are almost always
greatly inferior
inferior in
rocks above
1h? rocks
phonolite outcrops
.
.
111011101111. .1. In areas where nephelinitic
of anorthoclase.
those of
:0 those
to
phonolite
outcrops the
above
part of
in the.
111: cl5cxxhcrc.
identii'. with certainty, but
be identified
and below
and
below C1111
can be
elsewhere, :15
as in
the 501:1}1err1
southern part
of
'1'11h
1.111 with
'0.- ziccc,
11111.51 be
11111211 must
‘ihc map
or: the
T\'p_ on
Lcmhus. the
111:. differentiation
11111011111110. between
1:
Lembus,
TVPl {11111
and TVP2
accepted
some
501715: reservations.
l'CSCI'ViiUODS.
-

[he unweathered
111“»l1 Cd rock
rock 11115
gm 3. 51.111101112111125
tins—grained
The
has aa dark
dark blue
blue-grey,
sometimes black.
black, fairly
fairly fine-grained
groundmuss usually
1115111111lly slightly
$113411 113' coarser
C111'115cr than
than that
that of
the Uasin
Unsin Gishu
Gishu phonolite,
phonolite. 5:1
1,111.1
groundmass,
of the
set with
1111111610115 phenocrysts
phenccrr3515 of
of nepheline
1151111511116 and
111111 anorthoclase
51110511101111.1516 up
11p to
to 10
l0 mm.
111m. across,
11.01055. and
111113 rarer
rarer
numerous
51111.11 flakes
ﬁake5 of
01 biotite.
11.701110. A
1\ typical
'
'
1
1 1 from
from Kaptagat
Raptugait Forest,
Forewl. has
11:15 11.111130—
small
specimen,
34/1011
macropl1c110:1\
' 1
11111061 '1 in abom
1.113 5Eidc
phenocrysts
of nepheline
and anorthoclase
about cgux}
equal 1111:11E1er5.
numbers, 11.1111
and the
slide
L 111111111155
.5110
1'15 11110115
[11113: grwan
1c ggroundmass
15
11100111111
shows
microphenocrysts of pale
green Licgirinc-uugitc.
aegirine-augite. '1The
is 0f
of medium
grain.
\‘r'lth .1a trachytic
3 - mesh of
0.1" unwrihoulusc
lz11hs enclosing
cncloﬂng grains
grains of
0‘1— :161’jirii1e—1sugite
grain, with
anorthoclase laths
aegirine-augite
"1-1 ~;‘.‘ 11111113. Tiny
11nd cossyrite
COtfv'l'llC in
'11 equal
equal amounts
(111111111115 by
hy volume,
14011111111. and
11111.1 lesser
lesser proportions
Droportiom of
of barkevikite.
and
Tiny
grains of
of nepheline
ncphminc are
:11'1'1 common, and
1111:! 11111111110
is :1a primary
primary interstitial
i11161'5111i1zl mineral,
:11in.111'1il being
grains
analcite is
being
111.50 present
present as
115 11.11
3
duct of
01 some
some of
the mphciinc.
Riehcck..
which
also
an 1111311111011
alteration product
of the
nepheline. Riebeckite,
which is
is
fairly
Unsln (Gishu
.nu phonolites,
ph0n0htc5. was
11:15 1101
fairly c0111n10n
common in
in the
the Uasin
not 5:011
seen in
in :11131
any slidc
slide 01’
of Tinderet
Tinderet
phoneme.
phonolite.

5:} dccply
phu
Th: 1111111101
The
Tinderet phonolite
weathers very
deeply 011
on the
the ﬂutter
flatter 1511111111.
ground. A
A rcccntl}
recently
mud cutting 11.1
in :1a road
hlugtcd 55111071
1.11M Nerushzi
blasted
section in
at Lake
Narasha 5110115
shows :1a clean
clean 5(1—f001
50-foot section.
section, 01'
of
\11'hi1'l1 0a
"c.11hcrcd 13459791.
upuurds into
which
only the
the hotu
bottom 10 ft. is unweathered
(34/979), grading
grading upwards
into :1a further
further
.
ch the
.110 groundhxm
smil 51cm.
ft of
10 ft.
10
of semi-weathered
rock in which
groundmass 15
is 0f
of :1a nudium
medium grey
grey cofuur
colour
light hrmxn
11115.1 :1a light
:111zird5 into
.. upwards
111 turn passes
Tl115 in
(3419781. This
(34/978).
brown clayey
clayey (1511;111:10i11
aggregate in which
which
:c
0112111163
outlines of
of ;1l1::1110r'~
phenocrysts can1 ennictimm
sometimes h;be 4.1i51incui5hcd
distinguished, 111111
and \\hich
which 0011110115
contains rare
' '11114'11‘010 1111111101111:
1111.11111‘01111105:
10 ft.
ft. of
L
spheroidal corcg
spheroidal
cores 0"
of clearly
recognizable
phonolite. The
uppermost 10
of the
the sec11021
section
grzcd 1112.115
.5011 A1
red soil.
15
is 111
in red
At 0111:."
other recently c111
cut 5‘c10115
sections Wong
along the
the rcz1l1
realigned
parts .11
of the
the Nahum—
Nakuruished “hen
which grass
mad around
Eldoret road
Eldoret
around T111,
Timboroa on
on which
grass cmcr
cover “115
was 1101
not WI
yet cstnbl
established
when
1nd whitc
red and
uncamglid; 110d red
1.1.1 hc
3111011111.t
studied, the 10:11.5
rocks 215311-5011
exposed appeared(i to
be unconsolidated
white tubs
tuffs \1'1rl1
with
It. thick.
I ft.
to 2
11;: to
11“ 1.11:1.“v
10 he
1110111 to
5hmxcd them
cx1mi11..110n showed
ck. timer
Sedimemary1.111113
sedimentary
layers up
Closer examination
be of
deeply
. 531111113115
:.1i:1;1
the apparent
phunulit; the
rotted phonolite,
rotted
sediments being
being 0=
of the
the same
same \Veulhcf‘cd
weathered pl:.1310l11i;
phonolitic
'1 .1.a 1.-.:1icrprobably when
1.1} 511.1:‘ni11c.
1111.15.11} 1211\111'
been thoroughly
111.111 been
mute ' l which
material
which had
mixed by
slumping, probably
when in
waterlogged
logged candition.
condition.
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:

l 1116
phainwiiic .11
the phonolite
1.10 ch;111ic:11
.1511: the
1«\r;1mho11:'g (1935, p. 33) gave
Arambourg
chemical c0m1051110n
composition 01'
of the
at Lake
f0.
.15 follows:Narasha
Naraixhu as
53.44
0or1' 29.47
SiOz
ab 34.71
17.20
111.1
A}z03
3.89
an
2.71
Fez03
ne 10.15
FeO
4.41
7.09
0.23
di
MnO
2.85
01
0.97
MgO
3.94
mt
Cao
2.68
1.37
il
6.66
NazO
0.47
hI
4.97
KzO
0.14
th
0.68
TiOz
tr
PzOs
3.03
HzO+
2.57
HzO0.27
Cl
0.10
S03
0.13
COz
f
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(7)
RAVINF. Tut-rs
AND SEDNENTS
(7) ELDAMA
ELDAMA RAVINE
TuFFS
AND
SEDIMENTS

~

This
reaches its
its greatest
greatest development
in the
in the
the south,
south. where
the
This series
series reaches
development in
the area
area in
where the
thickness
LOGO ft.
ft. at
map edge.
form only
only aa small
thickness exceeds
exceeds 1,000
at the
the map
edge. Sediments
Sediments form
small fraction
fraction of
of
the total
tull‘aceous material
periods
the
total and
and usually
usually consist
consist of
of reworked
reworked tuffaceous
material laid
laid down
down in
in quiet
quiet periods
between turf
the Perkerra
Perkerra River
River north
between
tuff showers.
showers. An
An exception
exception is
is in
in the
the gorge
gorge of
of the
north of
of
Tigeri.
Fig. 33 shows
Tigeri, where
where the
the series
series dies
dies out
out to
to the
the north-east.
north-east. Fig.
shows aa section
section of
of the
the
southern side
point. Only
4U ft.
ft. thick
is wholly
southern
side of
of the
the gorge
gorge at
at that
that point.
Only 40
thick there.
there, the
the deposit
deposit is
wholly
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PlA TFORM

Fig. 3—Diagrammatic
section of
of the
the Eldama
Eldama Ravine
Ravine sediments
sediments
Fig.
3-Diagrammatic section
in the
Perkerra Gorge
in
the Perkerra
Gorge north
north of
of Tigeri
Tigeri

waterlain and
represents an
outwash of
from the
the main
main deposits
farther south.
waterlain
and represents
an outwash
of material
material from
deposits farther
south.
The bottom
bottom few
few feet
feet consist
consist of
of yellow
yellow fine-grained
tine-grained waterlain
uaterlain ash
ash passing
passing upwards
upwards into
into
The
bright red
red deposit
consisting of
the same
same fine
ﬁne ash
but with
with aa greater
admixture of
of
aa bright
deposit consisting
of the
ash but
greater admixture
earthyr material,
material. with
with some
some thin
thin and
pebble bands.
bands. At
At the
the top
top of
the
earthy
and discontinuous
discontinuous pebble
of the
succession is
band exceeding
IU feet
feet in
thickness of
unsorted rubble
rubble and
succession
is aa band
exceeding 10
in thickness
of unsorted
and boulders.
boulders,
often
material derived
from Samburu
Llasin Ciishu
often well
well rounded.
rounded, of
of material
derived from
Samburu basalts
basalts and
and Uasin
Gishu
phonolites. The
bright red
red coloration
is due
to baking
baking of
phonolites.
The bright
coloration is
due to
of the
the deposit
deposit by
by the
the overlying
overlying
Kwaibus basalt.
basalt. The
The smaller
pebbles in
the rubble
rubble band
band are
baked and
reddened right
Kwaibus
smaller pebbles
in the
are baked
and reddened
right
through but
the larger
larger boulders,
boulders. which
which reach
reach six
diameter. have
have aa reddened
reddencd
through
but the
six feet
feet in
in diameter,
outer skin
skin two
two to
to three
three inches
inches thick
thick surrounding
cores of
of unaltered
unaltered rock.
rock. The
The tuff
tail
outer
surrounding cores
capping of
is part
part of
of aa discontinuous
discontinuous layer,
layer. never
never exceeding
exceeding 20
20 ft.
it. in
in thickthick
capping
of the
the section
section is
ness. which
rests on
on an
an eroded
eroded surface
of Lake
Lake Hannington
l-[annington phonolite
phonolite and
and Kwaibus
Kwaibus
ness,
which rests
surface of
basalt. It
It is
much younger
younger than
the rocks
rocks near
near by,
by. and
to be
be aa
basalt.
is much
than any
any of
of the
and is
is considered
considered to
small outlier
outlier of
of the
the Molo
The areas
areas of
of this
tuff are
are too
too small
small to
small
Mole River
River tuffs.
tuﬁ's. The
this late
late tuﬂ
to be
be
shown on
on the
the final
ﬁnal map.
map. The
The bottom
bottom of
of the
the section
section is
is obscured
obscured by
by aa veneer
teneer of
of later
later
shown
river deposits
deposits lying
lying against
walls of
The present-day
present—day Perkerra
Perkerra has
river
against the
the walls
of the
the gorge.
gorge. The
has cut
cut
down
removing it,
it. and
and has
has exposed
exposed aa
down through
through this
this earlier
earlier alluvium
alluvium without
without completely
completely removing
platform of
Ravine sediments
and lava
law into
into which
which the
river has
has cut
an even
platform
of Eldama
Eldama Ravine
sediments and
the river
cut an
even
younger channel
feet deep.
younger
channel iive
five feet
deep.

total thickness
Perkerra River
A further
A
further section
section on
on the
the Perkerra
River two
two miles
miles upstream
upstream shows
shows aa total
thickness
of
lSO ft.
of hard
only four
feet of
line yellow
yellow current—
of 150
ft. of
hard grey-green
grey-green tut?
tuff with
with only
four to
to ﬁve
five feet
of fine
currentis missing
basalt is
Kwaibus basalt
Here the
base. Here
its base.
bedded tuilaceous
bedded
tuffaceous sediments
sediments exposed
exposed at
at its
the Kwaibus
missing
A mile
surface of
on an
directly on
lies directly
phonolite lies
Hannington phonolite
Lake Hannington
and
and Lake
an unbaked
unbaked surface
of tail.
tuff. A
mile and
and
phonolite east
Hannington phonolite
Lake Hannington
farther south-cast.
half farther
a
a half
south-east, at
at the
the outlier
outlier of
of Lake
east oi
of 'i'igeri
Tigeri
locally separates
sediments locally
bouldery sediments
of bouldery
layer of
discontinuous layer
river. aa discontinuous
the river,
from the
and
and away
away from
separates

21
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the grey-green
from the
phonolite. and
between this
and
the
grey-green tuff
tuff from
the overlying
overlying phonolite,
and between
this grey-green
grey-green tuft
tuff and
the ﬁne
fine basal
basal sediment
sediment is
is aa coarse
coarse white
white and
and cream
cream tul‘f
tuff which
which farther
farther to the south—
souththe
east occurs
the exclusion
exclusion of
of the
sediments.
east
occurs to
to the
the sediments.
in the
River aa mile
mile north
north of
lsanda sediments
mark aa discontinuity
the
In
the Perkerra
Perkerra River
of Isanda
sediments mark
discontinuity in
in the
white
has been
white tufts
tuffs (Fig.
(Fig. 4).
4). An
An eroded
eroded surface
surface of
of tul’f
tuff has
been covered
covered by
by aa torrent-wash
torrent-wash
deposit of
earth with
but rounded
rounded pebbles
pebbles and
boulders.
deposit
of dark
dark red-brown
red-brown earth
with unsorted
unsorted but
and boulders.
The ﬂat
torrent-wash is
by six
whitish waterThe
flat upper
upper surface
surface of
of the
the torrent-wash
is overlain
overlain by
six feet
feet of
of ﬁne
fine whitish
waterlain tuffaceous
tutfaceous material
material with
layers. Conlormably
lies aa
lain
with thin
thin chert
chert layers.
Conformably on
on this
this sediment
sediment lies
coarse
to that
coarse white
white tuft
tuff similar
similar to
that at
the base
of the
section.
at the
base of
the section.
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and
tuﬁs and
Ravine tuffs
Eldama Ravine
of Eldama
section of
4—Diagrammalic section
Fig. 4-Diagrammatic
Fig.
lsanda
of !sanda
north of
River. north
Perkerra River,
the Perkerra
of the
bank of
the bank
in the
sediments in
sedbnents

many
harder, and
become harder,
tufts become
the tuffs
Ravine the
Eldama Ravine
towards Eldama
thickens towards
the series
As the
'As
series thickens
and many
township
the township
of the
east of
mile east
A mile
stone. A
building stone.
for building
opened for
been opened
have been
small quarries
small
quarries have
be
to be
hard to
too hard
tuft. too
welded tuff,
true welded
of true
sheet of
of aa sheet
remnants of
the remnants
mark the
hills mark
small hills
several small
several
typical specimen.
A typical
with aa hammer.
struck with
when struck
rings when
which rings
proﬁtably. which
cut profitably,
cut
hammer. A
specimen, 34.9780.
34/780,
and
:inorthoclase and
of anorthoclase
fragments of
enclOsing fragments
groundmass enclosing
ﬁne—grained groundmass
grey. fine-grained
pale grey,
has aa pale
has
and
absent. and
be absent,
may be
inclusions may
Elsewhere inclusions
phonolite. Elsewhere
and phonolite.
pumice and
of pumice
fragments of
angular fragments
angular
Between
origin. Between
ignimbritic origin.
an ignimbritic
suggesting an
streaks suggesting
ﬁuxional streaks
shows fluxional
matrix shows
hard matrix
ﬁne hard
the fine
the
an
of an
crystal tutf
well—consolidated crystal
works aa well-consolidated
quarry works
Terte aa small
Kimngorom and
Kimngorom
and Terte
small quarry
tuff of
the
at the
be at
to be
tutlr to
purple tuff
this purple
show this
by show
near by
Exposures near
[34 9711}. Exposures
colour (34/974).
purple colour
attractive purple
attractive
upper
The upper
phonolite. The
Gishu phonolite.
Uasin Gishu
by Uasin
underlain directly
series. being
tuff series,
the tuff
of the
base of
base
being underlain
directly by
the
and the
it and
between it
unconformity between
an unconformity
marking an
eroded. marking
is eroded,
tutl' is
purple tuff
the purple
of the
surlaCe of
surface
siliceous
by siliceous
cut by
tufts are
and off—white
purple and
Both the
tuft. Both
off-white tuff.
coarse off-white
overlying coarse
overlying
the purple
off-white tuffs
are cut
others.
the others.
in the
white in
and white
tutl's and
purple tuffs
the purple
in the
red in
are red
which are
thick. which
inches thick,
few inches
bands aa few
bands

The
in thickness
thickness of
south of
of the area
the
The increase
increase in
of the
the tuffs
tufts towards
towards the
the south
area and
and the
of
point of
suggest aa point
origin. suggest
ignimbritic origin,
of ignimbritic
possibly of
some possibly
tufts. some
Welded tuffs,
of welded
there of
occurrence there
occurrence
volcanoes
the volcanoes
of the
both of
or both
either or
probably either
south. probably
the south,
to the
farther to
tufts farther
the tuffs
of the
origin of
origin
Loldiani (Londiani)
{Londiani} and
and Kilombe.
Kilombc. Of
0f the
the two
two only
only Kilombe
Kilombe was
was visited
visited during
the
Loldiani
during the
be
to be
found to
was found
crater was
1964}. The
(McCall. 1964).
McCall (McCall,
H. McCall
J. H.
G. J.
Dr. G.
with Dr.
survey. with
present survey,
present
The crater
deposit
Ravine deposit
Eldama Ravine
the Eldama
of the
much of
to much
appearance to
in appearance
similar in
tuﬁ‘ similar
with aa tuff
tilled with
partly filled
partly
22
22
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the
that the
evidence} that
slender evidence)
on slender
{admittedly on
McCall (admittedly
and McCall
writer and
the writer
by the
decided by
was decided
it was
but it
but
product
not aa product
was not
probably was
and probably
tutls. and
Ravine tuffs,
Eldama Ravine
the Eldama
than the
younger than
was younger
tuft was
crater tuff
crater
elsewhere
eruption elsewhere
an eruption
from an
crater from
the crater
in the
settled in
had settled
but had
all. but
at all,
Volcano at
Kilombe Volcano
of Kilombe
of
the
from the
drainage from
outﬂowing drainage
of outflowing
lack of
the lack
hy the
erosion by
from erosion
preserved from
been preserved
had been
and had
and
through
the gorge
of the
sides of
steep sides
the steep
but the
day. but
present day,
the present
exists at
outﬂow exists
An outflow
crater. An
crater.
at the
gorge through
origin.
recent origin.
very recent
be of
it to
ﬂows show
stream flows
the main
Which
which the
main stream
show it
to be
of very
BASALTS
Kwnsus OLIVINE
(8) KWAIBUS
(8)
OLIVINEBASALTS
Outcrops
Outcrops of
of these
these basalts
basalts are
are conﬁned
confined to
to the
the eastern
eastern and
and south—eastern
south-eastern parts
parts of
of the
the
map area,
area. in
the Rift
Rift Valley
Valley and
its western
western flanks
ﬂanks south
Kumasian
map
in the
the ﬂoor
floor of
of the
and its
south of
of the
the Kamasian
Hills. At
At the
loeality Kwaibus.
the eas'tern
eastern margin
margin of
map. basalt
basalt approaches
Hills.
the type
type locality
Kwaibus, on
on the
of the
the map,
approaches
very
medium purple
it is
In its
ft. in
1.00“ ft.
1,000
in thickness.
thickness. In
its commonest
commonest form
form it
is medium
purple in
in colour.
colour, very
yelloo
linings of
haxing linings
locally having
\esicles locally
vesicular. the
rough to
rough
to the
the touch.
touch, and
and often
often vesicular,
the vesicles
of yellow
and orange
It is
and much
much harder
harder than
than any
of the
the other
other rocks
rocks
and
orange zeolites.
zeolites. It
is always
always heaty.
heavy, and
any of
mapped.
hafts during
the survey.
mapped. The
The writer
writer broke
broke several
several wooden
wooden hammer
hammer hafts
during the
survey, every
every
one
is non-porphyritic
naked eye.
one on
on this
this basalt.
basalt. in
In its
its commonest
commonest form
form itit is
non-porphyritic to
to the
the naked
eye,
though porphyritic
porphyritic varieties
varieties are
in the
the north
north of
the outcrop
where they
they
though
are fairly
fairly common
common in
of the
outcrop where
are seen
in alternating
ﬂows with
with the
non—porphyritic varieties.
varieties. In
In aa good
river section
are
seen in
alternating flows
the non-porphyritic
good river
section
at
but no
no such
regular
at Chabaran.
Chabaran, south
south of
of Marigat.
Marigat, the
the alternate
alternate flows
flows are
are 15
15 ft.
ft. thick.
thick, but
such regular
alternation
generally outcrops
[end to
fall into
alternation was
was seen
seen anywhere
anywhere else
else-generally
outcrops tend
to fall
into one
one type
type or
or
the
Ravine. the
Eldan‘ia Ravine,
north of
l-arn‘: north
Denning's Farm,
on Denning's
ravine on
the ravine
in the
both. In
seldom both.
other. seldom
the other,
the
of Eldama
separate
in separate
face. in
vertical face,
almost vertical
in :an
variety is
non—porphyritic variety
vesicular non-porphyritic
vesicular
is exposed
exposed in
an almost
bottom of
thick. The
feet thick.
15 feet
flours each
flows
each between
between l0
10 and
and 15
The bottom
of each
each separate
separate How
flow is
is marked
marked
A
Foot or
rubble :1a foot
by
by aa layer
layer of
of basaltic
basaltic rubble
or two
two thick.
thick, on
an :zuto~hrccciaiion
auto-brecciation phenomenon.
phenomenon. A
basalt.
the basalt.
with the
junction with
tutl' marks
underlying tuff
in the
thin baked
thin
baked selvedge
selvedge in
the underlying
marks its
its junction

SH from
Typical
Typical of
of the
the non-porphyi‘ttic
non-porphyritic variety
variety of
of the
the basalt
basalt are
are specimens
specimens 34
34/874
from
the
between the
Ravine. between
Eldama Ravine,
of Eldama
north-east of
from an
34:"950 from
and 34/980
Matebei and
Matebei
an outlier
outlier north-east
Perkerra and
rivers. Both
Both are
are purple-grey
purple~grcy in
in colour
no visible
visible
Perkerra
and Cheptilatil
Cheptilatil rivers.
colour with
with no
of
patches of
small patches
haying small
34-‘95U having
and 34/980
vesicular. and
being coarsely
349874 being
phenocrysts.
phenocrysts, 34/874
coarsely vesicular,
ﬁnely vesicular
vesicular material.
In thin
thin section
both show
nticrophenocrysts of
iddingsitized
finely
material. In
section both
show microphenocrysts
of iddingsitized
olivine
felspzo' set
fclspar
olivine and
and andesine-Iabrndorite
andesine-labradorite felspar
set in
in aa medium-grained
medium-grained groundmass
groundmass of
of felspar
laths enclosing
laths
enclosing pale
pale purple»grcy
purple-grey :tugitc.
augite, olivine
olivine and
and iddingsite.
iddingsite, and
and much
much opaque
opaque
ore.
Iron ore.
iron
appear»
In appearporphyrittc facies.
the porphyritic
is aa sample
Kaptim. is
532. from
Specimen 34,
Specimen
34/832,
from Kaptim,
sample of
of the
facies. In
the
(though the
phase (though
non~porphyritic phase
non~vesicular non-porphyritic
the non-vesicular
to the
similar to
very similar
is very
it is
ance it
ance
mm.
5 mm.
to 5
up to
phenocrysts up
with phenocrysts
studded with
is studded
but is
vesicular] but
often vesicular)
is often
too is
lava too
porphyritic lava
porphyritic
section
thin section
the thin
[n the
felspars. In
glassy felspars.
few glassy
and aa few
olivine. and
greenish-yellow olivine,
pale greenish-yellow
of pale
acress of
across
ol' andesincphenoct‘yst of
large phenocryst
one large
with one
together with
are abundant.
of olivine
phenocrysts of
phenocrysts
olivine are
abundant, together
andesinethe
by the
resorption by
of resorption
degree of
small degree
indicating aa small
faces. indicating
crystal faces,
eroded crystal
with eroded
labradorite with
labradorite
The
magnetite. The
and magnetite.
nugitc and
of augite
inclusion- of
small inclusions
numerous small
and numerous
magma. and
groundmass
ground
mass magma,
amounts.
equal amounts,
in equal
grains in
augite grains
and augite
laths and
:1ndesinc—labradorite laths
of andesine-labradorite
consists of
grouudmass consists
groundmass
magnetite.
of magnetite.
cent of
per cent
three per
or three
two or
and two
olixines and
semi—altered olivines
of semi-altered
abundance of
an abundance
with an
with
thin
in thin
examined in
rocks examined
the rocks
all the
of all
groundmass of
the groundmass
of the
constituent of
abundant constituent
an abundant
is an
Augite is
Augite
the
specimens the
most specimens
In most
microphenocrysts. In
or microphenocrysts.
phenocrysts or
as phenocrysts
rare as
very rare
is very
but is
section. but
section,
and
slides and
the slides
of the
three of
in three
occurs in
labradoritc occurs
but labradorite
andesine—labradorite. but
is andesine-labradorite,
felspar is
felspar
andesine
andesine in
one.
in one.

the
of the
part of
southern part
the southern
in the
collected in
basalt collected
Ku-aibus basalt
ot‘ Kwaibus
specimens of
three specimens
All of
All
of three
basalts.
alkali basalts.
52105. are
345900 from
and 34/909
Esageri and
from Esageri
34,-‘979 and
outcrop. 34/979
outcrop,
and 3430?”):1
34/979a from
from Saos,
are alkali
are
Both are
described. Both
just described.
basalts just
the basalts
from the
appearance from
in appearance
dill‘er in
345909 differ
and 34/909
34,-‘979a and
34/979a
while
non-vesicular. while
are non-vesicular,
and are
'ophenocr'ysts and
it
rare macrophenocrysts
only rare
with only
colour with
in colour
blue-grey in
dark blue-grey
dark
34(979 is
is exactly
exactly similar
similar in
in appearance
appearance to
to the
the purple-grey
purple-grey vesicular
vesicular type
type described
described above,
above.
34/979
microhave microtwo have
The former
vesicles. The
larger vesicles.
the larger
of the
to some
linings to
yellow linings
the yellow
to the
even to
even
some of
former two
phenocrysts of
of both
both andesine
and anorthoclase,
anorthoclase. and
and anorthoclase
anorthoclase also
also appears
appears as
as an
an
phenocrysts
andesine and
be
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augite.
and augite.
with aegirine-augite
together with
groundmass. together
the groundmass,
constituent in
important constituent
important
in the
aegirine-augite and
interstitial
much interstitial
in the
anorthoclase in
of anorthoclase
contains aa small
345979 contains
34/979
small amount
amount of
the groundmass
groundmass and
and much
primary constituent.
as aa primary
analcite as
analcite
constituent.

the south—east
in the
Begamoi in
basalt at
Kwaibus
extent of
The whole
The
whole extent
of the
the K
waibus basalt
at Begamoi
south-east is
is
identations.
with deep
boulders with
rounded boulders
to rounded
weathers to
and weathers
vesicular. and
coarsely vesicular,
coarsely
deep identations.
outcrop)
same outcrop)
the same
of the
extension of
eastern extension
the eastern
mapped the
{who mapped
McCall (who
and McCall
writer and
writer
the
found the
and found
skulls, and
to skulls,
boulders to
the boulders
of the
many of
of many
resemblance of
the resemblance
by the
struck by
struck
description.
apt description.
very apt
basalt“ aa very
head basalt"
"Death‘s head
"Death's

very
very
The
The
were
were
term
term

{9'3
(9) CHE-MERtN
CHEMERONBEDS
BEDS
reasons which
For reasons
For
which are
are given
given later
later details
details of
of the
the Chemeron
Chemeron beds
beds are
are included
included
27,
page 27.
on page
beds on
Kapthurin beds
the Kapthurin
with
with those
those of
of the
TRACHY’I'ES
KABARNET TRACHYTES
HO}
(10) KABARNET

and
and associated
trachytes and
Kabarnet trachytes
of Kabarnet
present area
In the
In
the present
area outcrops
outcrops of
associated tufls
tuffs and
extend
to extend
seen to
were seen
they were
though they
Kabarnet. though
of Kabarnet,
vicinity of
the vicinity
to the
are confined
sediments are
sediments
confined to
Hills north
Kamasian Hills
for
for many
many miles
miles along
along the
the Kamasian
north of
of the
the area.
area.
reach their
The
The tufts
tuffs and
and sediments
sediments associated
associated with
with the
the Kabarnet
Kabarnet trachytes
trachytes reach
their greatest
greatest
No
trachyte. No
the trachyte.
underlie the
they underlie
where they
of Kabarnet.
east of
Kituro. east
at Kituro,
of outcrop
extent of
extent
outcrop at
Kabarnet, where
this
but this
be measured.
thickness to
their true
to enable
found to
was found
continuous section
continuous
section was
enable their
true thickness
to be
measured, but
coarse grey
mainly of
consist mainly
deposits consist
Kituro deposits
The Kituro
ft. The
ISO ft.
exceed 150
to exceed
appears to
appears
of coarse
grey or
or yellow
yellow
bands of
pumice. and
black pumice,
fragments of
tuli‘s
tuffs with
with fragments
of black
and bands
of ﬁne.
fine, grey
grey tuﬁ‘aceous
tuffaceous sediments.
sediments,
Much
tuli‘s. Much
coarse tuffs.
the coarse
with the
intercalated with
in thickness.
two in
foot or
than aa foot
seldom
seldom more
more than
or two
thickness, intercalated
Kabarnetthe Kabarnetbeside the
in it
friable. but
soft and
the tuli‘
of the
,of
tuff is
is soft
and friable,
but aa small
small quarry
quarry opened
opened in
it beside
buildings.
for single-storey
strength for
adequate strength
building stone
road produces
Marigat road
Marigat
produces aa building
stone of
of adequate
single-storey buildings.
of
ft. of
50 ft.
on 50
rests on
trachyte rests
of trachyte
outlier of
an outlier
Kabarnet. an
of Kabarnet,
west of
miles west
live miles
Kiptimim. five
At Kiptimim,
At
black obsidian
of black
blocks of
additionally blocks
pumice and
black pumice
tuli‘. containing
yellow tuff,
coarse yellow
coarse
contain,ing black
and additionally
obsidian
by three
marked by
is marked
trachyte is
the tuff
between the
junction between
The junction
acrOss. The
in. across.
It) in.
to 10
up to
up
tuff and
and trachyte
three
obsidian:
none of
oddly enough.
opal (but.
or opal
chert or
artifacts of
Many artifacts
soil. Many
red soil.
of red
feet of
feet
of chert
(but, oddly
enough, none
of obsidian)
embedded
seen embedded
were seen
none were
but none
locality. but
that locality,
at that
tuff at
the tuff
of the
surface of
the surface
on the
found on
were found
were
is
tuff is
the tuff
of the
base of
The base
there. The
from there.
derived from
were derived
they were
that they
unlikely that
is unlikely
it is
and it
tuli‘. and
the tuff,
in the
in
base
the base
lies at
tuff lies
whether the
be determined
not be
it could
soil. and
red soil,
by red
obscured by
obscured
and it
could not
determined whether
the tuff
at the
between flows.
trachyte or
of the
of
the trachyte
or intercalatcd
intercalated between
flows.

trachyte
intercalated between
sedimentary exposures
Several other
Several
other sedimentary
exposures were
were seen.
seen, all
all intercalated
between trachyte
of tuli~
ft. of
50 ft.
Kiptimim. 50
and Kiptimim,
Kabarnet and
between Kabarnet
midway between
Chesolop. midway
At Chesolop,
flows. At
flows.
tuff are
are exposed
exposed
the
to the
appearance to
in appearance
identical in
being identical
ft. being
25 ft.
lower 25
the lower
trachyte. the
of trachyte,
hillside of
steep hillside
in aa steep
in
South-cast of
ruff. South-east
ﬁne, white
ft. of
Kiptimim
Kiptimim exposure.
exposure, overlain
overlain by
by aa further
further 25
25 ft.
of fine,
white tuff.
of
yellow and
River. 35
Kirumbopso River,
the Kirumbopso
Chebloch.
Chebloch, near
near the
35 ft.
ft. of
of coarse.
coarse, yellow
and green
green tull.
tuff, overlain
overlain
lies
last sedimentary
two trachyte
between two
red soil.
by red
by
soil, is
is seen
seen between
trachyte ﬂows.
flows. The
The last
sedimentary exposure
exposure noted
noted lies
gravel
river gravel
of river
iii-ft. band
Kiniojoch. where
of Kimojoch,
peak of
the peak
south of
road cutting
in aa road
in
cutting south
of the
where aa 12-ft.
band of
the overlying
by the
red by
bright red
baked bright
in. baked
10 in.
top 10
its top
lava. its
the lava,
in the
occurs in
silt occurs
and tutfaceous
and
tuffaceous silt
overlying
in
pause in
channel cut
river channel
old river
an old
evidence of
affords evidence
This exposure
ﬂow. This
flow.
exposure affords
of an
cut during
during aa pause
lavas.
of the
deposition of
deposition
the lavas.

found of
be found
no evidence
lacking no
are lacking
sediments are
Where tuffs
Where
tuffs and
and sediments
evidence could
could be
of successive
successive
Valley
Kibaino Valley
slope of
northern slope
the steep
in the
except in
trachytes except
the trachytes
of the
ﬂows of
separate flows
separate
steep northern
of the
the Kibaino
ﬂows
separate flows
the valley
across the
from across
where from
area. where
map area,
just outside
at Chesolop.
at
Chesolop, just
outside the
the map
valley four
four separate
the
climbing
On
seen.
not
is
base
The
thick.
ft.
200
about
each
distinguished.
be
can
can be distinguished, each about 200 ft. thick. The base is not seen. On climbing the
is aa slight
between successive
the only
hill the
hill
only feature
feature marking
marking the
the junctions
junctions between
successive ﬂows
flows is
slight shelf
shelf
faces above
root. as
ﬁnd root,
vegetation can
where aa sparse
where
sparse vegetation
can find
as contrasted
contrasted with
with the
the almost
almost bare
bare faces
above
and
below.
and below.

greenish
in colour.
is of
The
The trachyte
trachyte is
of coarse
coarse grain.
grain, and
and grey
grey or
or greenish-grey
greenish-grey in
colour, the
the greenish
exposures completely
many exposures
in many
which in
weathering which
fairly deep
to fairly
being due
tinge being
tinge
due to
deep weathering
completely obscures
obscures
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1
the
unaltered rock.
the unaltered
rock. It
It is
is generally
generally non-porphyritic
non-porphyritic except
except in
in aa few
few exposures
exposures south—east
south-east
and
mm. in
length occur.
and south
south of
of Kabarnet.
Kabarnet, where
where glassy
glassy anorthoclase
anorthoclase felspars
felspars up
up to
to 66 mm.
in length
occur.
One
red biotite
milliOne specimen
specimen from
from Kabarnet.
Kabarnet, 34.3920.
34/920, shows
shows red
biotite phenocrysts
phenocrysts two
two or
or three
three millimetres long.
long. Under
Under the
microscope most
specimens were
were seen
seen to
be micrOporphyritic.
metres
the microscope
most specimens
to be
microporphyritic,
with microphenocrysts
with
microphenocrysts of
of anorthoclase
anorthoclase set
set in
in aa coarse.
coarse, trachytic—textured
trachytic-textured groundmass
groundmass
of
riebeckite. Some
Some
of anorthoclase.
anorthoclase, aegirine—augite.
aegirine-augite, cossyrite
cossyrite and
and aa small
small amount
amount of
of riebeckite.
specimens,
34l943 from
Kimojoch. have
have aa groundmass
showing granular
specimens, as
as 34/943
from Kimojoch,
groundmass showing
granular texture.
texture.
Neither nepheline
nepheline nor
in any
but 34
925. from
from Chesolt.
. Neither
nor analeite
analcite occurs
occurs in
any slide
slide but
34/925,
Chesolop, contains
contains
constituent.
blebs of
blebs
of quartz
quartz as
as aa primary
primary constituent.

No sources
but viewed
viewed from
No
sources of
of extrusion
extrusion of
of the
the trachytes
trachytes were
were found.
found, but
from the
the high
high
ground
main outcrop
Kabarnet is
is seen
ground to
to the
the south
south or
or west
west the
the main
outcrop west
west of
of Kabarnet
seen as
as aa sheet
sheet
which
has ﬂowed
Hills. and
which has
flowed down
down the
the dip—slope
dip-slope of
of the
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills,
and was
was later
later tilted
tilted to
to
the
hills aa
the south-West.
south-west. The
The main
main source
source of
of the
the lava
lava appears
appears to
to lie
lie on
on the
the crest
crest of
of the
the hills
few
Kaburnet. The
few miles
miles north
north of
of Kabarnet.
The isolated
isolated horizontal
horizontal outcrop
outcrop at
at Kimojoch
Kimojoch stands
stands
considerably
is
considerably higher
higher than
than the
the level
level of
of the
the trachytes
trachytes at
at Kabarnet.
Kabarnet, and
and although
although there
there is
faulting
faulting is
is demonstrably
faulting between
between the
the two
two points
points such
such faulting
demonstrably largely
largely older
older than
than the
the
trachytes.
faults in
formations seldom
trachytes, major
major faults
in the
the older
older formations
seldom displacing
displacing the
the overlying
overlying trachytes
trachytes
by more
more than
result of
later renewals.
by
than 30
30 or
or 40
40 ft.
ft. as
as aa result
of later
renewals. The
The Kimojoch
Kimojoch outcrop
outcrop must
must
therefore
therefore have
have originated
originated from
from aa separate
separate source.
source, probably
probably aa fissure
fissure or
or ﬁssures
fissures now
now
buried beneath
beneath the
the lava.
lava.
buried

Ridge.
Kamasian Ridge.
main Kamasian
found east
were found
trachytes were
no trachytes
present area
the present
In the
In
area no
east of
of the
the main
the
little of
only little
that only
either that
this. either
for this,
to account
forward to
put forward
be put
Two explanations
Two
explanations can
can be
account for
of the
or
by erosion.
removed by
been removed
has since
that small
and that
eastwards, and
ﬂowed eastwards,
lam flowed
lava
small amount
amount has
since been
erosion, or
lay
Kamasian Hills
the Kamasian
line of
summit line
the summit
laya the
the lava
of extrusion
that at
that
at the
the time
time of
extrusion of
of the
of the
Hills lay
western
the western
extruded on
were extruded
trachytes were
the trachytes
line. and
summit line,
present summit
the present
of the
east of
the east
to the
to
(!.nd the
on the
than the
faster than
have eroded
slopes have
much steeper
slopes
slopes of
of the
the ridge.
ridge. The
The much
steeper eastern
eastern slopes
eroded faster
the
trachyte
position at
present position
its present
to its
summit line
back the
slopes. cutting
western slopes,
western
cutting back
the summit
line to
at the
the trachyte
sheets.
sheets.
Piiors'oLITES
HANNING'I'ON PHONOLITES
LAKE HANNINGTON
(ll) LAKE
(11)
present
miles east
Lake Hannington.
from Lake
(1967) from
McCall (1967)
by McCall
Named by
Named
Hannington, aa few
few miles
east of
of the
the present
thickness. these
known thickness,
greatest known
their greatest
reach their
they reach
which they
of which
the shores
along the
area, along
area,
shores of
these
only
maps only
McCall maps
area_ McCall
present area.
the present
of the
south of
and south
east and
the east
in the
widely in
outcrop widely
phonolites outcrop
phonolites
much of
but Over
phenocrysts. but
rare phenocrysts,
only rare
with only
rock with
fairly coarse—grained
type. aa fairly
one type,
one
coarse-grained rock
over much
of the
the
lava ('fvp‘i
non-porphyritic lava
generally non-porphyritic
upper. generally
between the
division between
present area
present
area aa clear
clear division
the upper,
(TvP.)
outcrOps.
some outcrops,
In some
mapped. In
be mapped.
can be
(Tvpﬂ can
facies (Tvp.)
porphyritic facies
coarsely porphyritic
lower coarsely
and aa lower
and
with
is intercalated
lava is
porphyritic lava
deal of
Soui in
at Soui
notably at
notably
in the
the north—east.
north-east, aa good
good deal
of porphyritic
intercalated with
lower
the lower
to the
belong to
to belong
proved to
be proved
phonolite can
the phonolite
where the
but where
non—porphyritic, but
the non-porphyritic,
the
can be
Thus any
porphyritic. Thus
invariably porphyritic.
is invariably
rock is
the rock
division the
division
any outcr0p
outcrop in
in which
which both
both types
types are
are
here
is here
facies is
porphyritic facies
lower porphyritic
The lower
Tvpy The
as Tvp..
mapped as
was mapped
intermixed was
be intermixed
to be
found to
found
found
nowhere was
McCall since
lavas of
Hannington lavas
Lake Hannington
the Lake
with the
included with
included
of McCall
since nowhere
was evidence
evidence found
in
evidence in
the evidence
types. and
two types,
of the
outpourings of
the outpourings
between the
time between
of time
lapse of
any lapse
of any
of
the two
and the
present outcrop
of the
of extrusion
beginning of
present area
the present
the
area points
points to
to aa beginning
extrusion in
in the
the west
west of
the present
outcrop
to the
followed closely
followed
closely by
by extrusion
extrusion of
of the
the non-porphyritic
non-porphyritic type
type from
from sources
sources farther
farther to
the
into the
never have
may never
lavas may
lower lavas
the lower
that the
suggests that
map suggests
present map
The present
east. The
east.
have extended
extended into
the
east.
area
the east.
to the
area to
Uasin
frotn the
distinguished from
clearly distinguished
is clearly
lava is
Hannington lava
Lake Hannington
the Lake
ﬁeld the
the field
In
the Uasin
In the
obvious.
immediately
not
is
relationship
stratigraphic
their
where
even
phonolites.
Gishu
Gishu phonolites, even where their stratigraphic relationship is not immediately obvious,
grey
dark grey
usually dark
They are
rocks. They
Hannington rocks.
Lake Hannington
the Lake
grain of
much coarser
the much
by the
by
coarser grain
of the
are usually
purple
have aa deep
which sometimes
ﬂows. which
of flows,
bottoms of
at the
colour except
in colour
black in
or black
or
except at
the bottoms
sometimes have
deep purple
area. someof the
north of
the north
in the
especially in
locally. especially
common locally,
are common
vesicles are
Large vesicles
colour. Large
colour.
the area,
somezeolites
white
of
linings
with
times
times with linings of white zeolites.
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Typical
Kaptim. The
Typical of
of the
the porphyritic
porphyritic facies
facies is
is specimen
specimen 34,-‘8l9
34/819 from
from Kaptim.
The glassy
glassy
phenoerysts. up
it} mm.
phenocrysts,
up to
to 10
mm. in
in length.
length, were
were identified
identified in
in thin
thin section
section as
as anorthoclase
anorthoclase
felspars falling
in aa groundmass
felspars
falling in
in the
the sanidine-anorthoclase
sanidine-anorthoclase cryptoperthite
cryptoperthite range.
range, set
set in
groundmass
showing
showing trachytic
trachytic texture.
texture, consisting
consisting of
of aa Felted
felted mass
mass of
of laths
laths of
of anorthoclase
anorthoclase enclosing
enclosing
grains
grains of
of bright
bright green
green aegirine-augite.
aegirine-augite, aa small
small amount
amount of
of pale
pale greenish
greenish brown
brown augite.
augite,
purple—brown
primary analcitc.
In most
most other
purple-brown cossyrite
cossyrite and
and primary
analcite. In
other specimens
specimens studied
studied analcite
analcite
is
is common.
common, and
and small
small crystals
crystals of
of nepheline
nepheline were
were identiﬁed
identified in
in some
some slides.
slides, occasionally
occasionally
showing
partial or
Ragged ﬂakes
red—brown biotite
showing partial
or complete
complete alteration
alteration to
to analcite.
analcite. Ragged
flakes of
of red-brown
biotite
occur
895 from
lsanda. which
occur as
as phenoerysts
phenocrysts in
in one
one specimen.
specimen, 3—1
34/895
from Isanda,
which also
also contains
contains aa small
small
groundmass.
the groundmass.
in the
riebcckite in
amount of
amount
of riebeckite
1n the
Perkerra Gorge.
Radad. many
ﬂoat blocks
blocks of
In
the Perkerra
Gorge, south
south of
of Radad,
many float
of light
light yellow-brown
yellow-brown
coarse-grained
found. apparently
haying fallen
fallen from
from the
coarse-grained syenite
syenite were
were found,
apparently having
the outcrop
outcrop of
of the
the

"hp. phonolite
the lip
lip of
of the
though none
none could
be found
found in
TVP3
phonolite on
on the
the gorge.
gorge, though
could be
in Sim.
situ. They
They
appear
be blocks
blocks of
rock carried
appear to
to be
of already
already solidiﬁed
solidified rock
carried from
from depth
depth in
in the
the phonolite
phonolite
magma. In
in thin
thin section
t34.'8?9l the
the rock
rock is
seen to
to consist
consist mainly
mainly of
large anorthoclase
magma.
section (34/879)
is seen
of large
anorthoclase
crystals with
with interstitial
interstitial aegirine-augite,
aegirine—augite. cossyrite
cossyrite and
and riebeckite,
riebeckite. and
and aa dark
dark green
green
crystals
isotrOpic mineral
mineral tentatively
tentatively identified
identiﬁed as
as stained
stained analcite.
Some opaque
opaque iron
iron ore
ore with
with
isotropic
analcite. Some
in the
occurs in
limonite also
limonite
also occurs
the slide.
slide.
The
facies of
ot" this
this lava
lint! is
is identical
identical in
in thin
thin section
section with
with the
the porphyporphy—
The non—porphyritic
non-porphyritic facies
ritic. except
that phenocrysts
phenocrysts are
are rare
rare or
though microphenocrysts
microphenocrysts of
ritic,
except that
or absent.
absent, though
of anortho—
anorthoclase
in two
slides examined,
examined. 34,".907
from Sagat
clase are
are not
not uncommon.
uncommon. In
two of
of the
the slides
34/907 from
Sagat and
and
analcite
neither analcite
Ravine. neither
Eldama Ravine,
and Eldama
Sagat and
between Sagat
Farm. between
Turner's Farm,
from Turner's
34.31008 from
34/1008
nor
identified. and
rock is
is therefore
therefore aa trachyte
trachyte rather
rather than
than aa phonolite.
nor nepheline
nepheline was
was identified,
and the
the rock
phonolite.
the
whether the
to determine
places to
those places
from those
were collected
specln'tens were
Not enough
Not
enough specimens
collected from
determine whether
represents
it represents
whether it
or whether
ﬂows. or
phonolite flows,
between phonolite
ﬂows between
separate flows
as separate
occurs as
traehyte occurs
trachyte
felspathoids.
in felspathoids.
lacking in
areas lacking
small areas
small
north—north-westerly
trending north-nor.th-westerly
across trending
yds. across
1t yds.
and about
iong and
yds. long
500 yds.
ridge 500
low ridge
A low
A
about 100
Kaharichan. near
phonoiite at
the surface
stands
stands above
above the
surface of
of the
the Tip
Tvp. phonolite
at Kabarichan,
near the
the northern
northern border
border
in colour.
grey in
ridge is
the ridge
forms the
rock which
map. The
of the
of
the map.
The rock
which forms
is dark
dark purplish
purplish grey
colour, of
of very
very
it appears
section 34-"83l
thin section
in thin
locally ﬁnely
ﬁne grain.
fine
grain, and
and locally
finely scoriaeeous.
scoriaceous. In
34/831 it
appears as
as an
an almost
almost
microphenocryst
filling cavities
with small
opaque
opaque glass
glass with
small clusters
clusters of
of zeolite
zeolite filling
cavities and
and aa single
single microphenocryst
tentative.
therefore
is
phonolite
as
identil'ication
its
acgirine-augite.
green
pale
of
of pale green aegirine-augite. Its identification as phonolite is therefore only
only tentative,

Hannington phonolite.
Lake Hannington
lissure in
from aa fissure
lava extruded
later lava
be aa later
may be
and
and it
it may
extruded from
in the
the Lake
phonolite.
the area.
elsewhere in
No
in the
area.
found elsewhere
was found
rock was
similar rock
No similar

Kabuot. aa cone
porphyritic phonolite
Some
Some of
of the
the porphyritic
phonolite has
was extruded
extruded from
from Kabuot,
cone over
over aa
crater
The crater
across. The
mile across.
nearly aa mile
crater nearly
circular crater
almost circular
an almost
with an
high with
feet high
hundred feet
hundred
lasu and.
itself
itself is
is completely
completely filled
filled with
with lava
and appears
appears as
as aa ﬁat-topped
flat-topped hill.
hill, but
but aerial
aerial photophotobroad
north-east, aa lower
north and
the north
to ,the
running to
two distinct
show ,two
graphs
graphs show
distinct ﬁows
flows running
and north-east,
lower broad
two ﬂows
the two
ﬁeld the
former. In
the former.
upper much
ﬂow
flow and
and an
an upper
much smaller
smaller ﬂow
flow overlying
overlying the
In the
the field
flows
the rock
between the
no difference
there being
diﬂ'iculty. there
are
are distinguished
distinguished only
only with
with difficulty,
being no
difference between
rock
the
of the
limit of
north—eastern limit
the north-eastern
At the
them. At
between them.
junction between
clearly deﬁned
no clearly
and no
types. and
types,
defined junction
Uasin Gishu
scarp of
an older
phonolitc abuts
l-lannington phonolite
Lake Hannington
larger ﬂow
larger
flow the
the Lake
abuts against
against an
older scarp
of Uasin
Gishu
margin
western margin
its western
At its
ﬂow. At
later flow.
the later
some the
rises above
length rises
its length
most of
which for
phonolite which
phonolite
for most
of its
to
ﬁnally on
basalt and
Elgeyo basalt
to Elgeyo
on to
phonolite on
(iishu phonolite
Liasin Gishu
from Uasin
oversteps from
flow oversteps
the flow
the
and finally
on to
is doubtful
it is
length. It
whole length.
its whole
escarpment along
marked escarpment
forming aa marked
basalt, forming
Samburu basalt,
Samburu
along its
doubtful
the
south of
mile or
than aa mile
more than
extended more
Kabuot extended
whether
or so
so south
of the
from Kabuot
extruded from
laya extruded
whether lava
ﬁssures.
scattered fissures.
in scattered
origin in
its origin
had its
probably had
south probably
the south
to the
las-‘a to
the lava
of the
bulk of
the bulk
and the
crater. and
crater,
cutting
width cutting
in width
feet in
ten feet
of phonolite
east—west dylse
by an
marked by
is marked
ﬁssure is
such fissure
One such
One
an east-west
dyke of
phonolite ten
found
was found
source was
No source
Kabuot. No
of Kabuot.
south of
miles south
Isanda. eight
of Isanda,
north of
Samburu
eight miles
basalts north
Samburu basalts
was almost
lava and
typical plateau
is aa typical
which is
non—porphyritie phonolite.
of
of the
the upper
upper non-porphyritic
phonolite, which
plateau lava
and was
almost
ﬁssures
from fissures
certainly extruded
certainly
extruded entirely
entirely from
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r121 KAPTHURIN
KAPTHI‘RIN AND
AND CHEMERON
CHIEMERON BEDS
BEDS
(12)

The
writer and
and G.
G. J.
J. H.
series of
of traverses
traverses between
The writer
H. McCall
McCall made
made aa series
between the
the northnorth
east of
of the
the present
present area
Lake Baringo
Baringo with
with the
the object
object of
reappraising the
the sediments
sediments
east
area and
and Lake
of reappraising
ﬁrst described
described by
by Gregory
Gregory (1921.
Chapter IX)
IX) and
later re-examined
re-examined by
by Fuchs
Fuchs (1950,
(1950.
first
(1921, Chapter
and later
pp. 149-174).
149474). Various
Various sediments
elsewhere in
in the
the East
East African
African Rift
Rift Valley
Valley system
pp.
sediments elsewhere
system
have been
been correlated
correlated with
with these
these sediments,
sediments. and
name "Kamasian".
“Kamasian”.
have
and all
all given
given the
the name
The
re-examination was
made because
because the
Writer discovered
sediThe present
present re-examination
was made
the writer
discovered that
that two
two sedimentary
the Kamasian
Kamasian type-area.
mentary successions
successions of
of different
different ages
ages are
are present
present in
in the
type-area, and
and these
these
had
unit. The
had been
been treated
treated by
by earlier
earlier writers
writers as
as aa single
single unit.
The older
older sediments
sediments were
were renamed
renamed
by the
by
the writer
writer and
and McCall
McCall the
the Chemeron
Chemeron beds.
beds, from
from the
the Chemeron
Chemeron River
River (known
(known in
in its
its
upper reaches
reaches as
Nasagum). which
Which cuts
the northern
border of
of the
map. and
where
upper
as the
the Nasagum),
cuts the
northern border
the map,
and where
the sediments
known extent.
were named
the
sediments attain
attain their
their greatest
greatest known
extent. The
The younger
younger group
group were
named the
the
Kapthurin
runs from
Kapthurin beds
beds from
from the
the river
river of
of that
that name
name which
which runs
from west
west to
to east
east roughly
roughly

parallel with
parallel
with the
the Chemeron
Chemeron and
and about
about five
five miles
miles to
to the
the north
north of
of that
that river.
river. Since
Since in
in the
the
past both
stratigraphic unit
it is
is convenient
to consider
past
both groups
groups have
have been
been treated
treated as
as one
one stratigraphic
unit it
convenient to
consider
both
together in
in this
in order
point out
the differences
the groups.
both together
this report
report in
order to
to point
out the
differences between
between the
groups,
and
for their
ages. The
following account
and the
the evidence
evidence for
their diti‘ering
differing ages.
The following
account is
is the
the joint
joint work
work of
of
the writer
McCall. and
follows the
already published
published (McCall.
the
writer and
and McCall,
and closely
closely follows
the account
account already
(McCall,
Baker and
Baker
and Walsh.
Walsh, 1967).
1967). Only
Only the
the parts
parts of
of that
that paper
paper referring
referring to
to the
the present
present area
area are
are
drawn
here. and
drawn on
on here,
and therefore
therefore the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin section
section is
is only
only brieﬂy
briefly mentioned.
mentioned.

(a)
River Section
(a) The
The Chemeron—Nasagum
Chemeron-Nasagum River
Section (Fitz.
(Fig. 5).
5).-AtAt the
the point
point where
where the
the road
road
west shore
Samaki. on
from
from Marigat
Marigat to
to Kampi
Kampi ya
ya Samaki,
on the
the west
shore of
of Lake
Lake Baringo.
Baringo, meets
meets the
the
map margin)
north of
mile north
Chemeron River
Chemeron
River (about
(about one
one mile
of the
the map
margin) sections
sections of
of torrentwash
torrentwash
these
113 ft.
of 113
thickness of
A thickness
earthy silts.
are exposed.
only are
only
exposed, associated
associated with
with brown.
brown, earthy
silts. A
ft. of
of these
111). To
river (Plate
sediments
sediments is
is seen
seen in
in section
section on
on the
the north
north bank
bank of
of the
the river
(plate III).
To the
the east
east
however, near
however,
near the
the junction
junction of
of the
the Chemeron
Chemeron with
with the
the Ndau
Ndau River.
River, thickly
thickly bedded
bedded tuil‘s.
tuffs,
reveal
the torrentwash.
intercalated in
mesas. are
form mesas,
which form
which
are intercalated
in the
torrentwash. Air
Air photographs
photographs clearly
clearly reveal

trending roughly
faults trending
minor faults
minor
roughly' north—south
north-south dislocating
dislocating these
these sediments
sediments near
near to
to the
the
road.
road.

To
To the
the west
West of
of the
the 113-ft.
1I3-ft. section
section thin
thin bands
bands of
of tuﬁ‘aceous
tuffaceous sediments
sediments showing
showing slump
slump
structures were
were rec0gnized.
intercalated in
the brown,
brown. earthy
silts. Passing
Passing westwards
westwards up
up
structures
recognized, intercalated
in the
earthy silts.
the
the Chemeron
Chemeron Valley
Valley there
there is
is aa stretch
stretch of
of about
about aa quarter
quarter of
of aa mile
mile with
with no
no exposures
exposures
until aa narrow
is cut
lava of
until
narrow rocky
rocky gorge
gorge occurs.
occurs, which
which is
cut in
in lava
of the
the Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington
phonolite
phonolite series.
series. The
The surface
surface of
of the
the lava
lava flow
flow dips
dips some
some 15
15° to
to the
the east
east and
and is
is overlain
overlain
by
up to
2' east.
by bouldery
bouldery torrentwash
torrentwash dipping
dipping at
at up
to 2°
east. There
There is
is aa well—marked
well-marked fault
fault bounding
bounding
this tilted
west side.
and there
there is
no reflection
reﬂection of
fault in
in the
this
tilted block
block of
of lava
lava on
on its
its west
side, and
is no
of this
this fault
the
torrentwash which
passes over
the tilted
tilted fault-block
lava without
without any
torrentwash
which passes
over the
fault-block of
of lava
any disturbance.
disturbance.
the overlying
but not
the gorge
in the
lava in
Small
Small faults
faults also
also affect
affect the
the lava
gorge but
not the
overlying torrentwash.
torrentwash.

To the
the west
this gorge,
gorge. in
in aa 100-ft.
lOO—ft. section
bank of
of the
the river,
river.
. To
West of
of this
section on
on the
the south
south bank
is aa succession
brown. clayey
clayey soil-like
with bouldery
bouldery torrentis
succession of
of brown,
soil-like sediments
sediments interspersed
interspersed with
torrentwash (plate
(Plate IV),
IV). but
but showing
showing no
no evidence
evidence of
of lacustrine
lacustrine origin.
origin. To
To the
west of
of this
wash
the west
this
through two
cut through
through another
passes through
river passes
section the
section
the river
another gorge
gorge cut
two eastward-tilted
eastward-tilted fault—
faultblocks tilt
in the
that in
lava as
same lava
of the
blocks of
blocks
the same
as that
the ﬁrst
first gorge.
gorge. These
These blocks
tilt to
to the
the east
east at
at about
about
exposures
are exposures
lava are
the lava
Under the
torrentWash. Under
horizontal torrentwash.
nearly horizontal
by nearly
overlain by
are overlain
and are
6" and
6°
of finely
ﬁnely bedded
bedded yellowish
yellowish soft
soft silts
which. like
like the
the higher
higher series
series of
sediments. contain
contain
of
silts which,
of sediments,
torrentwash
are some
sediments are
these sediments
on these
Unconformable on
inclusions. Unconformable
pumice inclusions.
black pumice
black
some torrentwash
by the
down by
apparently brought
of boulders
deposits composed
deposits
composed of
boulders and
and earthy
earthy silt
silt apparently
brought down
the present—
presenttorrentwash
described torrentwash
previously described
the previously
from the
indistinguishable from
are indistinguishable
which are
but which
river, but
day river,
day
are clearly
lavas are
under the
silts under
tuffaceous silts
yellowish tuffaceous
ﬁne. yellowish
The fine,
depOsits. The
deposits.
the tilted
tilted lavas
clearly quite
quite
top of
which passes
torrentwash which
of coarse
upper series
the upper
distinct from
distinct
from the
series of
coarse torrentwash
passes over
over the
the top
of the
the
this older
to this
given to
been given
has been
group" has
"Chemeron group"
name "Chemeron
the name
and the
undisturbed. and
fault-block undisturbed,
fault-block
older
was found
lava was
the lava
under the
sediments under
the sediments
The dip
formation. The
sedimentary formation.
sedimentary
dip of
of the
found to
to be
be
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18° E.S.E.
18°
E.S.E. A
A few
few yards
yards to
to the
the west
west of
of the
the margin
margin of
of the
the fault—block
fault-block another
another small
small fault
fault
can
can be
be seen.
seen, which
which throws
throws the
the lava
lava down
down to
to the
the west.
west. The
The fault
fault plane
plane is
is exposed
exposed and
and
is that
is
that of
of aa normal
normal fault
fault hading
hading at
at 60',
60°. The
The overlying
overlying torrentwash
torrentwash does
does not
not appear
appear
to
fault. A
to the
the west
to have
have been
been displaced
displaced by
by this
this fault.
A few
few yards
yards even
even farther
farther to
west another
another
eastward—tilted
is seen
eastward-tilted lava
lava fault-block
fault-block is
seen to
to overlie
overlie soft.
soft, ﬁnely
finely bedded
bedded sediments
sediments which
which
are
are there
there conformable
conformable with
with the
the law.
lava. The
The base
base of
of the
the latter
latter is
is markedly
markedly vesicular.
vesicular,
suggesting
suggesting ﬂow
flow over
over wet
wet lake
lake beds.
beds.
In
lava hills
hills on
is aa
In aa gully
gully between
between two
two highstanding
high-standing lava
on the
the south
south side
side of
of the
the river
river is
section
section exposing
exposing the
the Chemeron
Chemeron group
group of
of sediments
sediments under
under the
the Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington lava.
lava.
There
1313 ft.
underlie about
There aa thickness
thickness of
of approximately
approximately 130
ft. of
of sediments
sediments appear
appear to
to underlie
about 70
70 ft.
ft.
of
of lava.
lava, which
which is
is in
in turn
turn mantled
mantled by
by torrentwash.
torrentwash. The
The Chemeron
Chemeron sediments
sediments dip
dip east
east
at
from the
brick-earth layer
layer which
at about
about three
three degrees
degrees and
and are
are separated
separated from
the lava
lava by
by aa red
red brick-earth
which
marks
land surface.
River near
by. the
marks an
an old
old land
surface. in
In the
the bed
bed of
of the
the Nasagum
Nasagum River
near by,
the Chemeron
Chemeron
sediments
sediments are
are seen
seen without
without any
any lava
lava capping.
capping. The
The lava
lava either
either thinned
thinned rapidly
rapidly to
to the
the
west
west or
or has
has been
been removed
removed by
by erosion.
erosion. The
The Chemeron
Chemeron sediments
sediments still
still dip
dip east
east at
at three
three
bouldery torrentwash.
flat-lying bouldery
the flat-lying
are overlain
degrees and
degrees
and are
overlain unconformably
unconformably by
by the
torrentwash.

At
Drift. w
here the
At the
the Nasagum
Nasagum Drift,
where
the Kabarnet
Kabarnet road
road crosses
crosses the
the river.
river, massive
massive white
white
fairly
fairly pure
pure diatomite
diatomite outcrops
outcrops within
within the
the Chemeron
Chemeron sediments
sediments in
in beds
beds aa foot
foot or
or more
more
thick.
further good
bedded clayey
thick. Above
Above the
the drift
drift are
are further
good sections
sections of
of sediments.
sediments, thinly
thinly bedded
clayey
silts
silts and
and tuffs.
tuffs, and
and thin
thin diatomites
diatomites dipping
dipping east
east under
under Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington lavas
lavas at
at up
up to
to
34".
normal faults
faults throwing
34°. A
A very
very good
good section
section showing
showing small
small normal
throwing down
down to
to the
the west
west is
is
also seen
seen there.
there.
also
The
River appear
The Chemcron
Chemeron sediments
sediments in
in the
the Nasagum
Nasagum River
appear to
to become
become thicker
thicker and
and more
more
Kzipthurin and
in the
repeated in
is repeated
direction. and
in aa westerly
diatomaccous in
diatomaceous
westerly direction,
and this
this is
the Kapthurin
and the
the
westwards. the
lava appears
river sections.
Kapiswa river
Kapiswa
sections. The
The overlying
overlying lava
appears to
to thin
thin out
out westwards,
the sediments
sediments
emerging
emerging from
from under
under the
the lava
lava and
and being
being seen
seen in
in contact
contact with
with the
the overlying
overlying torrentwash
torrentwash
formation.
formation.

.

is that
Kapiswa River
(The Kapiswa
River Section
(1))
(b) The
The Kupisira
Kapiswa River
Section (Fig.
(Fig. blue
6).-(The
River is
that referred
referred to
to
by Fuchs
p. 155)
lSSl as
River.»
by
Fuchs (1950.
(1950, p.
as the
the Marigat
Marigat River.)
The town
town of
of Marigat
Marigat consists
of aLt few
few shops
shops and
police post
post at
the
The
consists of
and aa police
at the
the ford
ford of
of the
Perkerra River
settlement! and
and aa recently
recently established
established administrative
Perkerra
River (the
(the original
original settlement)
administrative centre
centre
about aa mile
mile to
to the
the north-east.
north-east. Between
Between the
the District
District Officer‘s
about
Officer's headquarters
headquarters and
and the
the
old
Pole corner”.
road cuts
old settlement,
settlement, at
at "Pole
"Pole Pole
corner", the
the road
cuts aa section
section in
in some
some well-stratiﬁed
well-stratified
and
pumice inclusions
inclusions up
up to
and cross-bedded
cross-bedded tull‘s
tuffs carrying
carrying black
black pumice
to three
three inches
inches in
in diameter.
diameter.
fault throwing
\ertical fault
7° E,
The
The sediments
sediments dip
dip 7°
E., are
are cut
cut by
by aa small.
small, vertical
throwing down
down about
about two
two
Kapthurin series.
west. and
the west,
to the
inches to
inches
and are
are overlain
overlain by
by torrentwash
torrentwash of
of the
the Kapthurin
series. A
A single
single
this bouldery
found on
was found
Levallois type
artifact
artifact of
of Levallois
type was
on the
the surface
surface of
of this
bouldery deposit.
deposit. The
The
Kapthurin series
in the
lower sediments
lower
sediments in
the section
section are
are probably
probably also
also part
part of
of the
the Kapthurin
series despite
despite
the eastern
they lie
fact that
the fact
explained by
may be
which may
dip, which
unusually high
their unusually
their
high dip,
be explained
by the
that they
lie in
in the
eastern
resemble tutfs
zone
zone of
of late
late faulting.
faulting. They
They closely
closely resemble
tuffs seen
seen elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
this upper
upper series.
series.

Loboi silts)
poorly stratified
Recent poorly
The
The Recent
stratified silis
silts of
of the
the Baringo
Baringo Plain
Plain (the
(the Loboi
silts) form
form high
high
Ford which.
\lztrigttt Ford
below Marigat
Perkerra River
sections
sections in
in the
the Perkerra
River below
which, as
as Nilsson
Nilsson shows
shows (1932.
(1932, map
map
1).
p. 68).
68), marks
marks the
the highest
highest limit
limit of
of the
the recognizable
recognizable extensions
extensions of
of Lake
Lake Baringo.
Baringo.

Above
Lake Hannington
Hannington phonolite
Above the
the ford
ford is
is aa great
great wall
wall of
of lava
lava belonging
belonging to
to the
the Lake
phonolite
sequence.
sequence, aa fault
fault SCai'p
scarp through
through which
which the
the river
river emerges
emerges in
in aa narrow
narrow gorge
gorge only
only aa few
few
hundred
hundred yards
yards long
long (Plate
(Plate Vlll.
VII), where
where aa most
most interesting
interesting section
section is
is seen.
seen. At
At the
the bottom
bottom
of
of the
the lava
lava aa rubbly
rubbly band
band rises
rises westwards
westwards from
from the
the river
river bed.
bed, soon
soon becoming
becoming separated
separated
from the
feet of
from
the lava
lava by
by aa few
few feet
of sediments
sediments including
including diatomites.
diatomites. This
This rubble
rubble band.
band,
resembling
resembling many
many seen
seen in
in and
and near
near Menengai.
Menengai, aa huge
huge caldera
caldera near
near Nakuru.
Nakuru, is
is composed
composed
of
of green
green angular
angular lava
lava fragments
fragments cemented
cemented in
in aa ﬁne-grained
fine-grained groundmass
groundmass of
of similar
similar
material.
material. The
The rubble
rubble band.
band, believed
believed to
to be
be due
due to
to autobreceiation.
autobrecciation, thickens
thickens westwards
westwards
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to
ft. and
Below it
to about
about 20
20 ft.
and includes
includes diatomite
diatomite lenses.
lenses. Below
it are
are sediments
sediments with
with aa dark
dark
brown,
brown, baked
baked top
top surface.
surface. These
These sediments
sediments include
include diatomites
diatomites and
and coarse
coarse pumice
pumice beds.
beds,
in
in massive
massive units
units like
like those
those of
of the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin series.
series, but
but in
in this
this case
case marked
marked by
by abundant
abundant
fossilized
fossilized reeds
reeds or
or grasses.
grasses. There
There are
are also
also some
some yellowish
yellowish ﬁne-grained
fine-grained tuttaceous
tuffaceous silts.
silts,
identical
identical in
in appearance
appearance with
with those
those of
of the
the Chemeron
Chemeron group.
group, which
which from
from their
their position
position
under
under faulted
faulted Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington lavas
lavas and
and their
their appreciable
appreciable eastward
eastward dip
dip must
must be
be
assigned
assigned to
to the
the Chemeron
Chemeron succession.
succession. They
They are
are underlain
underlain by
by another
another ﬂow
flow of
of the
the Lake
Lake
Hannington
Hannington lavas,
lavas, which
which also
also shows
shows aa rubbly
rubbly bottom.
bottom. Opposite
Opposite the
the conﬂuence
confluence of
of the
the
Perkerra
remarkably contorted
Perkerra and
and Kapiswa
Kapiswa rivers
rivers this
this {low
flow is
is remarkably
contorted and
and this
this eontortion
contortion
brings
without intervening
brings up
up the
the overlying
overlying rubble
rubble hand.
band, without
intervening sediments.
sediments, aa fact
fact which
which
reveals the
in these
reveals
the degree
degree of
of lateral
lateral variation
variation in
these formations.
formations.

v

To
Lake
To the
the west
west of
of the
the river
river junction
junction sediments
sediments are
are again
again seen
seen under
under the
the Lake
Hannington
Hannington lava
lava south
south of
of the
the river.
river. The
The under
under surface
surface of
of the
the lava
lava is
is vesicular
vesicular and
strikingly
strikingly ﬂuted
fluted (McCall.
(McCall, 1964B}.
1964B). Beneath
Beneath itit there
there is
is aa compact
compact black
black baked
baked layer.
layer,
showing
merging downwards
showing columnar
columnar jointing.
jointing, and
and merging
downwards into
into aa friable
friable old
old land
land surface
surface
deposit
deposit which
which overlies
overlies very
very soft
soft yellowish
yellowish silts
silts and
and Hills.
tuffs, the
the characteristic
characteristic sediments
sediments of
of
the
the Chemeron
Chemeron group.
group. To
To the
the west
west the
the lava
lava is
is brought
brought down
down to
to river
river level
level in
in an
an abrupt
abrupt
ﬂexure.
flexure, but
but to
to the
the north
north of
of the
the river
river the
the same
same succession
succession is
is repeated.
repeated, though
though the
the sedi—
sediments
vesicular basalt
ments are
are thinner
thinner and
and aa massive
massive vesicular
basalt emerges
emerges beneath
beneath them.
them. The
The base
base of
of the
the
overlying
overlying lava
lava is
is again
again vesicular.
vesicular. The
The river
river now
now takes
takes an
an abrupt
abrupt turn
turn south
south along
along the
the
line of
line
of aa fault
fault throwing
throwing down
down to
to the
the west.
west. ()n
On the
the east
east bank
bank there
there is
is aa ﬁne
fine section
section of
of
two
Hannington lava
two basalt
basalt ﬂows
flows with
with reddened
reddened top
top surfaces.
surfaces, overlain
overlain by
by Lake
Lake Hannington
lava showing
showing
aa rubbly
here demonstrates
rubbly base.
base. The
The absence
absence of
of sediments
sediments here
demonstrates their
their lateral
lateral impersistence
impersistence
once
upper phonolitic
phonolitic lava
is contorted
once again.
again. The
The upper
lava is
contorted into
into aa boudin-like
boudin-like mass.
mass. Such
Such
contortions
primary
contortions are
are not
not uncommon
uncommon in
in the
the Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington lavas.
lavas, and
and are
are probably
probably primary
ﬂow
flow structures
structures and
and not
not tectonic
tectonic in
in origin,
origin. The
The phonolite
phonolite and
and underlying
underlying basalt
basalt are
are
concordant.
concordant, and
and mapping
mapping farther
farther south
south establishes
establishes that
that these
these basalts
basalts are
are part
part of
of the
the
Kwaibus group.
Kwaibus
group. At
At the
the south
south end
~nd of
of this
this gorge
gorge the
the river
river turns
turns once
once again
again west
west and
and
Lake
faulted down
Lake Hannington
Hannington lava
lava isis seen
seen to
to be
be faulted
down in
in relation
relation to
to the
the rocks
rocks west
west of
of the
the
fault.
fault. immediately
Immediately vvest
weiit of
of this
this torrentvvash
torrentwash and
and silts
silts of
of the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin sequence
sequence appear
appear
above the
the lava.
above
lava.

There
There follows
follows aa section
section illustrated
illustrated by
by fiuchs
Fuchs tSccond
(Second l‘v-'larigat
Marigat Gorge:
Gorge) in
in which
which aa
series
Lake Hannington
llannington lava
series of
of eastward-tilted
eastward-tilted blocks
blocks of
of Lake
lava are
are overlain
overlain by
by coarse
coarse
bouldery
bouldery torrentwash
torrentwash (Kapthurin
(Kapthurin sediments]
sediments) that
that has
has fallen
fallen down
down into
into spaces
spaces between
between
the
to sections
farther west
the blocks.
blocks. No
No true
true lacustrine
lacustrine sediments
sediments are
are present.
present. In
sections farther
west the
the
basalt
reappears
under
Hannington phonolite,
phonolitc. with
no sedimentary
basalt reappears under the
the Lake
Lake Hannington
with no
sedimentary intercalaintercalation
it is
tion between
between the
the ﬂows.
flows. It
is overlain
overlain by
by aa mantle
mantle of
of houldery
bouldery torrentwash
torrentwash but
but no
no
laeustrine
lacustrine sediments
sediments are
are seen.
seen.

Next
river ﬂows
through aa narrow
narrow gorge
in Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington phonolite
phonolite
Next the
the river
flows through
gorge cut
cut in
that clips
10'" E.
river turns
that
dips 10°
E. Once
Once again
again the
the river
turns abruptly
abruptly south.
south, along
along aa fault
fault zone
zone in
in which
which
it has
has cut
by steep.
by the
it
cut aa gorge
gorge flanked
flanked by
steep clit’is.
cliffs, called
called by
the writer
writer and
and McCall
McCall the
the West
West
Marigat George.
.‘vtarigat Gorge"
Marigat
George, as
as Fuch‘s
Fuch's "Third
"Third Marigat
Gorge" could
could not
not be
be exactly
exactly located.
located. This
This
latter
be part
part of
lying farther
latter appears
appears to
to be
of aa now
now slumped
slumped and
and overgrown
overgrown section
section lying
farther to
to
the east.
West Marigat
tufts and
the
east. In
In the
the West
Marigat Gorge
Gorge thinly
thinly bedded
bedded silts.
silts, tuffs
and diatomites
diatomites of
of the
the
Chemeron
underlie lava
lava of
the Lake
Lake Hannington
Chemeron group
group underlie
of the
Hannington sequence.
sequence. They
They are
are cut
cut by
by
small
small faults
faults and
and show
show dips
dips up
up to
to l5
15 degrees.
degrees. There
There are
are two
two bodies
bodies of
of basalt
basalt in
in the
the
gorge,
the river
river bed
resembling aa dyke
gorge, one
one aa near-vertical
near-vertical wall—like
wall-like mass
mass on
on the
bed resembling
dyke and
and the
the
other
body in
in the
are intrusions,
intrusions.
other aa conformable
conformable body
the sediments.
sediments. These
These basalts
basalts could
could be
be late
but
the Chcmeron
but it
it would
would appear
appear that
that the
Chemeron sediments
sediments are
are also
also locally
locally represented
represented with
with the
the
Kwaibus
body of
Kwaibus basalt
basalt ﬂows,
flows, and
and the
the steeply
steeply tilted
tilted body
of basalt
basalt in
in the
the river
river bed
bed is
is therefore
therefore
thought
of originally
lava situated
situated in
thought to
to be
be aa highly
highly deformed
deformed sliver
sliver of
originally flat—lying
flat-lying basalt
basalt lava
in
the fault
fault zone.
zone.
the
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((07719
(c) The .Mofo
Malo River
River Section
Section and
and Dir/wt
Duka Hiff.
Hill.-AtAt the
the crossing
crossing of
of the
the Molt)
Molo River
River
south-east
south-east of
of Marigat
Marigat there
there is
is aa 50—ft.
50-ft. section
section of
of unstratiﬁed
unstratified earthy
earthy silts—the
silts-the Loboi
Loboi
silts—which
Lake Baringo
silts-which form
form aa ﬂat
flat expanse
expanse of
of Recent
Recent sediments
sediments between
between Lake
Baringo and
and Lake.
Lake
Hannington.
Hannington. Beneath
Beneath these
these silts
silts are
are thick.
thick, horizontal
horizontal beds
beds of
of pumice
pumice tufl.
tuff, identical
identical with
with
those
those in
in the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin River
River section
section and
and containing
containing similar
similar enclaves
enclaves of
of black
black pumice.
pumice.
At
Hill torrent
At Duka
Duka Hill
torrent grayels
gravels and
and graded
graded tuffs
tuffs of
of the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin succession
succession abut
abut aa horst
horst
of
Hannington lava,
of Lake
Lake Hannington
lava.
((1)
to as
(d) Conclusions;
Conc/usions.- The
The Kamaxian
Kamasian sediments
sediments are
are generally
generally referred
referred to
as “faulted
"faulted
sediments".
they are
now seen
sediments", following
following Gregory's
Gregory's earliest
earliest description.
description. In
In fact
fact they
are now
seen to
to
consist
consist of
of two
two groups.
groups, the
the Chemeron
Chemeron and
and cthurin.
Kapthurin. The
The Chemeron
Chemeron group
group is
is strongly
strongly
faulted. being
the la~-t
rift faulting
faulted,
being depOsited
deposited before
before the
last two
two episodes
episodes of
of rift
faulting referred
referred to
to later
later
in this
report. The
underlie the
in
this report.
The Chemeron
Chemeron beds
beds underlie
the strongly
strongly grid—faulted
grid-faulted Lake
Lake Hannington
Hannington
lavas,
lavas, and
and from
from the
the description
description already
already giyen
given itit is
is clear
clear that
that they
they form
form an
an integral
integral part
part
of
of aa complex
complex horst
horst and
and graben
graben structure.
structure. By
By contrast
contrast the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin sediments
sediments are
are
part of
only
only very
very weakly
weakly faulted
faulted in
in the
the eastern
eastern part
of their
their outcrop
outcrop near
near Mariga.
Marigat, and
and are
are
unfaultcd farther
faulting is
Rift Valley
Valley
unfaulted
farther West.
west. This
This minor
minor faulting
is part
part of
of the
the last
last episode
episode of
of Rift
faulting in
faulting
in the
the Baringo
Baringo Basin
Basin which.
which, minor
minor though
though it
it was.
was, and
and conﬁned
confined to
to aa narrow
narrow
in
zone
zone in
in the
the centre
centre of
of the
the rift.
rift, lowered
lowered the
the base
base leyel.
level, forming
forming aa shallow
shallow hollow
hollow in
Lake beds
the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin Lake
beds and
and allowed
allowed aa further
further accumulation
accumulation of
of sediments.
sediments, represented
represented
fact that
Loboi silts.
by the
in the
in
the present
present area
area by
the Loboi
silts. This
This slight
slight subsidence
subsidence explains
explains the
the fact
that
these
these later
later inﬁllings
infillings occur
occur below
below the
the lexel
level of
of the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin exposures
exposures near
near Marigat.
Marigat.
There
There is
is no
no possible
possible mechanism
mechanism which
which could
could have
have removed
removed the
the liapthurin
Kapthurin sediments
sediments
is discounted
Baringo Basin
from
from the
the ﬂoor
floor of
of the
the Baringo
Basin after
after depositionriw
deposition-windind deﬂation
deflation is
discountedand
and they
they must
must underlie
underlie the
the Recent
Recent sediments.
sediments, though
though faulted
faulted down
down to
to aa lower
lower level
level
faults with
their deposition.
subsequent
subsequent to
to their
deposition. There
There are
are many
many normal
normal faults
with steep
steep hades
hades exposed
exposed
in
in the
the type-area
type-area section
section near
near Marigat
Marigat. No
No eyidence
evidence of
of reverse
reverse faulting
faulting was
was seen.
seen.

There
There is
is no
no ﬁrm
firm. exidence
evidence for
for referring
referring the
the outcrops
outcrops south
south of
of Marigat
Marigat to
to the
the
Kapthurin sequence.
Kapthurin
sequence. The}
They are
are so
so assigned
assigned because
because they
they are
are younger
younger than
than the
the Lake
Lake
Kapthurin type-area.
Hannington
Hannington phonolites
phonolites and
and resemble
resemble the
the earthy
earthy silts
silts of
of the
the Kapthurin
type-area, though
though
the
the bouldery
bouldery deposits
deposits so
so common
common farther
farther north
north are
are represented
represented by
by only
only aa few
few thin
thin
pebble
pebble sheets.
sheets.

RIVER Tums
Moro RIVER
(13) MOLO
(13)
TuFFS
map
the map
of the
the extreme
in the
extent in
their greatest
reach their
(Pltl) reach
tutfs (PIt,)
These tuffs
These
greatest extent
extreme south-east
south-east of
inclusions of
are characterized
north-east. They
the north-east.
to the
out to
exposures die
area. and
area,
and exposures
die out
They are
characterized by
by inclusions
of
to two
fraction of
from aa fraction
in sizes
black and
black
and yellow
yellow pumice
pumice in
sizes varying
varying from
of an
an inch
inch to
two feet
feet in
in
in
pumice in
black pumice
of black
block of
large angular
from aa large
taken from
was taken
34;“852 was
Specimen 34/852
diameter, Specimen
diameter.
angular block
water.
on water,
ﬂoat on
to float
light enough
is light
It is
Mikuyuni. It
of Mikuyuni.
north of
River north
Molo River
the Molo
of the
bank of
the bank
the
enough to
oligoclase
glassy oligoclase
of glassy
fragments of
rare fragments
and contains
across. and
inch across,
an inch
to an
up to
vesicles up
with vesicles
with
contains rare
light in
in colour.
brownish-grey in
or brownish-grey
pale brown
is generally
felspar. The
felspar.
The turf
tuff is
generally pale
brown or
colour, light
in weight
weight and
and
evidence of
no evidence
found no
was found
it was
In it
building stone.
make aa good
to make
soft to
softitoo soft
fairly soft-too
fairly
good building
stone. In
of
dry land.
been deposited
have been
to have
believed to
is believed
it is
of it
all of
and all
stratiﬁcation. and
or stratification,
sorting or
sorting
deposited on
on dry
land.
which
in which
faulted country
strongly faulted
the strongly
in the
the graben
of the
many of
fill many
partly fill
or partly
fill or
tut’fs fill
The tuffs
The
graben in
country in
photographs suggest
aerial photographs
of aerial
pairs of
Although stereoscopic
exposed. Although
they are
they
are exposed.
stereoscopic pairs
suggest strong
strong
continuing as
Estate continuing
Sisal Estate
Lomolo Sisal
of Lomolo
north of
basalt north
Kwaibus basalt
the Kwaibus
in the
faults in
faults
as vague
vague ridges
ridges
the ground.
on the
seen on
be seen
faulting could
of faulting
evidence of
other evidence
or other
ridges or
such ridges
no such
tuﬁs. no
the tuffs,
in the
in
could be
ground.

in areas
the present
in the
tufts in
Riycr tuffs
_‘wi()lk) River
the Molo
The distribution
The
distribution of
of the
present area
area and
and in
areas to
to the
the
near
Menengai. near
of Menengai,
volcano of
the volcano
in the
origin in
their origin
had their
have had
may have
they may
that they
suggest that
south suggest
south
Nakuru.
Nakuru.

[EMBLS
AND LEMBus
l’LAtmt AND
CilSHL’ PLATEAU
L‘astn GISHU
THE UASIN
TUHS OF
(l4) TUFFS
(14)
OF THE
yellow or
grain. yellow
tine grain,
of fine
generally of
are generally
map. are
the map,
I’lt_ on
tufts. PIt.
These tuffs,
These
on the
or grey
grey in
in colour,
colour,
pumice and
grey pumice
yellow and
sometimes containing
sometimes
containing yellow
and grey
and occasionally
occasionally fragments
fragments of
of phonolite
phonolite
3"
32

and
and rare
rare small
small crystals
crystals of
of anorthoclase.
anorthoclase. Most
Most of
of the
the outcrops
outcrops are
are clearly
clearly layered.
layered,
apparently
apparently as
as aa result
result of
of secondary
secondary deposition
deposition in
in river
river valleys.
valleys. Such
Such layered
layered tufts
tuffs are
are
generally
generally soft
soft and
and poorly
poorly consolidated,
consolidated, but
but aa few
few outcrops
outcrops of
of the
the rock
rock are
are hard
hard enough
enough
to
to be
be cut
cut for
for building
building stone.
stone. One
One such
such building
building stone.
stone, 34,-"1023
34/1023 from
from Kamwosor.
Kamwosor, is
is pale
pale
yellow-grey in
phonolite streaked
yellow-grey
in colour
colour with
with large
large and
and small
small fragments
fragments of
of pumice
pumice and
and phonolite
streaked
out
out in
in horizontal
horizontal layers.
layers, and
and shows
shows no
no evidence
evidence of
of redeposition.
redeposition. Where
Where the
the tufts
tuffs extend
extend
for
for long
long distances
distances along
along river
river valleys
valleys their
their upper
upper surfaces
surfaces incline
incline downstream
downstream with
with the
the
same
same gradient
gradient as
as that
that of
of the
the valley
valley shoulders.
shoulders. On
On this
this account
account the
the writer
writer considers
considers
now outcrop
they now
which they
in which
area in
whole area
the whole
over the
deposited over
been deposited
have been
to have
the tutfs
the
tuffs to
outcrop as
as
they were
river valleys
the river
into the
been washed
have been
to have
aa thin
thin mantle.
mantle, and
and to
washed into
valleys where
where they
were
ﬂat swampy
day as
the present
They occur
consolidated
consolidated to
to aa greater
greater or
or lesser
lesser degree.
degree. They
occur at
at the
present day
as flat
swampy
section. and
transverse section,
V-shaped transverse
original V-shaped
floors
floors in
in valleys
valleys of
of original
and all
all the
the evidence
evidence points
points
time of
the terrain
dissection of
as the
deposition as
recent date
to aa very
to
very recent
date of
of deposition
the dissection
of the
terrain at
at the
the time
of
deposition
deposition must
must have
have been
been substantially
substantially as
as itit is
is today.
today. At
At Kipkabus
Kipkabus Downs
Downs Estate.
Estate,
map. shallow
on
on the
the western
western margin
margin of
of the
the map,
shallow roadside
roadside cuttings
cuttings show
show aa tuff
tuff layer
layer only
only
overlies the
which overlies
soil which
the soil
to the
identical to
red soil
by red
thick underlain
feet thick
two feet
one or
one
or two
underlain by
soil identical
the
no more
is no
lies on
Lake Narasha.
tufl. Lake
tuff.
Narasha, near
near Timboroa.
Timboroa, lies
on one
one of
of the
the toil
tuff outcrops,
outcrops, and
and is
more
in dry
than aa swampy
than
swampy pond
pond which
which almost
almost disappears
disappears in
dry seasons.
seasons.
Deposits
Quaternary Deposits
3. Quaternary
3.

VALLEH
Kunio VALLEY
[HE K.ERIo
or THE
TORRENIW'ASH OF
AND TORRENTWASH
Sous AND
RED SOILS
tt) RED
(1)

I

This
tirarked on
the map
map with
with the
the symbol
This deposit.
deposit, marked
on the
symbol Q.
Q, Covers
covers aa wide
wide area
area on
on either
either
side
Kerio River
the Kibaino
Kibaino Valley.
Valley. The
1 he main
red or
pale
side of
of the
the Kerio
River and
and in
in the
main constituent
constituent is
is aa red
or pale
yellow~brown
line. earthy
numerous layers
layers of
coarse ill-sorted
ill-sorted bouldery
bouldery
yellow-brown fine,
earthy silt.
silt, with
with numerous
of coarse
were not
boulder} strata
levels The
at all
material occurring
material
occurring at
all levels.
The bouldery
strata were
not seen
seen north
north of
of Chebloch
Chebloch
Bridge,
bed of
largely of
Bridge, though
though the
the present-day
present-day bed
of the
the Kerio
Kerio at
at that
that point
point is
is composed
composed largely
of
south
the south
in the
Near Kimwarer.
of the
south of
From south
boulders
boulders carried
carried downstream
downstream from
the bridge.
bridge. Near
Kimwarer, in
of
ft. of
of the
the outcrop.
outcrop, one
one gully
gully exposes
exposes :1a depth
depth of
of 45.
45 ft.
of soil
soil and
and boulders.
boulders, and
and north
north of
of
in either
seen in
being seen
noted. the
Chebloch
Chebloch aa thickness
thickness exceeding
exceeding (wt)
60 ft.
ft. “as
was noted,
the base
base not
not being
either
case.
Basement System
case. The
The deposit
deposit is
is derived
derived from
from both
both Basement
System and
and volcanic
volcanic rocks.
rocks, and
and was
was

laid down
precipitation than
laid
down at
at aa time
time of
of much
much greater
greater precipitation
than now.
now, as
as all
all indications
indications point
point
to degradation
degradation at
present time.
with soil
being removed
removed by
by erosion
much faster
to
at the
the present
time, with
soil being
erosion much
faster
the
in the
hea‘iy storms.
occasional heavy
by occasional
is added
material is
than material
than
added by
storms. The
The bouldery
bouldery exposures
exposures in
south
south closely
closely resemble
resemble the
the torrentwash
torrentwash deposits
deposits of
of the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin sequence
sequence around
around
Kerio deposit.
Marigat.
Marigat, but
but bedded
bedded tufts
tuffs are
are absent
absent in
in the
the Kerio
deposit. However.
However, in
in the
the western
western
Kerio
the Kerio
that the
possible that
is possible
it is
and it
lacking. and
tails are
outcrops
outcrops of
of the
the Kapthurin
Kapthurin sediments
sediments tuffs
are lacking,
age.
same age.
the same
Kapthurin sediments
the Kapthurin
and
and the
sediments are
are of
of the

north of
into the
present cutting
is at
The
The Kerio
Kerio River
River is
at present
cutting down
down into
the deposit.
deposit, and
and in
in the
the north
of
near Kimwarer
while near
(it! ft.
by nearly
the area
the
area is
is ﬂanked
flanked by
nearly vertical
vertical cliffs
cliffs 60
ft. high.
high, while
Kimwarer at
at the
the
ft.
not exceed
generally do
and generally
less steep
much less
the slopes
valley the
south
south of
of the
the valley
slopes are
are much
steep and
do not
exceed 25
25 ft.
knick—point in
marks aa knick-point
Bridge marks
The
The trachyte
trachyte tongue
tongue at
at Chebloch
Chebloch Bridge
in the
the river
river proﬁle,
profile, and
and
river upstream].
is reducing
is
reducing the
the rate
rate of
of downeutting
downcutting of
of the
the river
upstream. The
The position
position of
of the
the river
river
cutting
cutting this
this lava
lava tongue
tongue rather
rather than
than ﬂowing
flowing to
to the
the west
west of
of the
the exposure
exposure (the
(the surface
surface
yds. to
of
of the
the sediments
sediments between
between the
the bridge
bridge and
and the
the shops
shops 400
400 yds.
to the
the west
west is
is 30
30 ft.
ft. lower
lower
normal river
above the
30 ft.
some 30
bridge. though
the lava
than the
than
lava surface
surface at
at the
the bridge,
though still
still some
ft. above
the normal
river
level at
level
at the
the bridge)
bridge) is
is aa clear
clear demonstration
demonstration of
of superimposed
superimposed drainage,
drainage, the
the earlier
earlier river
river
seen at
thickness of
much greater
having cut
having
cut down
down through
through aa much
greater thickness
of sediments
sediments than
than is
is seen
at the
the
present
the ﬂux
four miles
present day.
day. Similarly
Similarly the
the position
position of
of the
river cutting
cutting the
the trachyte
trachyte outcrop
outcrop four
miles
upstream from
upstream
from the
the bridge
bridge may
may be
be attributed
attributed to
to aa gradual
gradual lowering
lowering of
of the
the surface
surface of
of the
the
lava.
underlying lava.
the underlying
into the
river into
the river
ineising the
sediments, incising
sediments,

found by
the few
sediments and
were found
remains were
No fossil
No
fossil remains
found in
in these
these sediments
and the
few artifacts
artifacts found
by the
the
writer were
were all
lying on
on the
the surface.
indication that
that they
had been
been derived
from
writer
all lying
surface, with
with no
no indication
they had
derived from
the deposit
the
deposit itself.
itself.
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i2)
LACLSTRINF. SILTS
.51t or
Loam PLAIN
PLAIN
(2) LACUS'IRINE
OF THE
THE LOBO!

The
Loboi Plain
Plain in
The silts
silts of
of the
the Loboi
in the
the extreme
extreme north—east
north-east of
of the
the map
map area
area are
are deposits
deposits
marking the
last extension
Kamasia“) which
marking
the last
extension of
of the
the original
original lake
lake t(.:regory's
(Gregory's “Lake
"Lake Kamasia")
which has
has
now
Hannington. The
now dwindled
dwindled to
to form
form lakes
lakes Baringo
Baringo and
and Hannington.
The silts
silts are
are of
of aa light
light yellowyellowbrown colour.
pebbles. t\O
is seen
brown
colour, poorly
poorly stratiﬁed.
stratified, with
with oniy
only rare
rare pebbles.
No faulting
faulting is
seen in
in the
the
silts.
lack of
silts, and
and erosion
erosion is
is so
so slight.
slight, despite
despite aa total
total lack
of grass
grass cover
cover oier
over most
most of
of the
the
plain.
between
plain, that
that no
no deep
deep gullies
gullies hate
have de\el0ped.
developed, and
and aa car
car may
may be
be driven
driven at
at will
will between
Marigat and
lake Baringo.
l’erkerra River
River belov.
Marigat
and Lake
Baringo. The
The Perkerra
below N‘larigat
Marigat ford
ford cuts
cuts down
down into
into
the
exposes sections
in height
resting on
Kapthurin sediments.
the silts
silts and
and exposes
sections 25
25 ft.
ft. in
height resting
on Kapthurin
sediments.
Sot
VOLCANIC SOILS
i3 i VOLCANIC
(3)
Volcanic soils.
indicated by
map. are
are shown
shown only
only in
in one
Volcanic
soils, indicated
by the
the symbol
symbol Q\
Qv on
on the
the map,
one area
area
in the
the south-east.
where they
the underlying
rocks.
in
south-east, around
around Kures.
Kures, where
they completely
completely obscure
obscure the
underlying rocks.
Much of
of this
this deposit
deposit is
is of
of black
black soil
soil which
which for
for much
much of
the year
year is
is aa swamp
Much
of the
swamp supporting
supporting
poor stunted
stunted thorn
thorn scrub.
scrub. hilarginally.
where the
the ground
is better
aa poor
Marginally, where
ground is
better drained.
drained, the
the soils
soils
grade from
from brown
red. Elsewhere
Elsett here in
grade
brown to
to red.
in the
the area
area the
the soils.
soils, whether
whether derived
derived from
from basalt.
basalt,
phonolite or
trachyte. are
are bright
red or
or reddish-brown,
reddish-brown. and
where their
thickness and
phonolite
or trachyte,
bright red
and where
their thickness
and
rainfall amounts
cultivation. they
they are
yery fertile
and will
yield ten
rainfall
amounts allow
allow cultivation,
are very
fertile and
will yield
ten or
or more
more
successive crops
crops of
of maize
maize before
before being
being allowed
allowed to
to lie
lie fallow.
fallow. 0n
the high
high ground
successive
On the
ground oi
ot
the Uasin
basin Gishu
Gishu Plateau,
Plateau. where
where heavy
he:i\_\ forests
lorests covered
covered much
much of
of the
the land
land only
50 years
the
only 50
years
ago. soils
are seen
seen exceeding
exceeding 30
30 ft.
it. in
and with
with the
the good
ago,
soils are
in depth.
depth, and
good husbandry
husbandry of
of the
the
Elgcyo farmers
farmers crop
yields are
as high
high as
in Kenya.
Elgeyo
crop yields
are as
as any‘tt‘here
anywhere in
Kenya.
(4)
ALLL‘VIUM
(4) AlLuvIUM

riters
by rivers
down by
laid down
tor deposits
used only
is used
:tlluyium is
for alluvium
the symbol
map the
the map
()n the
On
symbol for
only for
deposits laid
the. Kerio
while much
in their
in
their present—day
present-day courses.
courses. Thus
Thus while
much of
of the
the torrentmish
torrentwash of
of the
Kerio Valley
Valley
is
is an
an ancient
ancient alluvium.
alluvium, only
only these
those sandy
sandy patches
patches laid
laid down
down after
after the
the river
river had
had cut
cut
Many of
the alluyium
under the
down
down into
into the
the earlier
earlier deposits
deposits are
are shown
shown under
alluvium symbol.
symbol. Many
of the
the
in and
have narrow
rivers of
rivers
of the
the area
area have
narrow bands
bands of
of alluyium
alluvium in
and close
close to
to their
their beds.
beds, but
but the
the
the scale
be shown
only
only deposits
deposits large
large enough
enough to
to be
shown at
at the
scale of
of the
the map
map are
are those
those of
of the
the
Riyer. In
Perkerra River.
ﬂat on
four-mile flat
Riycr and
Kerio River
Kerio
and aa four-mile
on the
the Perkerra
In each
each case
case the
the deposit
deposit is
is of
of
rocks. with
ﬁne sand
fine
sand derived
derived from
from the
the surrounding
surrounding rocks,
with thin
thin pebble
pebble bands
bands marking
marking flood
flood
boulders marking
lines oi
conditions
conditions and
and occasional
occasional lines
of coarse
coarse boulders
marking older
older riyer
river courses.
courses. Some
Some
other salts.
with calcium
cemented with
bands are
the bands
of the
of
are poorly
poorly cemented
calcium or
or other
salts.

VI.-HOT
SPRINGS
V l.—-—H 0T SPRINGS
Hot springs
Hot
springs occur
occur at
at Arus
Arus on
on the
the Molo
Molo River
River and
and at
at Kureswa
Kureswa on
on the
the escarpment
escarpment

which
which faces
faces north
north down
down the
the Kerio
Kerio Valley.
Valley. The
The Arus
Arus hot
hot springs
springs rise
rise along
along ﬁssures
fissures

in the
\isited (June
in
the very
very steep
steep eastern
eastern bank
bank of
of the
the Molo
Molo River.
River. When
When visited
(June 1959)
1959) the
the springs
springs
were
were seen
seen as
as jets
jets which
which up
up to
to {our
four feet
feet abme
above ri\er
river leyel
level spouted
spouted water
water at
at about
about
pressure.
857C”
85°C., and
and above
above four
four feet
feet spouted
spouted only
only steam
steam at
at well
well above
above atmospheric
atmospheric pressure.
to aa junction
\ery close
fault line.
The
The springs
springs occur
occur along
along aa fault
line, and
and very
close to
junction between
between three
three separate
separate
miles upstream
faults. For
grid faults.
grid
For aa distance
distance of
of nearly
nearly two
two miles
upstream from
from Arus
Arus the
the river
river closely
closely
the springs
from the
follows
follows one
one of
of these
these faults.
faults, and
and samples
samples of
of water
water taken
taken from
springs and
and the
the
river
river at
at the
the same
same spot
spot show
show close
close afﬁnities.
affinities, as
as is
is seen
seen in
in the
the analyses
analyses in
in Table
Table 2.
2. The
The
has doubled
signiﬁcant differences
only
only significant
differences are
are the
the amounts
amounts of
of silica.
silica, which
which has
doubled in
in the
the spring
spring
rock by
of the
dissoli. ed out
silica dissolved
amount of
the amount
to the
owing to
water owing
water
of silica
out of
the country
country rock
by the
the hot
hot water.
water,
water of
and
and the
the drop
drop in
in iron
iron content
content in
in the
the water
of the
the springs.
springs. This
This can
can be
be explained
explained by
by
the
the large
large increase
increase in
in saline
saline ammonia
ammonia treﬁeeted
(reflected in
in the
the decreased
decreased pH
pH value)
value) in
in the
the
iron originally
precipitated some
spring
spring water.
water, which
which has
has precipitated
some of
of the
the iron
originally held
held in
in solution
solution and
and
The occurrence
around the
rocks around
the rocks
on the
red siderite
as bright
it as
redeposited it
redeposited
bright red
siderite on
the vents.
vents. The
occurrence of
of
suggests that
\ents suggests
the vents
around the
of sulphur
small amounts
small
amounts of
sulphur around
that the
the dr0p
drop in
in sulphates
sulphates in
in the
the
bacteria.
by bacteria.
sulphur by
free sulphur
of free
to ﬁxing
due to
is due
water is
spring water
spring
fixing of
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TABLE2
TABLL- 2
1l
Carbonate
CaCO3) Carbonate
(as CaC03)
Alkalinity (as
Alkalinity

... .

....
... .

..
... .

..
... .

CaC03) ....
Total hardness
Total
hardness (as
(as CaC03)
Permanent
... .
hardness . .
Permanent hardness..
... .
hardness . .
Temporary hardness..
Temporary
CaCO3)
(as CaC03)
hardness (as
Carbonate hardness
Carbonate
N32C03)
(as NaZC03)
alkalinity (as
Excess alkalinity
Excess
... .
Free carbon dioxide..
dioxide
... .
... .
... .
Total solids
solids

Fluorides (as F)
Fluorides(asF)
..
..
pH
pH

... .
..

..
..

..
... .
... .
... .

... .
... .
... .
... .
..
..

-w

... .

... .
... .

..
Iron (as
(as Fe)
Fe)
Iron
Silica (as $03).
Silica(as
SiOz)...

,I

..

Bicarbonate..
Bicarbonate . .
..
... .
... .
Saline
Ammonia Saline
... .
... .
Albuminoid
Albuminoid
..
80 F.
at 80°F.
hrs. at
4 ms.
absorbed 4
Oxygen absorbed
Oxygen
..
..
..
C1)
Chlorides (as
Chlorides
(as CI)
..
... .
... .
$04)
Sulphates (as
Sulphates
(as S04)
... .
... .
..
N02)
(as NOz)
Nitrites (as
Nitrites
... .
... .
... .
N03)
(as N03)
Nitrates (as
Nitrates
... .
... .
(as Ca)
... .
Calcium (as
Calcium
Ca)
... .
... .
. .
Mg; ..
(as Mg)
Magnesium (as
Magnesium

... .
..
..

... .

.., .

... .
... .

22
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Parts per
per million
Parts
million

-.

42
42
0.04
0.04
0.82
0.82
4.0
0
4
5‘v
55
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

31
31
1.46
1.46
0.53
0.53
2.2
2.2
4
Nil
Nil

2.8
2.8
30
30

-i
1.4
1.4
60
60

-—
-V

-—
-v

....

10
10
Nil
Nil
10
10

... .
... .
..
.,

165
165
0.8
0.8
7.3
73

... .
... .

—
..,
——

16
16
36
36
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
77

+

+.

-

... .
..
... .

35
35
355
355

-7e

20
20
Nil
Nil
20
20

er
+
255
255
0.4
0.4
6.3
6.3

1I
0.02
0.02
90
90
20
30
W
20
20
390
390

-7"
570
570
16
16
8.3
8.3

44

30
30
425
425

—
—
W

16
16

33
33
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
77
11
0.02
0.02
90
90
20
20
*
20
20
460
460
-77
630
630
17
17

8.3
8.3

8. D. Pairick.
Anal. B.D.
River ‘1 Anal.
1.
Arus—Molo River
l. Arus-Molo
Patrick, Government
Government
Chemist. Nairobi.
springs f Chemist,Nairobi.
ArusvHot springs
2. Arus-Hot
2.
Kirby, Government
N. [(jrby,
Anal. N.
springs—west 1 Anal.
hot springs-west
Kureswa hot
3. Kureswa
Government
3.

}

hot springs—east
Kureswa hot
4. Kureswa
4.
springs-east

Nairobi.
Chemist, Nairobi.
}fC/zemisi,

The non—condensible
from the
the Arus
Arus Springs
Springs has
has the
the following
The
non-condensible gas
gas from
following analysis:
analysis:H;
0.4
Hz
0.4 per
per cent
cent by
by volume
volume
0.14
0.14
CH4
C~
51.9
N3
51.9
Nz
13.3
13.3
()3
Oz
A
0.62
0.62
34.0
CO;
34.0
COz
0.01
He
0.01
A. H.
H. Turnbull,
Turnbuii. A.
A. E.
E. R.
R. E.
Anal. A.
E. Hume/1‘.
Harwell.

The proportions
prOportions of
of nitrogen,
nitrogen. oxygen
oxy gen and
and argon
argon are
are those
those of
leaving virtually
virtually pure
The
of air,
air, leaving
pure
carbon dioxide.
which also
occurs in
in boreholes
boreholes at
at Esageri,
Esageri. just
carbon
dioxide, which
also occurs
just over
over 10
10 miles
miles south—east
south-east
later section.
in aa later
discussed in
Arus. as
of Arus,
of
as discussed
section.

From available
available evidence
exitlence it
it is
is clear
c!e;lr that
that the
hot springs
springs result
result from
river water
water
From
the hot
from river
which enters
enters fault
fault fissures
ﬁssures and
and meets
meets at
depth emanations
emanations from
from aa cooling
cooling magma,
magma. being
being
which
at depth
the
pressure of
the pressure
under the
again under
surface again
the surface
to the
forced to
forced
of gas
gas and
and steam
steam developed
developed by
by the
heating.
heating.
The hot
hot springs
:11 Kureswa
Kuresu'n emerge
intervals over
over aa length
100 yds.
yds. on
The
springs at
emerge at
at intervals
length of
of 100
on aa
ft. OD.
steep
steep hillside
hillside at
at an
an elevation
elevation of
of 6.000
6,000 ft.
O.D. The
The water
water bubbles
bubbles upwards
upwards out
out of
of
vertical ﬁssures
fraction of
inch in
in width.
Two steep-sided
V-shaped gullies
vertical
fissures only
only aa fraction
of an
an inch
width. Two
steep-sided V-shaped
gullies
cut the
the hillside
hillside across
across and
right angles
to the
spring line.
cut
and at
at right
angles to
the spring
line, but
but both
both are
are dry.
dry, the
the
and ﬂowing
lnterﬁuves and
crests of
the crests
from the
issuing from
water issuing
water
of the
the interfluves
flowing down
down the
the ﬂattened
flattened ridges
ridges
to
small :tmount
to the
the river
river aa hundred
hundred feet
feet below.
below. A
A small
amount of
of gas.
gas, which
which was
was not
not sampled.
sampled,
reaches several
writer. The
with the
bubbles quietly
bubbles
quietly out
out with
the water.
The supply
supply of
of water
water reaches
several thousands
thousands of
of
volume of
living near
gallons
gallons per
per hour.
hour, and
and people
people living
near by
by say
say that
that the
the volume
of water
water remains
remains
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constant whatever
whatever the
the weather
weather conditions.
conditions. The
The water
has no
no smell
smell and
and no
noticeable
no noticeable
water has
constant
is 63°C.
taste,
taste, and
and its
its temperature
temperature at
at the
the ﬁssures
fissures is
65°C. Two
Two samples
samples of
of water.
water, one
one from
from

2,
Table 2,
in Table
tabulated in
results are
the results
were analysed
springs. were
line of
the line
each end
each
end of
of the
of springs,
analysed and
and the
are tabulated
columns
columns 33 and
and 4.
4. The
The analyses
analyses are
are consistent
consistent with
with groundwater
groundwater that
that has
has travelled
travelled
for some
for
some distance
distance through
through rock
rock and
and picked
picked up
up some
some of
of the
the more
more soluble
soluble constituents
constituents
ft. above
it. The
in it.
in
The summit
summit of
of the
the dissected
dissected country
country of
of Lembus
Lembus Forest
Forest occurs
occurs 3,000
3,000 ft.
above
relatively heavy
immediately to
the springs
the
springs immediately
to the
the south.
south, and
and the
the relatively
heavy rainfall
rainfall on
on the
the thickly
thickly
the
as the
springs as
the springs
supply the
to supply
sufﬁcient to
than sufficient
more than
be more
would be
plateau would
forested plateau
forested
as well
well as
surface streams
streams of
of the
the district.
district.
surface

VII.-.8TRUcruRE
TECTONICS
AN D TECfONICS
VIL—STRL'CTL' RE AND
Uasin
to east:
west to
from west
the area
of the
features of
structural features
main structural
The main
The
area are.
are, from
east: [1)
(1) the
the Uasin
into
extension into
south-eastern extension
its south-eastern
and its
OD. and
ft. a.D.
10.000 ft.
almost 10,000
to almost
rising to
Plateau rising
Gishu Plateau
Gishu
and
plateau and
the plateau
of the
edge of
eastern edge
the eastern
marking the
Escarpment marking
Elgeyo Escarpment
the Elgeyo
[2) the
Lembus: (2)
Lembus;
Kamasian
ft.: (4}
4,000 ft.;
below 4,000
lies below
which lies
much of
Valley. much
Kerio Valley,
the Kerio
to (3]
falling to
falling
(3) the
of which
(4) the
the Kamasian
Rift Valley
of the
the ﬂoor
and {5)
ft. at
8.000 ft.
nearly 8,000
to nearly
rise to
which rise
Hills which
Hills
at Kimojoch.
Kimojoch, and
(5) the
floor of
the Rift
Valley
below 3,500
area to
the area
of the
south of
in the
ft. in
5.000 ft.
from 5,000
falls gradually
proper, which
proper,
which falls
gradually from
the south
to below
3,500 ft.
ft.
in
in the
the north.
north.

deposits
with the
the area.
of the
pattern of
the fault
shows the
Fig. 77 shows
Fig.
fault pattern
area, together
together with
the outcrops
outcrops of
of deposits
no
that no
clear that
is clear
It is
structure. It
underlying structure.
the underlying
obscure the
and obscure
faulting and
the faulting
post—date the
which post-date
which
may be
faulting may
minor faulting
although minor
Plateau. although
Li'asin (iishu
faulting occurs
major faulting
major
occurs on
on the
the Uasin
Gishu Plateau,
be
and
forests and
thick forests
Similarly the
cover. Similarly
soil cover.
deep soil
generally deep
by the
obscured by
but obscured
present but
present
the generally
the thick
faulting is
whether faulting
to decide
diﬁicult to
it difficult
make it
area make
Lembus area
the Lembus
in the
paucity of
paucity
of outcrops
outcrops in
decide whether
is
the
in the
shown in
faults shown
of faults
absence of
The absence
suggests. The
Iigure suggests.
the figure
than the
there than
pronounced there
more pronounced
more
in
faults in
recognizing faults
in recognizing
difficulty in
the difficulty
to the
due to
is due
Sabur is
around Sabur
country around
of country
belt of
north-south belt
north-south
have
could have
belt could
this belt
that this
improbable that
highly improbable
is highly
It is
Samburu basalts.
weathered Samburu
the deeply
the
deeply weathered
basalts. It
eastern
the eastern
on the
grid—faulting on
spaced grid-faulting
closely spaced
of closely
pattern of
the pattern
However. the
escaped faulting.
escaped
faulting. However,
recent
are so
faults are
these faults
since these
Sabur. since
west as
far west
as far
extended as
never extended
map never
the map
margin of
margin
of the
as Sabur,
so recent
pronounced
to very
rise to
give rise
still give
would still
they would
locality they
existed in
that had
that
had they
they existed
in this
this locality
very pronounced
features.
features.

gives the
distance gives
viewed from
when viewed
height. when
in height,
mile in
Elgeyo Escarpment.
The Elgeyo
The
Escarpment, aa mile
from aa distance
the
relatively
V). However.
[Plate V).
fault (plate
major fault
from aa single
of resulting
impression of
impression
resulting from
single major
However, only
only relatively
total of
downthrowing aa total
the escarpment.
recognized in
be recognized
faulting could
minor faulting
minor
could be
in the
escarpment, downthrowing
of less
less
Kcrio
the Kerio
bed of
the bed
in the
outcrops in
basalt outcrops
Samburu basalt
The occurrence
ft. The
1.000 ft.
than 1,000
than
occurrence of
of Samburu
of the
to
gneisses up
System gneisses
of Basement
occurrence of
and the
contour. and
ft. contour,
4.000 ft.
at the
River at
River
the 4,000
the occurrence
Basement System
up to
under the
fault under
in the
7,625 ft.
7,625
ft. in
the escarpment
escarpment to
to the
the west,
west, suggests
suggests aa hidden
hidden fault
the Kerio
Kerio sedisedivolcanics were
the volcanics
that the
is assumed
if it
ft.. if
exceeding 3,500
ments
with aa downthrow
downthrow exceeding
3,500 ft.,
it is
assumed that
were
ments with
gneiss. But
laid
laid down
down on
on aa plane
plane surface
surface of
of gneiss.
But all
all the
the evidence
evidence indicates
indicates that
that the
the land
land
volcanic activity.
ﬁrst volcanic
here was
surface
surface here
was not
not aa plane
plane surface
surface at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the first
activity. At
At
Miocene
fresh-water Miocene
of fresh-water
ft. of
area, are
the area,
north of
few miles
Tambach. only
Tambach,
only aa few
miles north
of the
are 500
500 ft.
rocks, and
lying directly
sediments
sediments lying
directly on
on Basement
Basement System
System rocks,
and the
the surface
surface of
of the
the latter
latter is
is
Kenya. By
of Kenya.
which covered
peneplain which
part of
he aa part
taken to
taken
to be
of the
the sub-Miocene
sub-Miocene peneplain
covered much
much of
By
of
would allow
which would
could exist
of aa peneplain
deﬁnition of
the very
the
very definition
peneplain no
no depression
depression could
exist which
allow of
the writer
mentioned earlier
reasons mentioned
For reasons
tectonic disturbance.
deposition except
deposition
except after
after tectonic
disturbance. For
earlier the
writer
are so
which are
basalts which
Samburu basalts
the Samburu
post-date the
sediments post-date
Miocene sediments
the Miocene
that the
considers
so
considers that
bevel
sub-Miocene erosion
the sub-Miocene
of the
A study
escarpment. A
the escarpment.
east of
developed east
extensively developed
extensively
of the
study of
erosion bevel
Valley to
Rift Valley
present-day Rift
the present-day
site of
E960) shows
in
in Kenya
Kenya (Pulfrey,
(pulfrey, 1960)
shows the
the site
of the
to have
have been
been
the sub-Miocene
after the
of feet
thousands of
many thousands
by many
uplifted by
uplifted
feet after
the development
development of
of the
sub-Miocene surface.
surface.
Valley, Pulfrey
the Rift
the origin
In
In aa discussion
discussion of
of the
origin of
of the
Rift Valley,
Pulfrey (ibid.
(ibid. pp.
pp. 12-13)
12-13) points
points out
out that
that
the flanking
to the
topographic low
sited along
it is
it
is sited
along aa topographic
low [relative
(relative to
flanking high
high hills
hills and
and mountains)
mountains)
The
rivers. The
of powerful
the site
been the
have been
must have
and must
times. and
Miocene times,
in Miocene
that
site of
powerful rivers.
existed in
that existed
together with
valley. together
the valley,
of the
uplift of
points to
therefore points
evidence
evidence therefore
to an
an uplift
the ﬂanks
flanks of
of the
with aa possible
possible
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HQ. Til’uncrn
u!
in the
[Clalama Ravine-Kabarnet
RmInc-Kulnrnct un'!
Fig.
7-Pattern
of faulting
faulting in
the Eldama
area

dean-warping
L1:1:.ucuni;mnicd by
l‘y n'llqm'
faulting. \x'ltc'n
lad 7.x!
down-warping ml
of Il‘c
the ccmml
central :u‘m.
area, unaccompanied
major faulting,
which led
to the
the
rcl;:ti\u!y \hilllO‘ﬁ
[hen relatively
ﬁlling ill;
their filling
and their
bumltx and
the Sambua‘u
of the
outpouring of
outpouring
Samburu basalts
the then
shallow ccnlml
central
\1‘2} ukloklurulml
the Nanyuki-Maralal
of the
map of
Shugl‘lcmns map
ilzmlw. Shackleton's
highcr flanks.
its higher
manpilling its
locally overspilIing
and locally
zone and
zone
milcs um:
mum miles
.‘llarzllul many
north 0.“
basalts north
Szlmburu basalts
(1946) shows
area (1946)
area
shows Samburu
of Maralal
east of
of the
the casihri’
eastern
shoulders
\"ullcyz azml
prompt :ll‘cn
found :;1
m
_. 9H
[L
shoulders of
of the
the Rift
Rift Valley,
and in
in the
the present
area lhc}
they ;are found
at nearly
9,000‘ ft.
dn
insults do
11):: basalts
hmmvcf ‘thatI these
:mrcum‘lhy however,
is noteworthy
ll is
Vullcy. It
Kczm Valley.
Ihc Kerio
of the
south of
Metkei. south
at Metkei,
at
Fucurmncm. It scc‘m
not appear
not
appear in
in the
the Elgcyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
seems tho“.
that The
the Sumhuw;
Samburu hux'wltm
basalts exrowd
exposed 51in
men
ilzcrnj. out
n."
‘
up uguimt
{‘0 n’cLl up
Ker-So flowed
the bed
the
bed of
of the
the Kerio
against L1a ridge
of Encsxcs
gneisses :lml
and feathered
out 7between
lhulu 1n
prekcnt—du} mcurpmcm.
the river
the
river and
and thc
the present-day
escarpment. 51mm};
Strong north-mull:
north-south faults
at ill-3
the hen-d
head 01'
of thy
the
[l] 1: may
mm: bc
under lztt‘:
Kerio Vullcy
Kerio
Valley disappear
disappear under
late \‘cdlmcnh.
sediments, zmd
and i1it must
be mum»
assumedl that
they L‘O'Wll’l’l'l
continue
' ."lo
{mind iI‘CLL
rcawn 10
no reason
is no
there is
northwards as
northwards
as there
to Suppose
suppose mm
that in
in xuch
such Zla faulted
area [he
the Kerio
scr'io
mult or
iron}; fault
Valley escaped
Valley
escaped disturbance.
disturbance. ’l'hc
The writer
writer lhcrcl’orc
therefore suggesh
suggests Um!
that :1a strong
or series
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overall downthrow
an overall
with an
riyer. with
the river,
oi the
west of
the sediments
under the
occur under
of
sediments west
downthrow
faults occur
of faults
the
for the
responslble for
wholly responsible
is wholly
faults is
or faults
fault or
this fault
that this
we “'t that
not suggest
does not
He does
east. He
the east.
to the
to
to
lead to
which would
Escarpment. which
Elgeyo Escarpment,
in the
ft. in
4.080. ft.
of over
clownthrow of
apparent downthrow
apparent
over 4,000
the Elgeyo
would lead
result
'west as
the west
to the
miles to
retreated seyeral
has retreated
escarpment has
the escarpment
that the
conclusion that
the conclusion
the
several miles
as aa result
feature.
steep feature.
such aa steep
remains such
still remains
yet still
years. yet
million years,
few million
only aa few
over only
erosion over
of erosion
of

alternatiye
the alternative
{using the
Valley (using
Kerio Valley
the Kerio
discussed the
Sail-2‘46: discussed
pp. 284-286)
[1936. pp.
Willis (1936,
Bailey Willis
Bailey
errors
two errors
made two
He made
detail. He
some detail.
in some
Escarpment in
Elgeyo Escarpment
the Elgeyo
and the
Canyon] and
Ndo Canyon)
name Ndo
name
gttcisses
of gneisses
:tl't.‘ of
iliils are
Kamasian Hills
the Kamasian
El"t the
str-temertt that
Thomson‘s statement
repeating. Thomson's
in repeating
one in
fact, one
of fact,
of
lawns
the lavas
with the
Kabar et with
at Kabarnet
traeityte at
the trachyte
correlating the
in correlating
another in
and another
lava. and
'ith lava,
capped with
capped
escarpment
the escarpment
of the
fay-our of
in favour
reasons in
strong reasons
He gave
Elgeyo Escarpment.
the Elgeyo
capping the
capping
Escarpment. He
gave strong
tli
255} " .. .. .. (I)
;s. 285)-"
tilt-"t. p.
scarp (ibid
fault scarp
than aa fault
rather than
feature rather
erosional feature
an erosional
mainly an
being mainly
being
i:~.
irregular.
too
is
it
erosion.
o."
precipice
simple
a
is
is
that
conclude
to
forced
was
was forced to conclude that is is a simple precipice of erosion. It is too irregular, its
the
oi‘ the
texture. of
and texture
structure and
in structure
(inferences in
the differences
to the
adjusted to
obviously adjusted
too obviously
are too
forms are
forms
otter
or other
facets or
triangular facets
lock triangular
spurs lack
lts spurs
explanation. Its
oth
any other
of any
permit of
to permit
rocks to
rocks
explanation.
is
river is
the river
of the
court of
the course
yet the
.3‘.T‘ttl yet
seat-p. And
faultline scarp.
or faultline
scarp or
fault scarp
of aa fault
evidence of
direct evidence
direct
widening:
and
deepening
subsequent
and
faulting
of
assumption
an
by
explained
best
best explained by an assumption of faulting and subsequent deepening and widening
is
timer is
:he river
of the
course of
the course
that the
out that
pointed out
ear ter pointed
He earlier
erosion.“ He
by erosion."
canyon by
the canyon
of the
of
determined
by
faultingr
which
it
parallels.
determined by faulting which it parallels.

\iith
the escarpment
parallelism of
The parallelism
The
of the
escarpment with
is VCl'yobvious
very obvious in
in the
is
the present
present area.
area, and
and aeri
aerial
paralleliur
striking aa parallelism.
as striking
just as
Show just
it show
of it
north of
north
initiated
\\as initiated
Eseirpn 3t was
the Eigeyo
of the
tion of
tion
Elgeyo Escarpment
the escarpment
and the
rocks and
Precambrian rocks
the Precambrian
the
escarpment
precipice
precipice of
of erosion.
erosion.
of
steepness of
The steepness
The
fault
roughly
roughly east—west
east-west fault
At
it. At
luff-U ft.
than 2,000
more than
more
the
the map
map is
is reached.
reached.

rocks
System rocks
B.t\'L‘t‘.tCt"ll System
the Basement
ol the
the \lt‘llx'e‘
the
strike of
immediately
miles immediately
let‘s miles
the 40
of the
photographs of
photographs
forma—
the formathat the
concluded that
therefore concluded
is therefore
-t is
It
of
strike of
the strike
.1: the
fol!
fault folJowing
major fault
hy :-a major
by
simple
says. aa simple
W ~. says,
is. as
today is,
seen
seen today
as Willis

the
by the
\-' "e3 is accentuated
lierio Valley
the Kerio
rim of
the southern
the
southern rim
of the
accentuated by
the north
to the
its eastern
near its
N'letkei which
at
at Metkei
which near
eastern end
end (lonntln‘ows
downthrows to
north
of
mar-Vin of
nexiern margin
the western
before the
out before
dies out
fault dies
the fault
end the
western end
its western
its.

was the
l-‘leeyo Lsearimtertt
“there
There are
are seterai
several indications
indications that
that the
the Elgeyo
Escarpment was
the site
site of a high
Kihuraeoy. aa high peak
eene peneplain.
12.1 stood
t‘icge which
mountain ridge
mountain
stood aboae
above the
the sub:
sub-Miocene
peneplain. Kiburagoy,
it. compared
reaches 7.9%
of
of gneiss
gneiss on
on the
the side
side of
of the
the escarpment.
escarpment, reaches
7,985 ft.,
compared with
with the
the Basement
Basement
surface at
at the
the hotton‘.
bottom of
of the
the Miocene
sediments at
at Taiibaeh
Tambach which
which the
the writer
writer found
found to
to
:‘yltocetie sediments
surface
peak the
Kihuragoy peak
hundred yards
it. A
have an
have
an altitude
altitude of
of 5.925
5,925 ft.
A few
few hundred
yards \t'est
west ol‘
of Kiburagoy
the contact
contact
is :at
System gneiwes
Basement System
between
between Liasin
Uasin Gishu
Gishu phonoia
phonolite and
and Basement
gneisses is
at 16257,625 ft..
ft., mer‘
over
:1st of
lies east
ft, below
350
350 ft.
below the
the summit
summit of
of the
the peak.
peak, and
and yet
yet aa fault
fault lies
of this
this contact
contact and
and
dis—
vertical disThe vertical
VIII. The
{Plate VI).
contae (Plate
the contact
\ilC oi
the site
to the
relative to
peak relative
thL‘ peak
throws down
throws
down the
of the
farther
hat aa third
'ned there.
fault could
placement
placement of
of this
this fault
could not
not he
be de‘era
determined
there, but
third of
of aa mile
mile farther
occurrence of
indication of
l—urther indication
tilt] ft.
between 51.1
he between
to be
north
north it
it appears
appears to
50 and
and 100
ft. Further
of the
the occurrence
of :1a
escarpment
the top
t, asin t'tishu
the Uasin
that above
net that
the fact
high ridge
high
ridge is
is the
above the
Gishu phonolite
phonolite at
at the
top of
of the
the escarpment
the
Despite the
vertical cliffs. Despite
almost vertical
form almost
\oleanics form
of ’linderet
feet of
of feet
many hundreds
many
hundreds of
Tinderet volcanics
l,:-:n completely
have been
may have
rift may
the site
depression at
fact
fact that
that the
the original
original depression
at the
site of
of the
the rift
completely
[19613. pp.
[Vt-"alsh (1963,
as aa phonolite
izna as
ﬂuid lava
basalts. such
Sarnburu basalts,
by Samburu
filled by
filled
such aa fluid
phonolite (Walsh
pp. 6—9.1
6-9)
Ke ya to
Plateau in southern
Yalta Plateau
to Yatta
nhich forms
{low of
shows
shows the
the single
single flow
of phonolite
phonolite which
forms the
southern Kenya
to
spread
have spread
would have
per mile) would
ll. per
11‘. ft.
‘:.n 10
less than
of less
down a:t grade
miles down
lSU miles
have ﬂowed
have
flowed 180
grade of
extensiye
in extensive
be found
now still
mould now
escarpment. and
present escarpment,
the present
of the
the cast
to the
far to
far
east of
and would
still be
found in
nephehnitic phonolite
'I‘inderet nephelinitic
float of
the exception
thick sheets.
and
and thick
sheets. With
With the
exception of
of some
some float
of Tinderet
phonolite
lat-as are
Tindere‘t lavas
the next
in the
.‘L set! in
the base
at
at the
base of
of the
the escarpment.
escarpment, di
discussed
next paragraph.
paragraph, no
no Tinderet
are
likely
for the
further supporting
:ch :2
of the
found east
found
east of
the escarpment.
escarpment, \-'\‘
which
is further
supporting evidence
evidence for
the likely
ridge.
barrier ridge.
former presence
former
presence of
of aa barrier

the
in the
'alleys in
old valleys
till old
which fill
lax-.1 which
of lava
patches of
i'ite patches
are five
escarpment are
the escarpment
of the
foot of
the foot
At the
At
14
and 14
10 and
her-Keen 10
yarying between
angles varying
at angles
downhill at
slope downhill
and slope
rocks. and
System rocks,
Basement System
Basement
Basement
the
of
slope
oxerali
the
:is
order
seine
the
of
are
which
slopes
degrees.
degrees, slopes which are of the same order as the overall slope of the Basement
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System
rocks of
of the
the escarpment.
occurrences itaxc
the appearance
System rocks
escarpment. 'lhesc
These occurrences
have the
appearance o‘i
of flows
flows
which were
vancys when
when the
the escarpment
had reached
reached its
its present
thrcsent
which
were spilled
spilled or
or erupted
erupted into
into valleys
escarpment had
form.
five occurrences
into the
the Bus-zt‘nent
form. Between
Between these
these five
occurrences are
are numerous
numerous valleys
valleys cut
cut into
Basement
System
rocks which
trace of
:t‘.£'. lloat.
System rocks
which contain
contain no
no trace
of lava
lava or
or lava
float. the
The n'tain
main i'Uiii‘Z
rock type
type iin
exposures
Kaosoi exposures
Entsea and
the Emsea
A: the
plioriolite. At
tasin (iishu
is Uasin
these patches
each of
each
of these
patches is
Gishu phonolite.
and Kapsoi
there
float of
Elueyo basalt
basalt and
phone-lite and
there is
is in
in addition
addition float
of Elgeyo
and 'l'inderct
Tinderet ncplteiinilic
nephelinitic phonolite,
and at
at
of
form of
the form
takes the
much of
Although much
only. Although
latter only.
the latter
of the
”ﬂoat of
Musgut float
Musgut
of each
each exposure
exposure takes
debris.
much as
as 52‘.rt. across
not uncommon.
uncomn'ion.
debris, ﬁat—topped
flat-topped sheets
sheets as
as much
50 ft.
across are
are not

'II
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The
writer was
ﬁrst unable
unable to
to reconcile
reconcile the
in these
The writer
was at
at first
the midcncc
evidence shown
shown in
these CXPUAUE'C\
exposures
with
es ol‘
fallen from
with Thomson‘s
Thomson's explanation
explanation [lSili
(1885, p.
p. ﬁlo—ll
464) that
that they
they are
are mas
masses
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that the
the lavas
la\-'as are
lip of
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the escarpment.
escarpment, and
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if they
they are
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this can
only by
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in
situ. If
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can be
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to be
the
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lax-a which
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widespread but
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sheets of
flowed around
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the escarpment.
slopes of
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barrier and
mountain barrier
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southern end
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end of
the mountain
and mantled
of the
escarpment,
been
subsequently been
and subsequently
dissection. and
stage of
its present
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much of
reached much
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had then
which had
which
present stage
of dissection,
covered
re—exc:t\-'ute(l. aa postulation
pOstulation rather
covered by
by later
later deposits
deposits and
and now
now re-excavated,
rather diiﬁcult
difficult to
to sub
substantiate.
main objections
regarding the
stantiate. One
One of
of the
the main
objections to
to regarding
the exposures
exposures as
as iallcn
fallen material
material is
is
the
fact that
is not
found in
lava float
the fact
that gncissic
gneissic float
float is
not found
in any
any of
of the
the lava
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exposures, nor
nor is
is lava
float
found more
feet downhill
metamorphic terrain
found
more than
than aa few
few hundred
hundred feet
downhill on
on the
the metamorphic
terrain between
between the
the
lavas capping
the lower
lower masses
magses of
lava. Professor
Professor King
King has
has pointed
pointed
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capping the
the escarpment
escarpment and
and the
of lava.
landslips of
.etween these
writer the
the writer
to the
out to
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the similarity
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occurrences and
and the
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numerous landslips
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from
result from
l925. p.
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the Campsie
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(Bailey, 1925,
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sedimentary escarpment
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off and
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over
the sediments.
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the
sediments, leaving
leaving immense
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of volcanic
volcanic debris
debris in
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which float
float of
of the
the sedi—
sedimentary rocks
is seldom
if ever
mentary
rocks is
seldom if
ever seen.
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It
that each
marks an
It therefore
therefore appears
appears that
each exposure
exposure marks
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immense landslip.
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sheets
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oil the
of
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cliffs capping
capping the
the escarpment
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slid down
down over
over
signi—
any signiup any
picking up
without picking
rocks without
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underlying metamorphic
the underlying
ol‘ the
slopes of
the gentler
the
gentler slopes
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of the
time of
the time
at the
that at
possible that
is possible
It is
rocks. It
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these lower
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debris from
of debris
amounts of
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extent of
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had some
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the landslips
occurrence of
occurrence
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wet,
largest
points out
King also
slides. King
the slides.
ot‘ the
soles of
lubricated the
would have
would
have lubricated
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out that
that the
the two
two largest
north]
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escarpment farther
the escarpment
of the
loot of
the foot
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occur along
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in this
patches in
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the mountain
of the
rem-nan of
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and south—cast
north—east and
are found
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that
suggesting
escarpment.
the
capping
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plateau
the
back
held
originally
which
which originally held back the plateau lavas capping the escarpment, suggesting that
the
diverted the
and diverted
iass and
sliding: mass
original sliding
the original
have split
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peak may
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the once
the
once much
split the
two parts
two
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to either
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side.
The
Kamasian Hills
Hills is
is controlled
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rather open
The structure
structure of
of the
the Kamasian
controlled by
open grid—litulting
grid-faulting of
of
two
.cc the
in the
Kabarnct trachytcs.
while continuing
two separate
separate episodes.
episodes, s‘
since
the faults
faults in
the Kabarnet
trachytes, while
continuing those
those
in the
the older
lavas. are
much lesser
lccr magnitude,
nagnitudc. pointing
pointing to
renewal of
movement in
in
older lavas,
are of
of much
to aa renewal
of movement
in
the
pattern. The
hill is
' ‘ ' than
the
the older
older fault
fault pattern.
The eastern
eastern side
side of
of the
the hills
is more
more strong-y
strongly faulted
than the
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net-:1 c is
is ono
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west, an
and the
the (“CF-ii
overall picture
one of
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strongly hro't-l.
broken eastern face
.
contrasted to
to :ta more
more gentle
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contrasted
gentle western
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approaches a true dip slope on the
outcrop
Kaharnet trachytcs.
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n‘. ' outcrop of the trachytes
outcrop of
of the
the Kabarnet
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overall dip
dip tof" the
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approximately
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ft. per
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along the
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The writer
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contends that
that in
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the
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scale) is
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the Rift
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length. The
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much
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farther to
the south
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is somewhat
to the
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Ravine and
l-lama Ravine
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the volcanoes
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the
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the Mau,
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Thus the
the floor
floor of
of the
the Rift
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foot of
proper in
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Valley
in this
this area
area is
is the
the country
country extending
extending eastwards
eastwards from
from the
the foot
of the
the
lakes Baringo
Escarpment cast
laikipia Escarpment
foot of
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Kamasian HiJls
Kamasian
at Sabur
Sabur to
to the
the foot
of the
the Laikipia
east of
of lakes
Baringo
and
Hannington.
and Hannington.
as
forming as
occurs. forming
recent close
more recent
touch more
of much
belt of
Radad aa belt
of Radad
East of
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dose grid—faulting
grid-faulting occurs,
from south
runs from
faulting runs
newer faulting
this newer
western margin
'l he western
rift. The
the rift.
within the
rift within
were aa rift
it were
it
margin of
of this
south
to
Post to
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through Marigat
then swings
Radad. and
far as
to north
to
north as
as far
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and then
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newer system
l'his newer
Baringo. This
l :ike Baringo.
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near
near the
the western
shore of
of Lake
system of
of grid—faulting.
grid-faulting, we]!
well shown
shown
pattern. as
the older
itl‘l‘p-T'cz‘i'cd on
itself impressed
is itself
V1“. is
Plate VIII,
in Plate
in
on the
older and
and more
more open
open grid
grid pattern,
as evidenced
evidenced
under
disappear under
the grid-faults
post the
the post
nest of
mile or
Post. A\ mile
lv'larigat Post.
of Marigat
zest of
west
or more
more west
of the
grid-faults disappear
and eastwards
but at
disturbing them.
without disturbing
Kapthurin sediments
the Kapthurin
the
sediments without
them, but
at the
the post
post and
eastwards the
the
of
upwards of
cliffs upwards
vertical cliffs
almost vertical
fo in almost
and form
faulted. and
are faulted,
themselves are
beds themselves
Kapthurin beds
Kapthurin
in the
the faulting
newness of
Plain. The
Loboi Plain.
overlooking the
height overlooking
in height
ft. in
ltd-U ft.
100
the Loboi
The newness
of the
faulting in
the
which
beds. which
the beds,
nature of
poorly consolidated
the very
by the
evidenced by
is evidenced
sediments is
sediments
very poorly
consolidated nature
of the
neverthe—
these are
be climbed.
faces of
the faces
readily to
crumble too
crumble
too readily
to allow
allow the
of the
the clills
cliffs to
to be
climbed, yet
yet these
are nevertheagain
are again
faces are
fault faces
the fault
lavas the
cut lavas
faults cut
never faults
the newer
Where the
vertical faces. Where
almost vertical
less almost
foot.
the foot.
at the
scree at
little scree
very little
and very
vegetation and
no vegetation
or no
little or
with little
near—vertical with
or near-vertical
vertical or
vertical
as
ltl9'} as
p, 109)
[1931. p.
?regtit'y-' (1921,
by Gregory
to by
referred to
is referred
this grid~faulting
Baringo this
Lake Baringo
of Lake
west of
.lust west
Just
grid-faulting is
to successive
from the
type". from
the “Claphani
the
"Clapham junction
Junction type",
the resemblance
resemblance to
successive platlorms
platforms separated
separated
by sunken
railroads.
by
sunken railroads.

the adjacent
parallelling the
north—south alignment
have :1a roughly
faults have
the faults
Almost all
Almost
all the
roughly north-south
alignment parallelling
adjacent
do.»-'nthrowing some
l'ault. downthrowing
th: cast-West
\iotablc exceptions
Valley. Notable
Rift Valley.
the Rift
walls of
walls
of the
exceptions are
are the
east-west fault,
some
the
Lscarpment and
Flgeyo Escarpment
marks toe
the north.
to the
ft. to
llltltl ft.
2,000
north, which
which marks
the southern
southern end
end of
of the
the Elgeyo
and the
the south.
ft. to
40ft ft.
downthrmvin;r some
fault. downthrowing
Valley. and
Kerio Valley,
Kerio
and aa shorter
shorter east—west
east-west fault,
some 400
to the
south,
lembus
in Lembus
trend in
fault of
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Kainasian Hills.
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on
on the
the western
western flank
of the
the Kamasian
The fault
of north—easterly
north-easterly trend
its
whether its
doubtful whether
is doubtful
it is
the ground.
feature on
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makes only
Forest makes
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only aa small
on the
ground, and
and it
throw
exceeds 100
ft.
throw exceeds
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faults
normal faults
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seen clearly
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nature could
the nature
which the
of which
faults of
the faults
of the
All of
All
seen
faulting seen
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Nowhere was
915 . Nowhere
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{:5 and
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hadCs. generally
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with steep
with
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rare.
unexpectedly rare,
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breccias are
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resulted from
have resulted
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which
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the southern
at the
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the Precambrian
in the
that in
being that
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among those
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end of
of
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the
in
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the
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and aa very
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of the
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in the
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of the
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-
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ll 1-: Uasin
l'axin Cvishu
if»? p. 373)
3"}t oaerlze
hot. .
The
Gishu phonolitea
phonolites in
at "lznihteéi
Tambach “i‘ﬂlmx‘lxlﬂlﬂl‘l.
{Shackleton, 1950
overlie beds,
which contain
'e'tl"t’ﬂ gin
Win-mt: fauna,
'itirt. which
inch the
:3": writer eorrcluttw
which
an undoubted
undoubted Miocene
correlates withit the
Kimwarcr sediments.
sediment; As
Eu there
there is
ax no
no ewdenee
prolonged period
period or
eroaion
Kimwarer
evidence tit
of :Et}
any prolonged
of erosion
between the
'leposition oi
the Redinw-nts
and the
the outﬂow
of the
the phonolites,
phonolitex. the.
between
the deposition
of the
sediments and
outflow of
the latter
latter
Lil'C probably
probably ol‘
or Upper
l‘pper Miocene
\litteene age,
nee. hid
the Tinderet
'l‘intleret volcanics
\oltxiniu Ltl'C
L pper
are
of Midtiie
Middle or
and the
are Upper
Miocene. possibly
Lower Pliocene.
Pliocene.
Miocene,
possibly Lower

The overstepping
th: Eldama
Fldzinni Ravine
il;t\irtr: series
e law from
iront Uasin
L'usin Liishu
phonoiites to
The
overstepping of
of the
Gishu phonolites
to
Elgeyo and
and Samburu
Stitnburu basalts
hztxtiltx points
points to
to :ta long
iurtg' period
:erlne‘ oi"
erosion hct‘oz'e
the deposition
deposition of
Elgeyo
of erosion
before the
of
the
Ratine ACFlCn.
the group
the tufts
tuffs of
of the
the Eldttmz‘:
Eldama Ravine
series, xii.”
since vl‘i
the loner
lower sediments
sediments of
of the
group are
are
ltirgeiy
t‘ront the
mic-lulu, (m
the hL‘l‘iC‘)
ix‘ ::\;ignc‘.kl
largely dSFiVCd
derived from
the older
older volcanics.
On this :teount
account the
series is
assigned to
to the
the
tutl’ seriex
urteonforntity of
the .ingulttr
Pliocene The
Middle Pliocene.
Pliocene, probtthi} the
Pliocene-probably
the Middle
angular unconformity
of thix
this tuff
series
the
PrtlbdhiV initiutee;
itself probably
faulting; |'\'\lllCl"l
rit't faulting
tilOI‘ rift
hr
the first
affords
affords exidence
evidence titut
that the
major
(which itself
initiated the
in the
*nts in
hppﬁ'tti‘itf‘tkt of
the appearance
l’ii>.\'ti‘t‘,_‘. The
in the early Pliocene.
occurred in
tuft eruptionst
tuff
eruptions) occurred
of 5.
sediments
the
probtibly
during the
d! tti‘bnneea during
periodic disturbances
Klight periodic
suggeuts slight
tut? series
tuff
series suggests
the extrusion
extrusion of
of the
the ttuffs,. probably
the eigeption
V. Itl‘. the
faulting. With
epkode of
tirs: episode
of iltix
phi-sex of
related
related to
to the
the \t‘ttning
waning phases
this first
of faulting.
exception of
of the
the
of the
deposition of
the deposition
\uhA-rquent to
rock< subsequent
truchytes all
Kabnrnet trachytes
Kabarnet
all erupti'xe
eruptive rocks
to the
the milk
tuffs are
are
thix
and this
today and
it' today,
we see it
it; we
Valley as
Ril’t Valley
the Rift
or the
tlttr \ of
lower flanks
0." lower
ﬂoor or
the floor
to the
confined to
confined
i Lt't.
the rift.
of the
lines of
lTiZLJ'Ol‘ lines
the major
determined the
hate determined
mu~t have
faulting must
of faulting
period of
period
were
were extruded
trrieh}te< were
linlxirnet trachytes
\t.“ eh the
upon which
rocla upon
faulted rocks
strong]; faulted
The strongly
The
the Kabarnet
extruded were
before etnpliteement
t'elittix’ely exen
to Lta relatively
eroded
eroded down
down to
even \urftiee
surface before
emplacement ot'
of the
the tmehytes.
trachytes. This
This
plttniition. \thieh
of planation,
cycle of
the endiertizirt'
to the
related to
he related
can be
of eroaion
period of
period
erosion can
end-Tertiary cycle
which reached
reached
Kltbtt :t i!‘£tCl‘t}TC\
‘ and
l’lio
Y‘aiiddle Pliocene,
in {he
its culmination
its
culmination in
the Middle
and the
the Kabarnet
trachytes tire
are therefore
therefore
phonoliles.
Htinnington phonolites,
Lake Hannington
than the
younger than
and younger
Pliocene age, and
Middle Pliocene
of Middle
probably of
probably
the Lake
bedx.
Chstneron beds.
the Chemeron
than the
younger than
\lightij; younger
exert slightly
i c even
itge or
€1t1‘tk' age
the same
of the
probably of
:md probably
and
the
the depoxitiun
hetueen the
{uniting between
l’leixtocet‘ie faulting
epixode ol’
the episode
tor the
The CVldCl’lk‘C
The
evidence for
of Pleistocene
deposition ol"
of the
Ktitlihltll'lﬁ lJCklx
the Kapthurin
phonolitex and
Lake Hannmgton
Lake
Hannington phonolites
and the
beds has
has :ilreiidy
already hee.
been dSeuue-d.
discussed, 2M
as
the wen
In the
rift ﬂoor.
the rift
in the
griditiiuiting in
elme grid-faulting
episode of
hut episode
the last
lor the
evidence for
the evidence
has the
has
of close
floor. In
west
gixex exidenee
Li": gives
p 97)
'. p.
>1
\hktdl (1967,
littitutle McCall
thix latitude
near this
Valle} near
Rift Valley
the Rift
of the
of
evidence of
of major
major
second major
faulting The
rift faulting.
ntitiot‘ rift
:iuthorK' <econd
preSent author's
the present
to the
faulting prior
faulting
prior to
second major
The second
major
major episode.
McCall's third
thereiore equitzitcnt
t\' therefore
present iireti
in the
faulting in
faulting
the present
area is
equivalent to.
to McCall's
third major
episode.
null ot'
itetir tlie
its. epicentre
with its
I‘ll“. with
The ezirthquztke
The
earthquake oi
of 1928,
epicentre tit
at Stlbtllx'lLt
Subukia near
the ertxtern
eastern wall
of the
the
or" minor
c
the continuous
,.. and
Lt
local
‘
~uC' wion of
inuoux succession
L t, d the
the present1t area,
of the
eust of
Valley. east
Rift Valley,
Rift
local
Departobi \eisn‘ogtnphi
the N
recorded on
tremors recorded
tremors
on the
Nairobi
seismographs oi
of the
the Mines
Mines and
and Geological
Geological Departfact that
LHNlttblG despite
\tiEl unstable
is still
\'tilley is
Rift Valley
the Rift
thiit the
elcut‘ that
it clear
makes it
ment makes
ment
despite the
the fact
that :tetiu:
active
hate eeuwd.
to have
non rippetirx'
\uleunicity now
vulcanicity
appears to
ceased.
mn'ietimex ol
lllztlill} of
smull Milli‘lxlx
A:‘t'ltamtlimt’:.-Small
Archaeology
artifacts, mainly
of o'tmdiatn.
obsidian, sometimes
of elier!
chert or
or :igtite.
agate,
tools and
the urea.
loner ground
the lower
of the
:mrts of
min; parts
in many
suriltee in
the surface
on the
found on
were found
were
ground of
of the
area. Tools
and
Valle}.
in the
hipti‘mtn in
:tt Kiptimim
found at
ll‘»ll‘:g Site‘s.
marking living
in abundance,
[lakes in
flakes
abundance, marking
sites, “ere
were found
the Kcrio
Kerio Valley,
near
Kimngoront. Lind
near Kimngorom,
Rixer near
l’erkerrti River
the Perkerra
on the
ﬁgitx on
on the
sites on
two sites
at two
at
the ;-.liu\i;il
alluvial flats
and near
found.
were found,
implementx were
\ueh implements
about ait dozen
Hills about
Kumxmztn Hills
the Kamasian
(in the
Knbuot Crater.
Kabuot
Crater. On
dozen such
foresti
high ltt‘ﬁth
Since these
till, Since
:tt all.
none at
next none
the west
in the
high ground
the high
on the
and on
and
ground in
these high
areas were
were forestwould hate
\xilu :tnintttls
:imes wild
Neolithie times
in Neolithic
covered
covered in
animals would
have been
been difﬁcult
difficult to
to hunt
hunt Itmd
(and to
to
lone"
in the
icd and
hme lived
would have
the time
people of
the people
avoid} there.
avoid)
there, so
so that
that the
of the
time would
and hunted
hunted in
the lower
rixers‘.
to rivers.
eloxe to
ground. close
more open
:md more
and
open ground,

IX.-ECONOMIC
l.\.—l-.("()\U.\ll(' GEOLOGY
(”CUTTKH
Supplies
1. Water
1.
Water Supplies

The few
few boreholes
borehole; in
in the
the tire-ii
LtI‘C found
found along
t'y‘ex‘tertt margins
margins
The
area are
along in.
the southern
southern and
and western
of the
the map.
mtip. The
The water-producing
v.:iter-produein1;r bores
hora (those
whoa: producing
hr‘ntitieing Ltirhonei
xide zire
dealt with
with
of
carbon-dioxide
are dealt
in the
the next
ne‘vtt section)
section: listed
il»!ctt‘ from
from east
cal to
to west
eat and
Lind then
then north,
north are
:ire shown
«ht‘tviri in
In Table
'l'uhle 4.
l
in

4%
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r
TABLE4
TABLE
4

Borehore
Borehore
No.
N0.

C781
C781
C795
C795
CI406
C1406
C616
(‘616

Locality
Locality

Dem}:
Depth
(fin)
(ft.)

,...
....
.. ..
....

....
....
....
. .

Lomolo ....
Loniolo
Lomol0 ..
Lornoio
Legetetwek
. .
Legetetwek..
Sagasaket
Sagasaket . .

. .
....
,...
....

..

....
....
....
....

525
525
532
532
469
469
315
315

C1280 .. ..
C1280
C626 ....
C626
C722 . .
C722
C2124 .. ..
C2124

,...
..
..
....
....

Esagcri Factory
Factory
Esageri

....

....

368
368
500
500
460
460
440
440

..

C1838 .. ..

..

..

Pearson‘s Farm,
Farm, Eldama
Eldama ..
Pearson's
..
Eldama
Ravine Boma
Eldama Ravine
Boma
....
Moore’s
Farm. Torongo
Moore's Farm,
Torongo .. ..
.... Foster's
Kipkahus ,. ..
Foster's Farm.
Farm, Kipkabus

360
360

Water Strut-it
Struck
writer
(fa)
(ft.)

Rest Tested
Tested
Rest
levelUi.)
.vi'et’din
level(ft.) yield
in
gallons
gallons
per
per 24
24
hours
hours
525
448 50,000
525
448
50,000
510
456 53.000*
510
456
53,000*
284 48,000“
3751445
284
375+445
48,000*
185
152
(main
supply:
54.000
185 (main supply) 152
54,000
353to
265
353
to 265
307to
350
225
307
to 350
2-25
8,001)“
8,000*
396 24,000
400—460
396
400+460
24,000
424
165
424
165
45,600
45,600
230
200
230
200
11280
17,280
162 ,2 246 (main)
162+246
(main)

240

21.600
21,600

*Warm
Wa rm wa,ter
wa-t er
.\-"lcCal| [1951
McCall
(1957, pp.
pp. 3‘)
39 and
and ~16]
46) points
points out
out that
that the
the water
water table
table in
in the
the extreme
extreme south—
southeast
Kampi ya
ya Moto
Nloto is
east of
of the
the present
present area
area around
around Lomolo
Lomolo and
and Kampi
is at
at aa great
great depth.
depth, and
and it
it
is doubtful
l.tJt‘-tl ft.
it, would
water in
in many
many locations.
locations,
is
doubtful whether
whether drilling
drilling eyen
even to
to 1,000
would produce
produce water
Eyen then
rise could
be expected.
in that
locality up
up to
to 1957
195?
Even
then no
no appreciable
appreciable sub—artesian
sub-artesian rise
could be
expected. In
that locality
only
live out
only five
out of
of 13
13 boreholes
boreholes were
were successful.
successful.
Approaching Eldama
Eldama Ravine
Rmine and
westwards there
there is
is no
no record
record of
Approaching
and continuing
continuing westwards
of an
an
unsuccessful
borehole. ’[There
here are
in the
rainfall
unsuccessful borehole.
are few
few bores
bores in
the farming
farming areas
areas because
because rainfall
conditions
water can
from surface
conditions are
are good
good and
and sullicicnt
sufficient water
can generally
generally be
be obtained
obtained from
surface streams.
streams,
storage
periods being
being provided
by stone
storage against
against dry
dry periods
provided by
stone or
or earth
earth dams.
dams. Smallholdings
Smallholdings cast
east
of
Eldama Ravine,
R;t\-iite. around
Kabinioi and
from pipe—
of Eldama
around Kabimoi
and Esag‘:‘i.
Esageri, are
are supplied
supplied with
with water
water from
pipelines from
the slopes
Kilombe. south
south or
the mapped
mapped area.
project of
the African
African
lines
from the
slopes of
of Kilombe,
of the
area, aa project
of the
Land Development
Deyelopment Board
Board (Aldev).
iI-‘lldeyi. Piped
l’;pcd water
water is
is also
in the
tle township
township of
Land
also available
available in
of
Kabarnet from
Kabarnet
from aa series
series of
of small
small dams
dams near
near by.
by.

“later
Water for
for stock
stock in
in the
the dry
dry rEi‘t
rift ﬂoor
floor in
in the
the east
east of
of the
the area
area is
is augmented
augmented by
by aa
further
further Aldey
Aldev' project.
project, the
the building
building of
of "Haifa
"Haifa tanks".
tanks". Such
Such tanks
tanks are
are fairly
fairly shallow
shallow
depressions
depressions scooped
scooped out
out by
by small
small eartlHnoying
earth-moving machines
machines and
and bounded
bounded by
by earth
earth clykes.
dykes,
with
with further
further banks
banks of
of earth
earth angled
angled out
out {tom
from the
the tanks
tanks to
to trap
trap the
the run-oil
run-off from
from aa
wide
wide area
area around,
around. Such
Such tanks
tanks are
are sited
sited on
on \ery
very gently
gently sloping
sloping ground
ground and
and away
away from
from
marked
marked stream
stream channels
channels to
to obviate
obviate Elle
the danger
danger of
of the
the earth
earth banks
banks washing
washing away
away in
in
floods.
perhaps 20
floods. Such
Such aa tank.
tank, an
an acre
acre or
or more
more in
in area
area and
and perhaps
20 ft.
ft. deep
deep when
when ﬁlled,
filled, will
will
hold
hold water
water from
from one
one rainy
rainy period
period to
to another
another and
and allow
allow grazing
grazing in
in areas
areas which
which would
would
otherwise
otherwise be
be used
used only
only during
during rain}
rainy periods
periods when
when natural
natural surface
surface water
water could
could be
be
relied
on.
relied on.

by
projectl started
is aa project,
Marigat is
of Marigat
north-east of
Scheme. north-east
Irrigation Scheme,
Perkerra Irrigation
The Perkerra
The
started by
hand labour
labour but
but later
later mechanized
High degree.
taps the
the water
water of
hand
mechanized to
to aa high
degree, which
which taps
of the
the
of acres
hundreds of
many hundreds
irrigate many
to irrigate
River to
l’erLerra River
perennial Perkerra
perennia!l
acres of
of fertile
fertile silts
silts in
in an
an area
area
usually too
usually
too dry
dry to
to permit
permit farming.
farming. The
The area
area of
of the
the present
present scheme
scheme is
is known
known to
to have
have
but
Europeans, but
ﬁrst Europeans,
the first
the coming
before the
long before
tribe long
Njcmps tribe
the Njemps
by the
irrigated by
been irrigated
been
coming of
of the
the
River changed
the original
original work
work is
is said
said to
to have
have been
been abandoned
abandoned when
when the
the Pcrkerra
Perkerra River
changed
nineteenth century.
the nineteenth
part of
latter part
in the
course in
its course
its
the latter
of the
century.
lrrlgation
Hills and
Irrigation is
is also
also practised
practised to
to aa small
small extent
extent in
in the
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills
and the
the upper
upper
310pes
slopes 0f
of the
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment.
Escarpment, where
where trenches
trenches only
only aa foot
foot wide
wide and
and aa few
few inches
inches
deep
deep are
are cut
cut to
to tap
tap of?
off water
water from
from streams
streams and
and lead
lead itit to
to near-by
near-by smallholdings.
smallholdings.
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2. Carbon
Carbon Dioxide
Dioxide
2.
hich exzcnds
Location 1w
Esageri Location
in the
sunk in
were sunk
“946 several
In 1946
In
several boreholes
boreholes were
the Esageri
(which
extends south
south
boreholes
se\ en boreholes
the seven
scheme. Of
agricultural scheme.
an agricultural
for an
map) for
the map)
of the
margin of
southern margin
the southern
of the
of
Of the
(Colo
two (C616
completion. two
before completion,
abandoned before
were abandoned
two were
programme two
original programme
the original
in the
started in
started
tCSIS.
three (C525,
and three
water. and
produced water,
section) produced
water section)
the water
in the
to in
referred to
already referred
C1406 already
and CI406
and
producing aa small
C526 producing
gas. C526
dioxide) gas,
(carbon dioxide)
CO. (carbon
produced CO2
C576) produced
and C576)
C526. and
C526,
small quantity
quantity
Boreholes
the area.
of the
lies one
C576 lies
Borehole C576
addition to
in addition
water in
of water
of
to gas.
gas. Borehole
one mile
mile south
south of
area. Boreholes
pipeline which
by aa two—inch
tapped by
was tapped
C526 was
but C526
were sealed
and C576
C525 and
C525
C576 were
sealed off.
off, but
two-inch pipeline
which
factory.
At the
rights. At
lease the
who lease
Ltd. who
Carbacid Ltd.,
of Carbacid
factory of
the factory
to the
gas to
the gas
carries the
carries
the ('0
CO2 rights.
the factory,
is
the borehole.
south-south-west of
road 3%
main road
the main
alongside the
built alongside
built
3t miles
miles south-south-west
of the
borehole, the
the gas
gas is
ice“
treatment. as
further treatment,
after further
form or.
liquid form
be sold
to be
compressed to
compressed
sold in
in liquid
or, after
as “dry
"dry ice".

All the
the gas—producing
boreholes were
patches in
:l‘. bush
bush
All
gas-producing boreholes
were sited
sited in
in trecless
treeless grassy
grassy patches
country. probably
probably in
in the
belief that
bare patches
patches marked
marked an
underground source
source
country,
the belief
that such
such bare
an underground
of
Examination of
of water.
water. Examination
of the
the terrain
terrain and
and of
of air
air photographs
photographs shows
shows these
these grassy
grassy areas
areas
to occur
lines. Gas
to
occur only
only on
on fault
fault lines.
Gas bubbles
bubbles are
are reported
reported to
to occur
occur in
in these
these areas
areas after
after
very heavy
heavy rain,
rain. when
the surface
is softened.
and many
many cases
have been
reported of
very
when the
surface is
softened, and
cases have
been reported
of
birds
It is
is extremely
whether ﬂying
birds dropping
dropping dead
dead when
when ﬂying
flying over
over them.
them. It
extremely doubtful
doubtful whether
flying
birds
visiting the
birds could
could be
be affected.
affected, but
but on
on visiting
the producing
producing borehole
borehole at
at aa time
time when
when some
some of
of
the gas
was being
to escape
escape several
whydah birds
birds were
were found,
found. which
the
gas was
being allowed
allowed to
several dead
dead whydah
which
were
asphyxiated while
the ground
wind conditions
were probably
probably asphyxiated
while feeding
feeding on
on the
ground when
when wind
conditions were
were
too
laid down
In lQSQ.
too slight
slight to
to disperse
disperse the
the blanket
blanket laid
down by
by the
the escaping
escaping gas,
gas. In
1959, after
after the
the
factory
had been
for 12
I: years.
pressure at
the wellhead
factory had
been in
in operation
operation for
years, the
the gas
gas pressure
at the
wellhead had
had
gradually
had occurred
gradually fallen
fallen from
from over
over 60
60 psi.
p.s.i. to
to only
only 42.
42, and
and complete
complete stoppages
stoppages had
occurred
due
to seal
the gas.
In an
due to
to water
water collecting
collecting in
in the
the borehole
borehole in
in suﬁicient
sufficient quantity
quantity to
seal oil
off the
gas. In
an
eﬁort
clear the
plug aa plastic
pipe was
inserted into
into the
the hole
hole to
point
effort to
to clear
the water
water plug
plastic pipe
was inserted
to the
the point
where water
was known
known to
to be
to the
the atmosphere
so that
where
water was
be seeping
seeping in.
in, and
and left
left open
open to
atmosphere so
that
water
by the
the gas
It was
under such
the
water was
was blown
blown out
out by
gas pressure.
pressure. It
was under
such conditions
conditions that
that the
pressure of
pressure
of gas
gas entering
entering the
the pipeline
pipeline fell
fell as
as low
low as
as 42
42 psi.
p.s.i. The
The original
original hole
hole was
was cased
cased
for only
191 ft.
from the
the surface,
prevent further
further pressure
pressure loss
loss it
was decided
decided
for
only 191
ft. from
surface, and
and to
to prevent
it was
to case
case the
bore throughout
to keep
water. which
which enters
higher level
level than
the
to
the bore
throughout to
keep out
out water,
enters at
at aa higher
than the
To
the bore.
of the
sides of
from the
in from
falling in
rock waste
by rock
prevent clogging
to prevent
gas. and
gas,
and to
clogging by
waste falling
the sides
bore. To
avoid
production during
avoid putting
putting the
the factory
factory out
out of
of production
during the
the alterations.
alterations, and
and to
to provide
provide an
an
alternative
was sunk
alternative gas
gas supply.
supply, aa second
second borehole
borehole was
sunk late
late in
in 1959.
1959, and
and completed
completed before
before
the original
borehole was
cased. McCall
McCall and
the writer
writer picked
picked aa
the
original borehole
was cleaned
cleaned out
out and
and cased.
and the
the old.
from the
away from
yds. away
ltltt yds.
line 100
fault line
same fault
the same
on the
(C3928t on
borehole (C2928)
new borehole
the new
for the
site for
site
old.
to join
matter to
inexpensive matter
and inexpensive
easy and
be an
would be
it would
because it
was chosen
This site
This
site was
chosen because
an easy
join the
the
\ery doubtful
was considered
it was
the factory.
to the
pipeline to
existing pipeline
the existing
to the
hole to
new hole
new
factory, and
and it
considered very
doubtful
second
at aa second
tapping at
decrease on
noticeable decrease
any noticeable
show any
would show
of gas
pressure of
the pressure
that the
that
gas would
on tapping
psi.
just UVEI‘
pressure. just
the same
register the
now register
boreholes now
both boreholes
fact both
in fact
by. In
near by.
point near
point
same pressure,
over 60
60 p.s.i.
obtained the
company obtained
the company
bore the
new bore
the new
of the
site of
the site
choosing the
After choosing
After
the advice
advice of
of aa water
water
stating
by the
chosen by
that chosen
of that
yards of
few yards
within aa few
spot within
picked aa spot
who picked
cliviner who
diviner
the geologists.
geologists, stating
that aa borehole
there would
not encounter
encounter water.
It did.
that
borehole there
would not
water. It
did.
The
in Fig.
fig. 9,
4‘. after
Kit-(all.
The two
two producing
producing boreholes
boreholes are
are shown
shown diagramaneally
diagramatically in
after McCall,
with
with additions
additions by
by the
the writer.
writer. The
The sediment
sediment at
at the
the top
top of
of each
each of
of the
the bores
bores is
is of
of the
the
Eldama Ravine
by gravels
younger
Eldama
Ravine group
group capped
capped by
gravels and
and soil.
soil, and
and its
its zippcarance
appearance aboxe
above the
the younger
lake Hannington
Hannington phonolite
Lake
phonolite is
is due
due to
to the
the boreholes
boreholes cutting
cutting the
the fault
fault lthe
(the degree
degree by
by
which the
been nteztsuretii
which
the boreholes
boreholes diverge
diverge from
from the
the vertical
vertical at
at depth
depth has
has not
not been
measured) and
and
continuing
phonolites. again
Eldama Ravine
Rznittc group
continuing in
in the
the downthrown
downthrown phonolites,
again reaching
reaching the
the Eldama
group
at
in C526
Java
at about
about 350
350 ft.
ft. in
C526 and
and at
at 446
446 ft.
ft. in
in C2928.
C2928. The
The Varying
varying thickness
thickness of
of both
both the
the lava
and
and the
the tufffsediment
tuff/sediment group
group in
in the
the borehoies
boreholes is
is reﬂected
reflected in
in the
the rapid
rapid \ariations
variations of
of
thickness
in their
lowest lava
is helietcd
thickness in
their outcrops
outcrops elsewhere.
elsewhere. The
The lowest
lava is
believed to
to he
be the
the Basin
Uasin
Gishu
made from
fragments obtained
from percussion
Gishu phonolite
phonolite (identiﬁcation
(identification was
was made
from fragments
obtained from
percussion
45
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~
cit'illittgi
Ion feet
lcet ol
drilling) and
and the.
the ten
of basalt
basalt overlying
overlying itit in
in C526
C526 is
is aa sill
sill or
or dylxe.
dyke, since
since no
no
‘oasalt
known to
to occur
Basin (itshu
phonolitcs and
the Eldama
Eldatna
basalt ﬂoat-s
flows are
are known
occur between
between the
the Uasin
Gishu phonolites
and the
Ravine group.
group.
Ravine
C
526
C526
19'"
194‘
l. .
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C 2928
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Hz. 9—Diagrammalic
Fig.
9-Diagrammatic section
section of
of carbon-dioxide-pmducing
carbon-dioxide-prodocing boreholes
boreholes at
at Esageri
Esageri

The fact
fact that
and water
water produced
produced from
from the
the boreholes
boreholes is
warm
The
that the
the gas
gas and
is noticeably
noticeably warm
indicates that
of the
the gas
gas is
is closely
closely connected
connected with
the hot
hot springs
and
indicates
that the
the origin
origin of
with the
springs and
tuntaroles
fumaroles t'ound
found elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the
the present
present area.
area, and
and in
in great
great numbers
numbers in
in the
the Lake
Lake
Hannington area
area to
to the
There the
the fumaroles
furnaroles are
faults.
Hannington
the east.
east. There
are all
all aligned
aligned along
along visible
visible faults.
All of
of the
lake Hannington
Hannington steam
jets and
C03, and
All
the Lake
steam jets
and fumaroles
fumaroles carry
carry CO2,
and the
the large
large
steam content
content is
is thought
thought to
be due
to water
water from
Lake Hannington
Hannington seeping
seeping down
steam
to be
due to
from Lake
down
the fault
fault fractures
fractures and
meeting hot
hot juvenile
juvenile gases
gases rising
rising from
from aa deeply
deeply buried
buried cooling
the
and meeting
cooling
senescent
magma. (McCall,
[ML‘C:-1|l. 1967).
Esageri gas.
with other
senescent magma
1967). The
The Esageri
gas, in
in common
common with
other neighbouring
neighbouring
steam jets
abnormal radiLi—ztcti\-'i-—21bout.
twice background
steam
jets tested.
tested, shows
shows abnormal
radio-activity-about
twice
background when
when the
the
wellhead.
the wellhead.
at the
gas at
escaping gas
the escaping
in the
placed in
is placed
t'atemeter is
ratemeter
The
The pressure
pressure of
of the
the gas
gas at
at Esageri
Esageri is
is ascribed
ascribed to
to the
the presence
presence of
of sediments
sediments of
of the
the
Eldama Raxine
Eldama
Ravine group
group which
which form
form aa capping
capping which
which allows
allows the
the gas
gas to
to seep
seep upwards
upwards only
only
tery slowly.
very
slowly, and
and the
the same
same sediments
sediments have
have clogged
clogged the
the fault
fault fractures
fractures so
so that
that the
the gas
gas
can
can escape
escape only
only with
with difﬁculty.
difficulty.
v
found
and found
intervals. and
regular intervals,
factory at
the factory
at the
tested at
is tested
the gas
of the
The (It
The
CO2 content
content of
gas is
at regular
:n average
per cent
whole. sometimes
cent. The
The
to
average 98.5
98.5 per
cent of
of the
the whole,
sometimes rising
rising to
to aboxe
above 99
99 per
per cent.
balance or"
the gas
per cent.
per cent,
balance
of the
gas consists
consists of
of Nitrogen
Nitrogen 0.8
0.8 per
cent, Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons 0.6
0.6 per
cent,
from an
(calculated from
than 0.0!
Helium less
per cent
3.:‘gon tit-2
Argon
0.02 per
cent and
and Helium
less than
0.01 per
per cent
cent (calculated
an analysis
analysis
London).
(.iox-crnment Chemist,
the Government
by the
by
Chemist, London).
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3. Building
Building Materials
Materials
3.
Building stone
stone of
good quality
quality is
is plentiful
plentiful in
in the
the Eldama
ElLlZil'l'l.t Ravine
RIL'iJIiC tuff
lull series.
and
Building
of good
series, and
many small
quarries are
are worked
for local
local projects.
projects The
tull at
the base
base of
of the
the Uasin
Uasin
many
small quarries
worked for
The tuff
at the
(_':ishu
phonolites is
is generally
thin and
in accessible
to be
be profitably
profitablj»
Gishu phonolites
generally too
too thin
and small
small in
accessible outcrops
outcrops to
Worked. but
but aa quarry
the road
road two
ttto miles
miles south
'l'enges produces
produces aa hard
worked,
quarry on
on the
south of
of Tenges
hard gre}
grey
freestone which
has been
used to
build many
Fenges. Sacho
Siteho and
freestone
which has
been used
to build
many of
of the
the shops
shops at
at Tenges,
and
'limboywo. In
In the
the northern
the Kamasian
Kamasian Hills
Hills small
small quarries
hue recently
recently
Timboywo.
northern part
part of
of the
quarries have
been opened
opened in
in the
the Kabarnet
Kabarnet tuffs
tuﬁ's at
at Kituro
Kituro for
for materials
materials to
to build
build aa single-storey
single-store}
been
‘ate tulix
buildings. The
higher buildings.
for higher
soft for
be too
is considered
stone is
the stone
but the
school. but
school,
considered to
to be
too soft
The late
tuffs
Kamixosor.
near Kamwosor,
stone near
building stone
for building
worked for
are worked
Lembus are
and Lembus
Plateau and
Gishu Plateau
basin Gishu
the Uasin
of the
of
roads.
for roads.
top-dressing for
but top-dressing
for anything
poorly consolidated
too poorly
the)” are
but they
but
are generally
generally too
consolidated for
anything but
high
has aa high
\":tiley has
Ket'to Valley
the Kerio
in the
that in
but that
is generally
building is
for building
Sand for
Sand
generally scarce.
scarce, but
bilit‘l‘
area black
in the
Elsewhere in
and Tan‘thzteh.
Kabarnet and
used at
is used
content and
quartz.
quartz content
and is
at Kabarnet
Tambach. Elsewhere
the area
,. 1.
v.Ll.
only with
ri\ers. though
larger rivers,
the larger
from some
be obtained
sand can
Volcanic sand
volcanic
can be
obtained from
some ol‘
of the
though only
deposits.
the
of
content
boulder
high
generally
the
to
due
diilieulty
difficulty due to the generally high boulder content of the deposits.
makes aa
often makes
subsoil often
the subsoil
trachytes the
and trachytes
phonolites and
deep mer
is deep
soil cover
Vv'hcre soil
Where
cover is
over phonolites
using
briekoor‘m. using
Small brickworks,
brick. Small
red brick.
hard. red
good-quality. hard,
to aa good-quality,
bakes to
and bakes
brick—earth. and
good brick-earth,
good
several stes
at several
and at
Kipkabus and
Chepkorio. Kipkabus
Kttbttrnet. Chepkorio,
operated at
are operated
fuel. are
for fuel,
wood for
wood
at Kabarnet,
sites
but
bedrock. but
tuit‘ bedrock,
on tuff
Ri\er sites
Molo River
The Molo
.‘slikuyuni. The
near Mikuyuni.
River near
Molo River
the Molo
along the
along
sites are
are all
all on
from
resuiting from
usually resulting
soil usually
the soil
from the
appearance from
in appearance
diii‘erent in
very different
is very
brick—earth is
the brick-earth
the
derived
ri\er. derived
the river,
of the
deposit of
ﬂood-plain deposit
is aa flood-plain
and is
mils. and
River tuffs,
Molo River
the Molo
of the
Weathering of
weathering
aﬁeld.
farther afield.
from farther
from

4.
4. Other Materials
[limo/trite occurs
Diatomite
occurs in
in thin
thin
east. but
but the
the
east,
the small
small size
size of
of the
will
that the}
doubtful that
tery doubtful
it very
it
they will

bands and
and lenses
lenses in
in the
the ("hemcron
Chemeron beds
beds in the
the northbands
noith—
outcrops
remoteness from
from any
any market
market i't'l'ttlie“,
outcrops and
and their
their remoteness
makes
\x'ot‘king.
worth working.
be worth
exer be
eveI:

(imp/tire
proportion of'
Graphite occurs
occurs in
in biotite
biotite gneisses
gneisses near
near Kimuarer.
Kimwarer, but
but the
the small
small proportion
of
no tin-c.
it oi
makes it
the outcrop.
of the
remoteness of
the remoteness
again the
and again
rock. and
the rock,
in the
graphite in
graphite
outcrop, makes
of no
commercial
interest.
mercial interest.
Opals were
were found
found in
in large
large quantities
quantities scattered
Over the
surface at
at Isanda
lsanda near
near the
the
Opals
scattered over
the surface
Perkerra River,
River. and
and Walker
Walker (1903)
(1903) mentioned
mentioned aa deposit
on the
the west
west bank
bank of
of the
the same
same
Perkerra
deposit on
river. which
which was
“as not
not found
during the
the present
present surxe).
In neither
here precious
precious
river,
found during
survey. In
neither tfepoeit
deposit were
opals found.
found.
opals
Other
minerals. none
none occurring
occurring in
more than
than trace
Lraee amounts,
amounts. found
found in
2n
Other economic
economic minerals,
in more
the Basement
rocks of
the Elgeyo
Elgeyo Escarpment
Escarpment are
are burnt-t.»in hornblende
hornblende
the
Basement System
System rocks
of the
garnets in
gneisses near
near Kiburagoy
Kiburagoy and
(bornitet as
in crystalline
iimestmxe
gneisses
and topper
copper are
are (bornite)
as. specks
specks in
crystalline limestone
ri C
near Naon.
Naon. The
were not
not tested
tested for
for suitability
{or eettten:
tt'tt;i\i"_‘. since
near
The titties-tunes
limestones were
suitability for
cement making
product.
as aa contittercial
them doubtful
makes them
inaccessibility makes
their general
tbeir
general inaccessibility
doubtful as
commercial product.
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